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Abstract 

This study examines how the projects of whiteness and masculinity shape white gay 

men’s political participation in right-wing movements. Drawing on multiple archives from 

across the United States, I trace three major gay organizations - the Log Cabin 

Republicans, the Libertarians for Gay Rights, and the National Socialist League - and the 

discursive tactics each employs to recruit and retain participants. My findings reveal: 

first, that white gay men rely on traditional images of the masculine white citizen to 

carve out a place within the nation, marking themselves as significantly distinct from the 

LGBT community as a whole.  Second, that misogyny and sexism both play a significant 

role in driving white gay men to participate in right-wing politics. Third, that white gay 

men on the right have adapted and expanded the definition of citizenship to include 

themselves without significantly disrupting the white national project as a whole. Lastly, 

that an expanded use of “racial projects” (Omi and Winant 1986, 1994; Winant 2004) 

can help us understand each of these organizations as engaged in contests of racial and 

gendered legitimacy - as a limited, structured response to the historical projects of 

whiteness and masculinity which preempt the rise of the gay right.



1 

Introduction 

There is a general belief among the public that the LGBT community is, inherently, 

progressive (Robinson, 2004; Phillips 2016; Stack and Edmonson 2018; Nir 2018; 

Hobson 2016). This belief is largely rooted in the way we talk about gay marriage, which 

is often associated by both journalists and researchers alike with “progressive” politics 

(Gandhi 2006; Florida 2002; PEW 2016; PEW 2018; Gallup 2014). This association with 

progressive politics pervades our political thinking, from small Rust Belt towns arguing 

that supporting LGBT rights will foster a future-forward economy (South Bend City 

Council Minutes 2010), to framing the Trump administration’s trans military ban as a 

“progressive” issue rather than as a conservative one (Warncke 2018). Yet this conflation 

of “LGBT” and “progressive” leaves us no explanation for those within the LGBT 

community who participate in right-wing (sometimes far-right) politics.  

Explaining contemporary gay right-wing figures like Milo Yiannopoulos and Jack 

Donovan requires examining the broader development of the gay right. Yiannopoulos, a 

(former) darling of the national far-right and Breitbart editor enacts a feminine gay male 

persona - leveraging this performance of self to advocate for a politics that is distinctly 

misogynist and white nationalist. In contrast, Jack Donovan is the picture of a man’s man 

- actively rejecting the title of “gay” Donovan organizes among white nationalists in the 

Pacific Northwest as a self-proclaimed “androphile.” Despite embodying very different 

gender expressions, Yiannopoulos and Donovan are connected by particular historical 

and social commitments; it is these underlying conditions that are the main focus of this 

project. . Contradicting the general perception of gay men as progressive actors, these 
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figures are often understood primarily as newly emerging outliers. Rather than see them 

as aberrations, I explain how everything from the constitution of the category of 

conservative and homosexual to the activation of gay right-wing political organizations 

demonstrates a longstanding concern with navigating stigma and retrenching status and 

“proper” forms of masculinity and citizenship.  In order to explain how white gay men are 

being drawn into (and have historically constituted) these right-wing politics, we need to 

analyze whiteness, gender, and sexuality as historical projects. How can we explain how 

Yiannopoulos and Donovan, and others like them, are connected by sexual practice and 

political predilection but participate in right wing politics in different ways? 

Study Questions and Findings 

Given how gay right-wing figures are perceived both within their community and 

by the wider public The Red Spectrum uses historical sociology to examine the gay right 

within the United States. Drawing on both primary sources from archival research and 

secondary sources, I ask the following question: “How can we explain the creation and 

maintenance of a gay conservative subjectivity amidst competing racial, gender, and sexual 

projects within the nation-state?” Although scholars have discussed the interrelationship 

between whiteness, masculinity, and the privileged boundaries surrounding the category 

of “heterosexuality” (Pascoe 2007; Ward 2008; Anderson 20081) we have yet to see 

how these analyses translate to the political commitments of white gay men. Each of 

these analyses also provide us a glimpse into the lives of white men and their 

 
1 I am compelled to acknowledge that Anderson has allegedly engaged in behavior that is exploitative 
and violent. I use his work as sparingly as possible and only where necessary to discuss the permeable 
nature of masculinity and heterosexuality. 
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participation in gender and racial politics. This study extends Pascoe, Anderson, and 

Ward’s research, exploring how the processes they observe around boundary-making, 

category constitution, and social hierarchy apply to organizations dominated by white 

gay men and organized around their politics on the right. 

Some of my findings extend these scholars’ analyses. Pascoe’s work on boundary-

making among high school boys, and the ritualized use of “fag” as a slur to discipline 

other men, appears to apply to white gay men on the right - becoming a more overt 

tactic the further to the right one goes on the political spectrum (2007). Adult white 

men, the focus of this study, appear to continue this form of disciplining well into 

adulthood. Perhaps one of the most straightforward examples comes from a National 

Socialist League member, who says, “I accept myself, and I accept the part I have to play 

in the straight world. I’m a man, and I have my silly moments and my fun, but I’m no 

faggot.”2 In other places we see this manifesting in boundaries around clothing, 

mannerisms, and promotional materials. Ward, in exploring the sexual practices of white 

men who sleep with men, found that when these men were pursuing same-race 

encounters they utilized a “language of equality” to build rapport with other white men 

(2008). In one example, Ward shares a Craigslist ad example,  

“Seeking a MASCULINE JACK OFF BUD to STR8 PORN - 29. Hot masculine white 

dude here…looking for another hot white dude to come by my place, and work 

out a hot load side by side. Straight Porn only. Prefer str8, surfer, etc. Not usually 

into gay dudes.” (Ward 2008: 425). 

 
2 Entertainment West, No. 119, box 1, folder 2, National Socialist League Collection, Coll 2013–024, ONE 
National Gay and Lesbian Archives, USC Libraries, University of Southern California. 
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Here she describes how archetypes like the “surfer” exemplify white masculinity. 

In my project white gay men on the right also draw on the language of sameness - of 

shared masculine pursuits and social location - in order to make claims on the nation-

state and citizenship. The archetypes they emulate, the businessman, property-owner, 

and even the leather-man all draw on both the nation-state and the rhetoric of 

sameness. While the Log Cabin Republicans and 

the Libertarians for Gay Rights tend to avoid 

raunchy, explicit language, we can see these 

archetypes manifesting in works referenced by the 

National Socilaist League like Kenneth Angers’ 

short film Scorpio Rising which details the erotic 

adventures of a gay Neo-Nazi biker club (1963). In 

doing so they also reject the idea they are 

feminine, racialized, or left-wing because of their 

erotic and sexual activities. Even the category of 

who is “gay” becomes unsettled (Anderson 2008) 

on the right, as men who have sex with men on the right construct alternatives to                 

Figure 1. Artwork for Scorpio Rising (1963) identity-based sexuality in an effort to assert their 

other, more privileged statuses. 

In other ways, my findings complicate the story as it has been told so far. Both 

Ward and Anderson’s studies take place in private, or semi-private locations. The results 

from my study show how the right to “private” space is already prefigured by access to 
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whiteness and masculinity - and that this public/private divide is extremely important to 

the framing of the white gay man as both a citizen and as a man. It also explores in 

greater depth the ways in which white gay men on the right rely on their position contra 

women in order to establish their value and status within a heteronormative nation-state. 

Finally, by troubling the relationship between the public and private spheres - between 

the bedroom, the backroom, and the tearoom - this study explores how sexual practices 

orient and shape politics within the nation-state structure. Throughout the rest of the 

introduction, I will be discussing my methodology, case selection, and this study’s 

remaining chapters. 

Methodology 

Exploring these questions requires a critical and rigorous methodology that 

engages with the fraught nature of right-wing archives and my own positionality. Before 

answering any questions about archives and data, it is important to first define what I 

mean by right-wing. This definition has guided where and how I have collected data, and 

informed my choices around case selection and evaluation. This is no easy matter, as 

Blee and Creasap note in their survey of conservative and right-wing movements (2010). 

Without an established and agreed upon definition, scholars are often reliant on the self-

identification of the groups they study or their own criteria for what they consider to be 

right-wing. Blee and Creasap define right-wing movements as ones “that focus 

specifically on race/ethnicity and/or promote violence as a primary tactic or goal.” In 

comparison they define conservative movements as ones “that support patriotism, free 

enterprise capitalism, and/or a traditional moral order and for which violence is not a 
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frequent tactic or goal” (2010: 170-171). What connects both of these definitions is that 

these movements attempt to return to a set of traditional, idealized hierarchies and 

values - be it the “wild wild West” imagery invoked by conservative libertarians or the 

antebellum South imagery invoked by far-right white nationalists - and that to 

accomplish this return violence, in its many forms is a useful but fuzzy tactic. This 

definition provides some guidance in evaluating social movements, but relies on unclear 

notions of violence and distinctions between projects like race and capitalism that seem 

at odds with the historical record. 

How, for example, do scholars studying right-wing violence differentiate between 

the fist fights and stabbings which occur during confrontations between Proud Boys and 

anti-fascists and the political violence of denying people reproductive autonomy? 

Traditionally, when looking at violence, scholars have focused on interpersonal conflict 

or war - clear instances of physical risk and harm. Mary Jackman (199: 276) argues “in 

the absence of a clear, explicit conceptualization of violence, implicit assumptions about 

the nature of the phenomenon have shaped the research agenda.” These assumptions 

produce an overreliance on measuring physical injury between individuals instead of 

other kinds of harm (Jackson 2002: 387).  

Throughout this project, violence is understood as incarnations of harm which are 

socially mediated, context dependent, and influenced by power relationships. It is in this 

context that I use Rory McVeigh’s description of right-wing movements as “organizing 

on behalf of preserving or expanding the rights and privilege of its members” (2009: 32). 

By understanding how these actors and movements are placed within the larger context 
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of social and political power - and simultaneously within competing claims of legitimacy - 

it is possible to identify the difference between the violence of, say, loss of white status 

and the violence of systematic dehumanization. Throughout this project, right-wing will 

refer to social movements which fall under McVeigh’s definition. Utilizing this definition, 

all three of my cases - Log Cabin Republicans, Libertarians for Gay Rights, and the 

National Socialist League - all fall under the umbrella of gay right wing social movement 

organizations. 

Understanding these movements meant accessing primary sources from across 

the United States, some by way of travel and some by having materials reproduced and 

sent to me. The ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archive in Los Angeles, the GLBT 

Historical Society Archives in San Francisco, the Gerber-Hart Museum and Archive in 

Chicago, and the the Jean-Nickolaus Tretter Collection in Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and 

Transgender Studies at the University of Minnesota constitute the physical archives I 

visited in working through this study.  

I began my project at the Gerber-Hart Museum and Archive, casting a wide net by 

examining documents related to gay political organizing in Chicago. Before I could assess 

the viability of this project I had to figure out if right-wing gay organizations were 

included within the archival records. This search yielded fragments of information, a 

pamphlet on gay libertarianism in one folder, a reference to Log Cabin Republicans in 

another. I paired this with another wide search in the GLBT Historical Society archive, 

which produced a number of archival sources related to the Libertarians for Gay and 

Lesbian Concerns. This archive provided a cataloged and curated set of personal 
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correspondences, newspaper clippings, conference recruitment materials and 

proceedings, advertisements, and ephemera (including photographs). In both Chicago 

and San Francisco I scheduled archival visits and photographed pertinent records for 

later analysis. Because of the limits of research funding and time, I focused primarily on 

taking pictures and writing some initial notes in each location. 

After becoming more familiar with the general history of right-wing gay 

organizing I was able to move from general research into political documents in LGBT 

archives towards identifying specific right-wing organizations I wanted to investigate, in 

particular the Log Cabin Republicans and the National Socialist League. This investigation 

took me to two key archival sites. The first of these was the Jean-Nickolaus Tretter 

Collection, which houses a repository of Log Cabin Republican documents ranging from 

newsletters and organizing notes from its earliest groups to the meeting minutes, 

surveys, and strategic planning documents of the organization up to 2012. The collection 

includes “historical, administrative, financial and educational materials covering its 

founding in California, expansion into numerous local and state chapters, and its growth 

into a national organization based in Washington DC” (Jean-Tretter Collection Finding 

Aid). I first digitized as many documents as I could, resulting in over 3000 image files. 

Later these files, as well as those from the Gerber-Hart and GLBT Historical Archive, 

were run through Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software to make them text 

searchable and prepare them for input into NVivo software for coding. 

In addition to the Jean-Nickolaus collection, my archival search yielded another 

body of archival material - this time at the ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archive in Los 
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Angeles. This archive contains one of the last remaining collections related to the 

National Socialist League. After conducting a research trip, the box contained 

“periodicals, correspondence, manuscripts, clippings, flyers, catalogs, brochures, 

subscription forms, greeting cards and mass mailings created by the National Socialist 

League (NSL) and other related organizations” (NSL Finding Aid). Again I took 

photographs and initial notes on the contents of the collection and then ran the 

photographed images through OCR in order to prepare the materials for input into my 

qualitative data management and analysis system.  

Combined with physically visiting these different archives, I also drew materials 

from online and from photocopies of materials sent to me by archivists. As my search 

deepened regarding the Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns I found reference to 

other organizations in and around San Diego. I reached out to the organizers of the 

Lambda Archives in San Diego and they reproduced a series of newspaper articles 

related to the Thomas Jefferson Libertarian Club, the earliest recorded organization put 

together by and for gay and lesbian libertarians. I also found a radio interview of key 

National Socialist League actors from 1976 through the Pacifica Radio Archive, and had 

them digitize and send me a reproduction electronically. All these reproductions were 

incorporated into the material I categorized and coded in my analysis. 

This archival work had its limitations, as groups like the Outright Libertarians or 

the Log Cabin Republicans after 2012 did not have any public archives to access. Instead 

I used data drawn from open forums like Twitter to explore the public-facing presence of 

these organizations from their first web presence till the present. This data includes 
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photographs, tweets, blog posts, and references to coalitional organizations and policies. 

Alongside this social media data I used Ruby programming to download and process 

longitudinal data from the Wayback Machine - an archive which records snapshots of 

websites over time - in order to see how these websites present their key issues and 

public positions in response to historical events. I scraped websites related to these 

groups in order to assess these changes, and coded the website content for themes in 

conjunction with the other material already added to my qualitative data analysis 

software.  

 Supplementing both the physical archives and the online websites and social 

media presence of these organizations, I also listened to radio interviews, podcasts, and 

youtube videos related to right-wing gay organizing in order to understand the general 

milieau in which these organizations operated. While these were not included in my 

specific coding of the themes within each organization, they helped to immerse me in 

the overall language and concerns of right-wing gay organizers today. 

That doesn’t necessarily mean that these archives are exhaustive sources for 

understanding gay men’s involvement in right-wing politics. Archives which codify the 

remains of queer history are partial, incomplete and often skewed towards progressive 

movements. Archives which discuss right-wing conservatism, the far-right, and fascism, 

including websites and other online platforms are often focused on the explicit political 

projects of the organization and so ignore or fail to record the experiences and meaning-

making of right-wing gay men. But by triangulating these archives, it is possible to 
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reconstruct an image of the events and forces that have shaped these men’s 

participation in right-wing social movements.  

As a researcher and scholar I am not outside of the social projects I am studying. 

Drawing from feminist historical scholars, it’s important to also position myself in relation 

to my archives and object of study (Nakano-Glenn 2004; Stoler 2002; Rolin 2009). In 

parallel to feminist work on ethnography, the application of standpoint theory is 

necessary for studying historical phenomenon because one’s positionality helps to 

determine the types of questions we ask, the recognition of our power in relation to the 

archives we access, and the material realities we shape through our scholarship.3  

I began this project grounded in a particular positionality and subjectivity. As a 

Black trans scholar, you might expect that I would study populations whose experiences 

reflect my own. Following in the footsteps of other feminist scholars (Nader 1972; 

Frankenberg 1993) I’ve instead asked how the powerful are both constructed by others 

and themselves, and how structurally advantaged groups leverage the language of 

oppression to reify their position. The world I navigate is white, masculine, and cis – and I 

define myself and am defined by my struggle to survive these structures. As Kimberlé 

Crenshaw has so poignantly articulated, the intersections of these power relations create 

identity and experience, and thus my interest is focused on the systems which constitute 

difference (Crenshaw 1989).  

 
3 While the orientation of ethnography is often the present moment, and thus often understood to be 
influenced by positionality, it is no less important to take into account one’s positionality in relation to the 
past and the objects and archives which are constructed with an audience in mind. 
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Even beyond these relationships of power, I have (or had) positions and politics 

which overlap with those I study here. While I identify myself as a radical leftist academic 

now, I grew up religiously and politically conservative. As early as fifth grade, I supported 

George Bush in his campaign, and later organized with a Young Republican group for his 

re-election. In middle and high school I was homeschooled and socialized among 

Southern Baptist homeschoolers in Broward County, Florida. In my first year of college I 

attended a pro-life March on Washington. Participating in various conservative 

movements as a child and young adult has made me sensitive to the meaning-making 

and discourses of the right in the United States, especially as I had to navigate these 

spaces as a Black person with outwardly feminine characteristics. While it is easy to 

chalk these actions up to self-hatred and internalized homophobia, these experiences 

taught me the importance of understanding complex political phenomena in structural 

ways - knowing that how we speak and act politically shapes our imagined futures. 

Instead of relegating these political actions to “ignorance” these experiences helped me 

to realize that they make sense for those participating in them because of core 

differences in how participants think about the world they live within.  

I situate myself within this work because I argue there is no opting out of the 

structures of racial, gender, and sexual domination. My interest in this project is not just 

in exploring the systems which authorize, legitimate, and bound “proper” forms of the 

state, gay masculinity, and whiteness - it’s an exploration of the effect those systems 

have on the oppressed. As W.E.B. Du Bois draws out in his concept of “double 
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consciousness,”4 I assess the myriad ways in which the power and authority of racial and 

sexual structures set the stage for people like myself – Black, queer, and trans – as we 

navigate access to institutional resources, state visibility, and citizenship (Du Bois 1903). 

No more unnamed, but central to the interpolation of “proper citizens,” I utilize racial and 

gender projects to render whiteness, gay masculinity, and their political interventions 

visible and accessible to those hoping to understand the current moment and intervene 

in its increasing violence. 

These are the commitments and social locations I carry with me into my analysis 

of archival materials. After gathering up these historical records, I have applied a text and 

discourse analysis to draw out major themes around whiteness, masculinity, and 

citizenship in order to better understand how white gay men participating in four 

organizations on the right have constructed themselves, and the Other5, within national 

political discourse. 

Case Selection 

But why American gay political organizations, particularly on the right? One 

reason is that these organizations are vastly understudied. While most scholarship 

follows the organization, agenda setting, and success (or failure) of progressive gay social 

 
4 In Souls of Black Folks Du Bois describes double consciousness as such, “It is a peculiar sensation, this 
double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring 
one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his two-ness, 
an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark 
body, whose dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder.” (pg. 2-3) 
5 A term I draw from Edward Said’s “Orientatlism” https://sites.evergreen.edu/politicalshakespeares/wp-
content/uploads/sites/33/2014/12/Said_full.pdf 
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organizations (McVeigh 2009) the aforementioned bias in recording and reporting on 

conservative gay political organizations means that scholars have little insight into how 

these organizations act and promote their agendas. Considering the impact American 

economic and cultural imperialism has had on other parts of the world (Stoler 1995; 

Immerwahr 2019), it is important to understand how the current rightward shift is 

representative of global processes. While that falls outside the scope of this particular 

project, I provide in my project an entry into the relationship between the discourse of 

the American Right and the discourse we see in other nations like France, the 

Netherlands, and Germany. 

But why not start with these other examples of the right? Why choose an 

ostensibly liberal nation with a history of “fighting fascism” and which has exhibited a 

relatively stable political structure? This historical stability is related to the conquest and 

control of resources made possible by racial apartheid, colonial expansion, and 

imperialism both here and abroad and so it is critical to ask how conservatism, as a 

political project, has evolved over time in response to the expansion and contraction of 

the category of “elites” (Mills 1956).   

  America has also shaped the political projects around modernity, sexuality, and 

sexual difference - in conversation with nations like Germany and the United Kingdom - 

as these categories have been redefined over the past century and exported to other 

places being incorporated within the expansion of Western, capitalist projects. 

Historically we see a loosening of social structure and integration, an increasing interest 

in the science of sex and its categories, and new spaces in which homosexuality can be 
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both practiced and identified (Foucault 1976; D’Emilio 1983). We also see a reactionary, 

repressive movement during World War Two and after it.  

  During the intervening years, we have seen queer liberation movements sweep 

across the world, most visibly – and perhaps with the most resounding impact – here in 

the United States. Queer people have increased their visibility and claims upon the social 

and state spheres. Happening simultaneously with the globalization of labor and the rise 

of neoliberalism (Eng 2010), these claims have been co-opted and resisted by the nation-

state. The most recent marker of this visibility is the Supreme Court decision supporting 

the right of same-sex partners to marry (Obergefell v. Hodges 2015). Just a few short 

years later we have seen the reversal of a number of protections for the LGBT 

community as a whole (Department of Health and Human Services Memo 2018; DOJ 

Amicus 15-3775),  as we’ve seen gay men in particular moving towards more 

conservative ideologies (Adamson 2017; Rogers 2017; Nash 2016). 

For these reasons I explore three historical organizations of the gay right-wing, 

the Log Cabin Republicans, Libertarians for Gay Rights, and the National Socialist League. 

These three organizations, based in the United States and each founded during the rise 

of a national gay rights movement, help us to understand these political and social 

transformations by rooting our investigation in the longer development of race, gender, 

and sexuality within the U.S. nation-state.  

  The white gay men participating in these social movements, like Milo 

Yiannopoulous and Jack Donovan, have also demonstrated a split in their kinds of 
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participation since the 1970s. This study suggests two central threads have emerged 

within the political tapestry of the white gay right. The first are conservative and right-

wing libertarian gay men, often embodied by various organizations like the Log Cabin 

Republicans, who articulate that despite their sexual orientation (or because of it) they 

should defend American constitutionalism, the right to bear arms, and what they call 

fiscal responsibility. The other thread in this tapestry are the gay men who, for various 

reasons, are called further to the right than the Republican Party. In the phrasing of 

Vegas Tenold, an author who explored the rise of the far-right in America, these 

interrelated movements can together be described as “the suits” and “the boots” of right-

wing gay organizing (2018).  This dissertation will explore both sides of this coin, first 

discussing the history of right wing gay organizing, and then examine how gay men 

participating in fascist organizing make use of these narratives - sometimes successfully, 

and sometimes to their ruin. 

Chapter Outline 

This study then will lay out the results of this archival work, starting with the 

historical shift in the way right-wing gay men identified and how this represented 

changes in what both “conservative” and “homosexual” meant in terms of sexual, racial, 

and gender difference. Taking on Bobbio’s understanding of right-wing social 

movements as ones which are fundamentally anti-egalitarian, I explore how 

conservatism as a political ideology infuses right-wing social movements regardless of 

self-identification (1994). This chapter, titled “Sexual Citizenship: Constructing a 

Nationalist Political Body,” explores how changing categories of race, gender, and 
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sexuality determine conservative organizations interest in acknowledging and 

incorporating white gay men. What strategic purposes around membership, political 

direction, or authority do these navigations serve? Exploring these questions through 

political propaganda, personal memoirs, and newsletters, I argue that conservative 

political organizations participate in a reification of these differences. 

The second chapter, “The Big Tent Comes In Rainbow,” explores the political 

changes which have happened within the Log Cabin Republicans since their founding in 

1979. Over the past 25 years in particular, there has been an incredible rise in the 

visibility and influence of this organization; and understanding how these discourses 

appeal to white gay men can help to understand our current political landscape. In 

particular, this chapter explores how the Log Cabin Republicans as an organization 

deploy certain kinds of racial, gender, and national discourse in order to obtain a place 

under the ‘Big Tent’ of the Grand Ol Party. This chapter explores these deployments, and 

their relationship to mainstream conservative gay politics.  

  The third chapter, “Was Atlas Gay? Libertarians for Gay Rights” I move a bit 

further afield. The Libertarian Party, founded in 1971, depicted itself as “pro-gay rights” 

since its inception. This chapter explores how Libertarians for Gay Rights sought to 

harness a newly emergent political constituency with appeals to freedom and liberty, and 

how the “victimless crimes” narrative within the Party lent itself to certain kinds of 

agenda-setting. It also expands on how property and neoliberalism show up in the way 

white gay libertarians understand themselves and their organizing. 
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  The fourth chapter, “For White (Gay) Men Only: The National Socialist League” 

lays out the founding, heyday, and decline of America’s first explicitly homosexual neo-

Nazi organization. What kinds of discursive devices are leveraged by this group? What is 

the political imaginary (both past and future) that moves NSL participants to action? This 

chapter will address the relationships between desire and politics, the ways whiteness 

and masculinity shape these relationships, and how militarism and bodily autonomy 

become central tenants to desirable citizenship. 

  In the last chapter “Mapping The Wild Woods” I bring together the insights of the 

previous chapters to discuss how the strategies adopted by these social movement 

organizations represent not some significant change in framing but are woven into the 

way the category of homosexuality and right-wing conservatism are defined and 

understood. Throughout I tie these historical strategies to contemporary examples of the 

increasing presence of gay men in right-wing movements in order to trace how these 

strategies are being recycled and updated in contemporary social and political projects. In 

doing so I demonstrate how figures like Milo Yiannopoulos and Jack Donovan, rather 

than aberrations, are a product of larger social and historical forces. 
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Chapter 1: Sexual Citizenship and the Nationalist Body 

“...you are hung up on words, on labels: "gay", "homosexual", "lesbian." You think they tell you 

who a person sleeps with, but they don't tell you that. Like all labels, they refer to one thing 

and one thing only: Where does a person so identified fit in the food chain? In the pecking 

order. Not ideology or sexual taste, but something much simpler: clout.” 

Al Pacino as Roy Cohn, Angels in America 2003 

 

“[Y]ou might say that the future of the West sort of depends on us faggots leaping back in the 

closet and churning out a few kids.”  

Milo Yiannopoulos, Breitbart, June 2015 

In this chapter I set out to explain the rise of white gay conservatives as a social 

and political identity. To do this I examine how broader historical forces like race, gender, 

and sexuality have shaped the two categories which constitute this identity: 

homosexuality (implicitly white and male) and conservatism (implicitly straight, white, 

and male). This means situating both categories as evolving concepts which exert 

influence on each other, and which - despite the popular perception of contradiction - 

have often been bedfellows. As the real life Roy Cohn, a closeted gay man and rabid 

anti-Communist prosecutor exemplifies, this partnership has had a long history and has 

been paired in ways that continue to shape the field of American politics today (Von 

Hoffman 1988). Similarly, we see that those like Yiannopoulos tie the very existence of 

gay men to the project of Western Civilization. The delicate balance here lies between 

reification of categories and the useful ways categorization helps researchers and 

analysts account for difference and change over time. One way to navigate this is to 

ground analysis in the shifting of these categories over time, by providing an intellectual 

history of how white men have participated in and understood the categories of 
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“conservative” and “homosexual.” Are these categories intertwined historically and 

politically, and how are they racialized and gendered? This chapter will bring us up to the 

1950s and early 60s, when homosexuality and conservatism had solidified into clear, if 

contested, political identities. 

Methodology 

Before we can unpack the unique, and sometimes intertwined, categories of 

conservatism and homosexuality, it’s important to clarify a few key terms which will 

come up repeatedly in this analysis. The first of these is “homosexual.” This term is out of 

date within the current context, in which gay is usually used but important to developing 

a richer historical analysis of this category. In working through this history I explore the 

creation of the “homosexual” first, as medicalized discourse, and then how this category 

is rearticulated through the language of the homophile and then later recast as “gay.” 

While homosexual and homophile are not inherently gender specific, wherever the term 

gay is used, I am referencing men who identify as sexually and/or romantically attracted 

to other men. Where homosexual or homophile become updated in current parlance to 

lesbian I will use that term in this history. 

It is also important to explain a bit more about what I mean by white men’s 

relationship to the categories of conservatism and homosexuality. Whiteness is not 

ahistorical, and in fact it is a category that was also being consolidated through colonial 

expansion in the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Whiteness, understood 

by Omi and Winant as a “racial project” - rooted not in biology but in communal efforts 

to define groups and their stratified place in society using perceived biological 
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differences - means that it is a category constructed by collective action rather than any 

inherent biological truth (2014). Being constructed in this way means that it can expand 

and contract over time; a process we can see with the inclusion and exclusion of ethnic 

groups like Italians over the history of the United States. So who am I talking about when 

I discuss white gay men? I deploy the term “white” to mean any individual given 

membership to the white category on the basis of perceived positive biological, 

inheritable traits and who are accorded right, status, and property based on those 

perceived traits. Thus this exploration of homosexuality and conservatism is specifically 

focused on how white men experience and produce a particular intellectual and social 

history of these categories. 

Similarly, these historical explorations are focused on the particular gender 

project constituting masculinity. Gender, the overarching frame shaping masculinity, is a 

set of conventionalized scripts which we assign to others based on our perception of 

their sexed bodies; scripts we utilize or transform in our everyday interactions with each 

other (West and Zimmerman 1987). U.S. society bifurcates gender into two categories, 

masculinity and femininity, expecting different behaviors and expressions from those 

identified by sexual and social norms as men or women (Connell 2016). While 

masculinity is always constructed through broader relationships of gender (Connell 

2016), here I am interested in and focused on masculinity in particular as a project 

because it undergirds and legitimizes their identity and material existence. One 

explanation of masculinity is that it is a set of material and social benefits ascribed to 

those sexed bodies who do masculinity properly - that is, are dominant, aggressive, 
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decisive, and primal/rational.6 This understanding of masculinity is what R.W. Connell 

calls “hegemonic masculinity,” in that its performance is most valued within broader 

society.  

While masculinity has not always been caught up within expectations of 

heterosexuality, heterosexuality is compulsory today for inclusion in hegemonic 

masculinity (Connell 2016). Therefore, white gay men, the subjects of this study, do not 

operate from a place of hegemonic masculinity. Their performance of masculinity falls 

within the category of  “subordinate” masculinity because it fails to meet the criteria of 

heterosexuality demanded by current hegemonic masculinity. But that does not mean 

white gay men simply accept that their masculinity is subordinate (Oselin & Barber 

2019). Instead, as I demonstrate throughout this dissertation they navigate their 

subordinate status by appealing to hegemonic norms, expectations, and roles. Thus 

femininity will continue to play a role in the discussion but as something rejected and 

refused, stigmatized and stigmatizing, for this particular group. This study looks for 

explicit mentions of masculinity and male embodiment, while also burrowing deep into 

the contextual meanings of “rationality” and “citizenship” which have traditionally been 

the sole purview of white men within the U.S. political landscape. Thus the unfurling of 

these two categories in this chapter should - must - be understood as partial and related 

 
6 John Pettegrew explores how men are constructed both as primal beasts, close to nature and reactive, as 
well as arbiters of reason in Brutes in Suits (2007). These contradictions are part and parcel of why 
masculinity is often so hard to define. 
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to how our later right-wing social movement organizations, dominated by white gay 

men, understand and articulate themselves in terms of conservatism and homosexuality. 

In this chapter I lay out a historical reading of these two categories. In doing so I 

aim to lay out a well-researched foundation for understanding the right-wing social 

movements I explore later in this dissertation. While much of the primary archival 

documents I explore are specifically related to these organizations, this chapter puts 

those documents in conversation with the political science, history, and sociological 

scholars I share in this chapter. I draw from, but do not replicate, sociology’s genealogical 

method in order to situate these organizational archives in terms of the larger field in 

which white men have seen the categories of conservative and homosexual as useful 

markers of social and historical identity. 

This methodology, originating from Nietzche and made popular by the historian 

Michel Foucault, focuses on tracing the development and meaning of particular ideas 

and institutions over time (Foucault 1978). These scholars, while developing this method, 

have a deeply exclusionary history of using this method to highlight and universalize 

white masculinity and European colonial history. While the genealogical approach has 

been critiqued by some sociologists for its challenge to objectivity and disruptive 

relationship to “social facts,” its strength lies in unsettling categories which have been 

naturalized into immutable, timeless characteristics (Williams 1960; Pavlich 1995; Dean 

2003; Mukerji 2007). We have also seen feminist and post-colonial studies scholars use 

this method while challenging its methodological roots (Stoler 2002; Said 1978). Laura 

Ann Stoler, for example, uses this genealogical method to craft a counter-history to the 
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colonial, white supremacist practices and policies which historically shaped erotic social 

life (2002). Karl Mannheim has similarly  articulated how political traditions like 

conservatism should be understood less by their ideological cohesiveness and more by 

these underlying forces of modernity and the way people produce knowledge and 

politics from these patterning structures (1986). 

 It’s for precisely this reason I am exploring the historical construction of these 

categories by tracing their shifting meanings over time. Tracing the historical roots of 

conservatism and homosexuality starts where many historical projects begin - in an 

archive. This chapter draws on both digital and physical LGBT archives from across the 

United States, encapsulating political propaganda, personal memoirs, and newsletters. It 

also draws on the historical and genealogical work of political scientists, historians, and 

cultural theorists in order to develop a contextual framework for analysis.  

By tracing the emergence of the conservative and homosexual from their initial 

constructions to their meeting point we can denaturalize the historical process and 

examine the emergent lineages of thought which constitute this political and social 

subjectivity. This historical excursion will not encompass the construction of 

conservatism7 and homosexuality8 outside what is pertinent to understanding how white 

 
7 For a sample of the history of non-white participation in conservatism see Corey Fields’ 2016 book, Black 
Elephants in the Room: The Unexpected Politics of African American Republicans, Peter Eisenstadt’s 2015 
book Black Conservatism: Essays in Intellectual and Political History, or Geraldo Cadava’s 2020 volume The 
Hispanic Republican: The Shaping of an American Political Identity, from Nixon to Trump. Alongside these 
readings is a deeply informative set of histories on white women’s inclusion in conservatism, like that of 
Kathleen Blee’s 2003 Inside Organized Racism: Women in the Hate Movement, Michelle Nickerson’s 2014 
Mothers of Conservatism: Women and the Postwar RIght, and Catherine Rymph’s 2006 volume Republican 
Women: Feminism and Conservatism from Suffrage through the Rise of the New Right.  
8 Similarly, while the history laid out in this chapter focuses on how homosexuality is constructed for white 
men, there is a deep and critical investigation of how this construction shapes, and is shaped by, 
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American gay men construct their own political and social selves. This should not be 

taken to mean such histories do not exist but rather lie beyond the scope of this project.   

The Political and Social Crisis of Modernity 

 I demonstrate throughout this chapter that both of these terms emerge from the 

ongoing crises and contradictions of modernity. “Modernity” in this case refers to the 

ways industrialized and industrializing societies take part in a unique configuration of 

beliefs, values, and norms emerging from the European “Age of Reason.”  It is primarily 

characterized by capitalist production, scientific-rational thinking, and technical-

bureaucratic organization (Giddens 1998). This restructuring of society has had profound 

impacts on social life, impacts that sociologists who make up the disciplinary canon - 

from Marx to Du Bois - have attempted to confront, understand, and sometimes to 

address. In the following sections, I identify these underlying conflicts and how they 

work together. In doing so, I address how the intersecting historical social forces are 

internalized and externalized as a particular social and political identity, the gay 

conservative. 

Constructing Conservatism  

 
women’s participation. Here I refer to Marti Lybeck’s 2014 Desiring Emancipation: New Women and 
Homosexuality in Germany, 1890-1933, Oram and Turnbull’s 2001 The Lesbian History Sourcebook: 
Love and Sex Between Women in Britain from 1780-1970, and Lillian Faderman’s fantastic 2012 text Odd 
Girls and Twilight Lovers: A History of Lesbian Life in Twentieth-Century America. The history of 
homosexuality is similarly reflected and transformed as it moved across racial lines, producing another set 
of unique subjectivities. You can find examples of this in Siobhan Sommerville’s 2000 book Queering the 
Colorline: Race and the Invention of Homosexuality in American Culture, Roderick Ferguson’s 2003 
Aberrations in Black: Toward a Queer of Color Critique, José Muñoz’s 2020 The Sense of Brown, and 
Thaddeus Russell’s fantastic 2008 treatise “The Color of Discipline: Civil Rights and Black Sexuality” in 
The American Quarterly. 
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 The rise of conservatism is linked to post-French Revolution political thinking - to 

a reactionary response to shifting social and political hierarchies - and the desire by elites 

to justify the maintenance of established power relations. Both historians and 

sociologists have wrestled with how to understand and track conservatism over time; is 

it enough to self-identify as a conservative? Make an appeal to tradition? Accrue power 

through established political practices? This history of conservatism will demonstrate 

that each of these is an aspect of, but not enough to encapsulate, conservatism as a 

political and social identity. In this case, the historical record demonstrates that 

contemporary American conservatives are seeking to rejuvenate, to resuscitate, a 

connection between the white American nation and the state, between an imagined 

(white) community and a set of institutions and governmental practices. This animus 

arises from deeply held anxieties present since the foundation of the settler-colonial9 

American nation-state, and represents the deeply ambivalent relationship between 

powerful American elites and the supposed premises of “liberty and freedom for all” 

necessary to win a war against Colonial Britain and re-establish relations of economic 

and social exploitation in the newly independent colonies. 

The roots of conservative political thought run deep within the United States, 

even preceding its official formation as a nation-state. Political theorists often trace the 

rise of the conservative tradition to the French Revolution and the responses of Edmund 

Burke and others to the social upset and disintegration which emerged from it, and in 

 
9 I use the term settler-colonial here in the same manner as Patrick Wolfe, “to indicate the difference 
between colonial systems of extraction and ones which not only sought to exploit land, labor, and 
resources but also to destroy and replace Indigenous peoples (1999).”  
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doing so must recognize that this response is deeply embedded in the solidification of 

the nation-state itself as a marker of social and political difference (Robin 2016; Neill 

2021; Smith 2020; Frohnen et al., 2006). Prior to this period, conservatism as such had 

no touchpoint - no political framework - from which to act. Following the creation of the 

nation-state white men and women were identified by their nationality, although for 

many women their nationality was tied to the national citizenship of their husbands first 

and foremost (Naturalization Act of 1790). This frame of reference was deeply influential 

for early American politics, as the founders of the settler-colonial American state were 

deeply concerned with avoiding what they considered the “excesses” of the French 

Revolution and the cyclical dissolution of government accompanying revolutionary 

episodes (Allit 2009).  

The settler-colonial nature of the early American political field informs the 

commitments and framing of early governmental organizers. As Dana Nelson argues, 

these early organizers had the monumental task of creating a shared identity among 

colonists, an identity which was defined largely through its contrasts - it’s through racial 

and gender projects at the level of settler colonial government that we see the creation 

of the white, propertied, American man (1999). These projects manifest themselves as 

legal and social contracts constituting particular populations. Conservative politics during 

this period adhered to various structures which marked out elites as proper citizens - 

sticking not to certain political parties but along pre-existing cleavages in gender, race, 

and sexuality.  
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This holds true across the spectrum of American conservatism, from neo-cons to 

neo-fascists. Because conservatism is oriented towards the maintenance and 

reproduction of power, it is heavily invested in both definitional boundaries (what counts 

as X and what does not) as well as policing how these categories are embodied, 

expressed, and materially stratified in relation to the nation-state. The formation of the 

Ku Klux Klan for instance, in both its original iteration and its second formulation, formed 

as a conservative reaction to the end of slavery; policing sexuality, race, and gender in 

place of the explicit institutions which had preceded them (McVeigh 2009). 

Patrick Allit, a political historian, specifically argues that tracking conservatism in 

the United States goes far beyond simply identifying political parties (2009). Depending 

on the time period, most major parties within the United States have expressed some 

form of conservative thought. An example of this, the stance taken by Democrats at the 

beginning of the 1990s, particularly around the “War on Drugs,” was deeply conservative 

- despite the fact that at the time Republicans were seen as the conservative party. 

While Democrats have developed a narrative as the less conservative party, they 

implemented the Violent Crime Control Act and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, which 

drastically increased the infrastructure of the prison industrial complex and impacted 

poor neighborhoods and communities of color disproportionately (H.R.3355). This was 

the end result of political strategies which rested on the idea that these Democratic 

interventions were going to save and protect the current moral and economic order.  

It is notable though that conservatism has always been invested in the politics of 

governance writ large (Neil 2019). This sits alongside the work of political theorists like 
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Corey Robin, who have argued that conservatism is not a static set of issues or party 

relations but an expression of deeper beliefs about human nature and the right of the 

powerful to dominate the less powerful (Robin 2016). Narrowing this somewhat wide 

frame, Allit describes some key features of conservatism in the United States. First, he 

argues 1) that conservatism has repeatedly demonstrated a deep distrust of democracy 

and egalitarianism; 2) American conservatives also generally tend to believe that 

civilization is fragile and easily disrupted; which 3) Manifests itself particularly in fears of 

social dissolution. These qualities, he argues, characterize conservatism across historical 

periods, even across changing political periods and new geopolitical moments (2009). 

Even with these well-defined parameters, it can be difficult to parse out 

conservative political movements from liberal ones. One reason for this within the 

context of the United States is that political traditions, from liberalism10 to conservatism 

have attempted to solve the problem of the “Other” created by establishing a settler-

colonial nation-state. The nation-state is a unique pairing of the idea of a nation, or 

group bound together by things like shared language, rituals, and culture and a state, the 

apparatus of political governance (Anderson 2016). The expectation that the nation and 

the state are combined is a unique product of modernity, and the feelings and activities it 

encourages can be understood as nationalism. Expanding on this, nationalism is “an 

ideological movement for attaining and maintaining (1) political and economic autonomy 

 
10 Liberalism is defined as a political philosophy that emphasizes the rights of the individual and their 
equality under the law, and which locates the legitimacy of the government in the consent of its people 
(Courtland, Gaus, Schmidtz 2022). It is not uncommon to find liberalism in right-wing movements, for 
example libertarians, but most often this liberalism is preempted by conservative definitions of what 
individuals count and are represented by the law. 
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(or independence) and citizenship rights, (2) ethnocultural identity, and (3) social unity, on 

behalf of a population that is deemed by some of its members to constitute a nation” 

(Giddens 1985; Maleševic & Trošt 2018).  

Both American liberalism and conservatism are preoccupied by concerns over 

who counts, as both a citizen and human being, and it is because of this that it can be 

difficult to distinguish between liberalism and conservatism within the American political 

tradition. No matter which political tradition one is describing, they are both historically 

tied to white supremacy, patriarchy, and ethno-nationalism. Liberalism expands 

governance beyond the sovereign - it turns all property owning men into kings in 

miniature, with duties and responsibilities to each other as equals. Conservatism, 

emerging alongside the nation-state, seeks to enshrine the qualities of domination 

(masculinity, white colonialism, property ownership) in either cultural or biological 

timelessness. Mondon and Winter argue that the difficulty in distinguishing between 

these two categories benefits the maintenance of the political and social status quo 

(2020). Essentially, it allows social movement and political organizations to shift their 

participation in racial and gender projects without fundamentally transforming the 

relationships which guide who matters. Ward provides a helpful example here with her 

interrogation of how whiteness manifests in racially diverse LGBT organizations. The 

LGBT Centers she studied actively described themselves as racially diverse, and 

subscribed to a corporate diversity model in their messaging, Ward finds, however, that 

the standards and metrics by which they evaluated success were based on the cultural 

norms of whiteness (2008: 582-83). Even when those norms were being stigmatized in 
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other organizations, particularly conservative and right-wing spaces, it was harder for 

whites to identify this liberal form of race stratification as violent or exclusionary. Stigma, 

in this case, is an attribute that is deeply discrediting within a relational structure of 

meaning (Goffman 1963: 12). Here liberalism operates as an abeyance strategy which 

advances exploitation and stratification while decreasing stigma and earning higher 

levels of buy-in from political participants (Taylor 1989; Simi and Futrell 2020). 

Abeyance here is a term used in social movement literature to describe a “holding 

process by which movements sustain themselves in non-receptive political environments 

and provide continuity from one stage of mobilization to another” (Taylor 1989: 761). 

Ishay Landa, as well as Mondon and Winter, argue that the cyclical emergence of fascist 

and right-wing social movements occur because of exactly these abeyance strategies - 

the transformation of conservative institutions into liberal ones in order to avoid stigma 

until the political climate shifts (2010; 2020). This does not mean that conservatism and 

liberalism are the same - but that they shape the American political imagination by 

reinforcing particular political and social measures of success. 

Conservatism plays a particular role in crafting these boundaries. To apprehend 

the unique tradition of conservatism, it is important to understand how it is talked about 

by scholars. Texts about conservatism tend to focus on its intellectual history, and this is 

reflected in the history of conservatism laid out so far. But the intellectual history of the 

word is only one aspect of the political and social life of this term. Allitt points out that 

before the twentieth century, few Americans identified themselves as “conservatives” 

(2009). Moreover, until the 1950s there was no such thing as a “conservative 
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movement” within American politics (Nash 2006). While conservative thought, and 

conservative figures, existed in American politics prior to the 1950s, it was only during 

the middle of the twentieth century that “conservative” coalesced into a legible social 

movement and group identification. This development, as we will see, mirrors the 

establishment of other kinds of political identifications - including that of the gay or 

homosexual subject.  

The historical construction of the “conservative” then is both an intellectual 

history, and a political project engaged in by actors on the ground as negotiations over 

the term and its boundaries happened within and through various organizations. George 

Nash charts these contests within the conservative intellectual movement post-WWII 

(2006). Early twentieth century conservative thinkers like F.A. Hayek, Richard Weaver, 

and Leo Strauss laid the groundwork for organizers to gather potential recruits in right-

wing “salons” - networks of individuals who kept correspondence and provided material 

support to early conservative social movement efforts (Nash 2006).  

Out of these early efforts, largely focused on developing and mobilizing young, 

university-aged (white) men, a number of conservative organizations sprung up to 

organize the intellectual and social energy at hand (Story and Laurie 2008; Nash 2006). 

It’s during this period that “Conservative” comes to indicate a set of social relationships, 

in addition to an intellectual orientation. It’s also during this period of boundary-making 

that we see the first fissures between groups that identify as conservative (Allit 2009; 

Nash 2006).  
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After the 1950s we see how “conservative” becomes a social label which 

references not simply a political stance or orientation but a political category which 

structures affective, social, and political relationships. Despite contestation between 

conservatives on who is properly conservative, or how conservative goals are to be 

achieved, their mutual investment and point of departure remains; they are actors 

oriented towards establishing or re-establishing a stratified hierarchy (cultural or 

biological) based on various locations of social exception. While strategies, frames, and 

tactics may differ depending on the time period, the underlying meaning-making which 

sets conservatives apart as a group remains the naturalizing of systemic domination.  

 This naturalization is maintained by a taxonomy of difference which requires the 

identification of graded populations of inclusion and exclusion. By graded populations, 

conservative taxonomies of difference do not simply demarcate who counts, but to what 

degree (Treitler 2013; for an example lauding this kind of thinking, see Rubin’s Darwinian 

Politics: The Evolution of Freedom). These degrees are shaped by the usefulness and 

proximity of populations to white masculinity; a category which is simultaneously 

“obviously” at the top of the epistemic and evolutionary hierarchy while constantly 

under threat of being toppled from below.  

Constructing Homosexuality 

  Conservatism is not the only political category to emerge as a product of 

modernity, amidst the creation of the nation-state and its attendant colonial and imperial 

European projects. Sexuality increasingly came under the purview of nation-state 
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institutions, institutions which expanded further and further into traditionally 

unregulated parts of European life (Lowe 2015; Foucault 1976; Stoler 2002; Anderson 

2016). This regulation represented a fundamental shift in the everyday experiences of 

Europeans, and in the colonial administrations they set up around the globe in order to 

steal land, exploit labor, and funnel raw materials to the rapidly industrializing metropole 

(Marx 1867; Wolfe 1999). 

  These administrations were increasingly concerned with who European colonists 

were having sex with and what kind of relationships or children might be produced by 

those sexual encounters (Stoler 2002). This not only meant creating laws and policies 

disciplining the sex lives of European colonists, but helped to simultaneously cement the 

colonial and racial status of those indigenous groups they ruled over (Said 1978; Fanon 

1967). Colonial administrations adopted the language of the Occident and Orient, of 

white and non-white, of masculine empire and feminine colonial asset in order to 

naturalize their extractive regimes (Said 1978; Prashad 2001; Nelson 1999). But these 

binaries were not how people experienced sexuality and desire on the ground, and the 

products of this social and sexual contact posed deep problems for colonial apparatuses 

that sought to normalize racial and colonial differences in order to avoid miscegenation 

and through eugenics promote a proper (read, white) citizenry (Nelson 1995; Somerville 

2000; Stokes 2001). 

  These rules were not focused only on acts which would later be categorized as 

“homosexual,” but on sexuality at large. This is an important distinction to make at the 

beginning of a historical examination of “homosexuality” - the earlier term “sodomy” 
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referred to non-reproductive sexual acts which led to moral degeneracy. It was seen as a 

social and religious failing rather than a permanent or biological state. Rather than a 

population, people who had sex with people of the same sex were a collection of 

individuals who had fallen prey to moral degeneracy. This meant they could be 

recuperated, that their acts, while constructed as deviant, were lapses rather than a 

permanent state of stigma (Chitty 2020; Halperin 1990). Men and women who 

committed sodomy were still productive and reproductive members of society, and while 

it was a sin to commit sodomy, it did not bar you from marriage and other mechanisms of 

social reproduction. This shifts as forces like the British Empire codify anti-sodomy laws 

into their military code as a crime punishable by hanging, as such acts were thought to 

undermine the power of the British Empire with “unmanly” acts, particularly when 

citizen-soldiers were far from home (Han and O’Mahoney 2018; McClintock 1995). It is 

during the mid-19th century that this shift is completed with the invention of the 

“homosexual,” a permanent threat to both God and Country.  

Within the American context, scholars often trace concern over the control of 

sexual bodies to the early twentieth-century (Seidman 2015). Scholars of race and 

sexuality trace these concerns much earlier, to the beginning of the 19th Century and 

the founding of the United States (Somerville 2000; Snorton 2018). The consolidation of 

the U.S. nation-state coincides with the cementing of the masculine white heterosexual 

man. Across the 19th century whiteness is being linked to heterosexuality, masculinity 

and binary sexed bodies (Nelson 1999; Snorton 2018). White men are being constructed 

as a group not simply by their physical attributes but by their ability to control and 
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dominate others, to extract productive and reproductive labor from those around them. 

This is encoded in the legal and social structure of early American society, and proximity 

to this status affords proximity to the ability to own and act on others (Nakano-Glenn 

2004; Jones-Rogers 2020; Steinberg 2001).11 During this period, particularly in frontier 

areas of the expanding settler-colony, white men were expected to be “civilized” by their 

white wives (Kaplan 2005; Pettegrew 2007). This civilizing was also about bringing these 

men into the reproductive, heterosexual apparatus of the nation-state and away from 

contact with both racial others and other men (Kaplan 2005; Stoler 2002).  

The technologies controlling reproduction and sexuality were also being honed 

during this period. In particular, the United States ended their participation in the Trans-

Atlantic Slave Trade in 1808 - after which white slave-owners turned to breeding their 

chattel slaves (U.S. House Bill 77, 1807). This breeding program, and attendant anxieties 

around sexuality, would shape the way Black bodies were understood till the present 

(Morgan 2004; Snorton 2018). White masculinity was being constructed in opposition to 

Black femininity through these programs, as they were understood not only in terms of 

physical skin or sex differences but in who had the ability to exert domination over the 

world around them. Following the Civil War and the emancipation of enslaved people in 

the United States the focus of many white racial projects shifted from breeding and 

reproducing laborers to attempts to eliminate and control Black reproduction while 

 
11 For example, as Jones-Rogers discusses in her book They Were Her Property: White Women as Slave 

Owners in the American South this proximity to white men also afforded white women the ability to 
dominate Black men and women. A later instance of this is the early suffrage movement, which 
articulated the need to be given the vote because that vote had been extended to Black men following the 
Civil War (Wells 2020; Finnegan 1999; Samek 2020) 
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demanding white reproduction. This demand for white reproduction fell firmly not on 

white men, but on white women. The construction of white men as both rational, 

enlightened political actors sat alongside popular descriptions of them as highly sexual, 

animalistic actors with little ability to control their desires without the presence of 

women (Pettegrew 2007; Dudink, Hagemann, and Clark 2012; Devlin 2005). It’s here 

that we see the consolidation of the heterosexual family unit as the best way to harness 

white reproductive labor for the nation-state.   

This intertwining of race science and sexuality within the American context 

culminates in early twentieth-century narratives in which Black people, both men and 

women were not seen by the white public as properly heterosexual or cisgender (Russell 

2008; Snorton 2018; Franke 1999). Historians of the time discuss the sexual and gender 

tourism of this time, in which white people, including white men, would venture up into 

places like Harlem12 to experience the speakeasys and queer spaces where they could 

consume gender and sexual deviance (Russell 2008; Schwarz 2003; Garber 1991; 

Chauncey 1995). The general perception by the white public of Black sexual and gender 

deviance was not a product of one-off behaviors or sins - the sodomite of religious 

reference earlier - but was perceived as a scientific and medical truth about non-white 

groups in general, and Black people in particular. This contrasted with the stringent rules 

of masculinity and heterosexuality enforced in white American spaces, often because 

these forms of gender and sexual difference were seen as not-quite-white and thus 

 
12 For a fascinating exploration of how this shaped gay men’s spaces, see Allen Drexel’s chapter, “Before 
Paris Burned: Race, Class, and Male Homosexuality on the Chicago South Side, 1935-1960,” in Creating 
a Place for Ourselves: Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Community Histories. 
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something which should be kept as a private affair (Mason 2001; Howard 2019). It’s here 

at the beginning of the twentieth-century we begin to see the entrance of homosexuality 

from Germany and the United Kingdom into the national imagination and concern about 

homosexuality among white men being thought of as a secret plague on the national 

body.  

The term “homosexual” is coined first in the 1850s in Germany, although between 

the medical and scientific fields - and later to a lesser extent community organizers and 

members - its definitional reach far exceeds the national borders it began within (Beachy 

2014: 6). German medical practitioners like Johann Ludvig Casper were arguing that 

some “sodomites” had a permanent, biological attraction to the same sex (Beachy 2014: 

6). While this debate primarily focused on men because sexual drive was assumed to be 

the purview of men (echoing the sentiment discussed earlier in which women were 

“civilizing,” non-desiring subjects) it also included women who were attracted to women. 

Over the next fifty years other scholars like the famed psychiatrist Richard von Kraft-

Ebbing, former jurist and civil servant Karl Heinrich Ulrichs, and doctor Magnus 

Hirschfeld would come to articulate a perspective on same sex attraction fundamentally 

at odds with earlier religious frameworks (Beachy 2014). This is exemplified by 

Hirschfeld’s position that sexuality and gender expression were biological and immutable 

(Hirschfeld 2000). This new frame propelled Hirshfeld to call for the decriminalization of 

homosexuality, and the formation of the, Wissenschaftlich-humanitäres Komitee (the 

Scientific-Humanitarian Committee) in 1897.  
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This medical model did not spring forth fully formed from nowhere. The early 

thinkers concerned with homosexuality in Europe drew heavily on medicine as a 

discipline in hopes of lending credence and weight to their claims (Beachy 2014; 

Hirschfeld 1922-23). Their work was then picked up, not just by psychiatrists and the 

medical establishment, but also by the general public. Although these early thinkers 

argued for a biological basis for same-gender attraction, and thus for the idea that 

activity between same-gender partners should be decriminalized as it was part of 

“natural human variation” this biological argument also lent itself to eugenic political 

projects like the extermination of homosexuals (identified with a pink triangle) and 

“asocials” (women who had sex with women, identified with a black triangle) by Nazi 

Germany (Plant 1986). This distinction emerges from the way sexuality, and more 

specifically erotic desire, was constructed. Homosexuals were men driven by sexual 

desire for other men, while women who were sexually attracted to other women could 

only be understood as asocial because they refused to participate in compulsory 

heterosexuality.  

In tandem with the scientific classification of a different kind of person based on 

sexuality - the homosexual - there were similar developments focused on the application 

of scientific principles to human sexuality in Britain with Havelock Ellis. Ellis’ work on 

human sexuality, including his work on homosexuality, was translated into German in 

1896 (Ellis 1896). Ellis’ work was censored in Britain, and he worked with F.A. Davis 

Publishing in Philadelphia to publish his work abroad (Calder-Marshall 2011). Of 

particular interest to the American case, his study was one of the first major works on 
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human sexuality read widely throughout the United States, and contributed deeply to 

the work done by scholars like Alfred Kinsey (Calder-Marshall 2011). Thus we can see in 

the graph below the rising reference to homosexuality, particularly as it related to men, 

in American literature beginning after the introduction of Ellis’ work. 

 

Figure 2. “Homosexuality” references across Google Books 

These conversations happening between scientists across national lines helps us trace 

how men and women become labeled “a homosexual” - a member of this distinct sexual 

group. 

Because of the work of Havelock Ellis, the United States had been exposed to the 

idea of “the homosexual” by the 1930s. One clear indication that this category had 

gained traction, particularly for men, can be found in the recruitment and draft of men 

into the military during World War II. Allan Bérubé a historian of homosexuality and 

World War II, found  “With so many men available, the armed forces decided to exclude 

certain groups…[including] following the advice of psychiatrists—homosexuals” (1990). 
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Important to note here, that the prior to this the military had no criteria against 

homosexuality, as it was not yet considered an identity category upon which one could 

discriminate. Equally important is the role that psychiatrists played in the 

institutionalization of the term and the influence of an increasingly medical model which 

would come to dominate the term “homosexuality” for decades following the war.  

  After World War II, the timeline of homosexuality splits. Whereas it was held 

primarily as a medical and psychiatric term prior to the 1940s, it begins to shape the 

organizing and self-identification of everyday Americans by the late 40s. The American 

medical institution would continue to include homosexuality as a diagnosable mental 

illness for men and women until the reform of one of it’s primary texts, the Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, in it’s revised third edition in 1980 (DSM 

1980).  

 Instead of focusing on the continuation of the medical model, my focus 

emphasizes the adoption of the term homosexual by those who are affected by, and 

regulated through, this term. While the medical community would continue to explore 

homosexuality as a mental illness for decades there was a new and rapidly evolving 

sense of self-awareness among people who previously operated by a “love that dare not 

speak its name.” In contrast to the authority held by the medical establishment within 

the popular (non-homosexual) audience, homosexuality for those categorized under its 

framework began to see themselves as a social community, a collective of people with 

shared traits and commitments (D’Emilio 1983). Bérubé and Valocchi argue eloquently 
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that wartime changes in American society, particularly the rapid urbanization and growth 

of industrial labor, made this sense of community possible for the first time (1990; 2020).  

Perhaps one of the clearest indications of this split between the medical model 

and that adopted by this newly forming community comes from the writings of Harry 

Hay, a founder alongside Rudi Gernreich of the Mattachine Society (Timmons 1990). The 

Society, organized into a cell structure reminiscent of the Communist organizing spaces 

from which Hays hailed, was one of the first American organizations intent on collective 

action and organizing around a shared sexual minority identity (D’Emilio 1983). Founded 

in 1948, the Mattachine Society laid the groundwork from which future organizers 

would draw their frame of reference. The group consisted of homosexuals across lines of 

gender and race, with women and men of color present in organizing meetings and 

discussions.13 Although it started based on the premise of developing a shared sense of 

social identity, the Mattachine Society quickly became an institution of white gay men as 

Black men and lesbian women left or were pushed out of the group (White 2009}. Even 

as the definition of homosexual was being reclaimed as a social identity it was one that 

was being appropriated and deployed for and by white gay men. 

As C. Todd White documents, the group’s roots in communist organizing and in 

the political, strategic development of a consciously “homosexual” or “homophile” 

community was its origin story; but as the social forces shaping American political life 

shifted so did the organization. It’s this “root” that has led so many historians to argue 

 
13 From the records I can find, I cannot find any indication that women of color were present in these 
spaces. 
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that “The gay movement began on the left” (Robinson 2004). While this is broadly true, 

from the beginning of the emergence of homosexual politics there were white gay men 

like Dale Jennings who considered themselves to the right on the political spectrum. 

Dale Jennings was a member of the Mattachine Society, Republican, and firm believer in 

the idea that homosexuals were meant to be integrated into the overall warp and weft of 

American life.  

The Mattachine Society and their later rival organizations like the Daughters of 

Bilitis14 and the Society for Individual Rights maintained a near hegemonic grasp over 

early political contestations around homosexuality. This grasp unraveled during the 

1960s, and had almost completely dissolved by the end of the decade. This dissolution 

was facilitated by a shift towards national politics, lesbians and queer people of color 

creating their own organizing spaces, and movement isomorphism experienced between 

homosexual and homophile movements and movements for racial, anti-colonial, and 

gender justice.  

Real Gay, Real Conservative 

As both conservative and homosexual come to identify communities with 

particular characteristics and relationships between their members, they are also being 

passively and actively connected by those who see themselves reflected in both terms. 

Despite current claims from conservative gay thinkers, that more conservative gay men 

need to “come out” to shift the association between gay men and the left there is, in 

 
14 The Daughters of Bilitis were primarily a white lesbian organization, and as later lesbian of color 
organizations arose the organization lost its position as representing the interests of all lesbians. 
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fact, a long history of gay conservatives within the United States (Bawer 1994; Sullivan 

1996). Here I want to outline the agenda-setting that has motivated conservative gay 

men – that have helped them bind together their sense of self in both communities – 

following the consolidation of conservative and homosexual identities in the United 

States. 

To be white, gay, and conservative was not necessarily contradictory or unusual 

in 1960s organizing spaces. Many of the appeals made by groups like the Mattachine 

Society were fundamentally conservative in their appeal to state power and the cultural 

and legal power of tradition (White 2009). Robert Sloane, president of Mattachine 

Midwest said in his 1965 introductory address that “We have an appointment with 

destiny in our generation, just as the patriots of 1776 had it in theirs” (Gerber-Hart 

Mattachine Midwest records). This quote is one of a number of references throughout 

the address which makes explicit references to American legal and political traditions as 

the grounds of a rights-based claim to citizenship. In this way, Sloane can make the 

argument that the homophile is no different from the patriot. We can see this same 

merging of gay nationalism in a speech given by Jim Bradford, a later president of the 

same organization: 

“A very large part of the fight depends on us. The Constitution and the Illinois 
statutes are quite clear in not discriminating against us. Those who “administer” 
the law are the ones who must be educated and enlisted in the fight for equality. 
Our system is still functioning despite the efforts of some police, some judges and 
some lawyers.” 

Rather than challenging the co-construction of whiteness, masculinity, and citizenship on 

which this patriotism is based, the above example of an early homonationalist orientation 
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demonstrates that groups like Mattachine were not sharply divided by political identity. 

Homonationalism combines three central concepts, hetero- and homonormativity, 

coined by Michael Warner and Lisa Duggan respectively, and nationalism. 

Heteronormativity is a system by which heterosexuality is normalized, privileged, and 

enforced as a system of domination (Warner 1991: 3-17). Homonormativity is a political 

orientation “that does not contest dominant heteronormativity assumptions and 

institutions but upholds and sustains them while promising the possibility of a 

demobilized gay culture anchored in domesticity and consumption” (2003: 50). These 

concepts, combined with nationalism, pinpoint the effort by state and social movement 

actors to leverage non-heterosexual identities in the service of the national project. 

Originally discussed in relation to the active efforts of the Israeli government to 

“pinkwash,” or leverage, its stated acceptance of LGBTQ people in order to erase its 

racial and colonial history, homonationalism is no less present in U.S. politics (Puar 2007). 

We can see in the above framing that Mattachine was willing to actively participate in 

framing homosexuals as part of the American nation-state project. This division would 

develop out of a shift in gay political organizing in the post-Stonewall era and would lead 

to the creation of uniquely conservative gay social movement organizations predicated 

upon whiteness and masculinity. 

The proliferation of gay organizing in the 1970s occured on both the left and the 

right. This diversification of political and organizing bodies led to the emergence of 

groups like the National Socialist League (NSL) in 1974, the Libertarians for Gay Rights in 

1975, and the first Log Cabin Republican groups in 1978. The exuberance characterizing 
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gay men’s participation in political life was not limited to the left at all, and during this 

period we see perhaps the widest range of gay political participation, from gay liberation 

to gay Nazism.  

This shifted during the 1980s. Although, with the exception of the NSL, these 

conservative gay organizations weathered the storms of the 1980s, they did not get 

away scot free. If the 1970s was a period of political activation and the coalescing of a 

sense of communal identity, the 1980s was marked by austerity and the danger of an 

increasingly well-organized religious right. Add to this the start of the AIDS crisis in 

1981, with its rapid and deadly toll on the gay men, and the broad political focus of the 

1970s shifted to political commitments that were primarily oriented around the failures 

of the United States government to deal with AIDS. This transformation made 

conservative politics less appealing, which is reflected in the membership numbers of gay 

conservative organizations, how much energy and resources they could dedicate to 

recruiting and retaining members, and the collapse of organizations like the National 

Socialist League. The revitalization of this organizing would come at the end of the 80s 

with increased efforts to build a national network of conservative gay groups.  

A turning point for gay conservatives emerges with a major shift in AIDS 

treatment and care in the early 90s. The intervention of protease inhibitors, discussed at 

length by gay conservative thinker Andrew Sullivan, made it possible to live with a 

disease which once had been considered a death sentence (1996). Organizing, like the 

kind characterized by ACT UP, was deemed “no longer necessary” as prominent gay 

conservatives attacked these kinds of organizations as childish and unnecessary (Hunter 
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and Madsen 1989; Sullivan 1996; Bawer 1993). Considered a childish holdover from the 

past, the focus of gay conservatives shifted from the necropolitics of AIDS organizing to 

the biopolitical goals of inclusion and assimilation - about determining, not what death 

looks like, but what constitutes the good life. 

“Since roughly 1990, the issues that have come to dominate gay politics are 
precisely the issues that gay conservatives put on the table: gay marriage and 
gays in the military. As Andrew Sullivan and Bruce Bawer and their fellow gay 
conservatives have argued, the right to marry and the right to serve are 
profoundly conservative ideas.” (Robinson pg. 6) 

This concern with biopolitical goals like marriage and military inclusion carried through to 

the 2000s, with the additional goal-setting that gay men in particular required inclusion 

in order to defend against the outside “threats” posed by the racialized, religious Other 

following the events of September 11, 2001 (Bawer 2006; Bernard 2001). We can see 

shift in the writings of Bruce Bawer, a prominent gay conservative, whose latest book is 

titled, The Victims' Revolution: The Rise of Identity Studies and the Closing of the Liberal 

Mind. In it he argues sternly that the development of identities which conflict with 

“objective truth,” the “great books,” and the Constitution - in identities which are not 

invested first and foremost in one’s identity as an American (2012). Such hyphenated 

identities, he proposes, are at odds not only with conservatism but with the very heart 

and soul of the nation-state. 

This shift towards a biopolitical agenda, and an explicitly conservative platform, 

marks the development of an organized national conservative gay politics shaping 

agenda-setting for more than thirty years. That these were the goals set by these 

organizations is not coincidental, rather they reflect an underlying effort by movement 
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actors to assert an alternative homosexual image finally in line with the already present 

lines of stratification within American society.  

 

 

Emergent Politics: The Specter of the Gay Conservative  

Earlier in the chapter I argued that the categories of the conservative and 

homosexual arise from the conditions of modernity. These conditions - liberal nation-

state formation, capitalist production, and scientific knowledge-making - are each social 

and historical forces which require our participation and investment. So what role does 

the white gay conservative have in the production and reproduction of modernity and 

it’s underlying forces? Here I argue that this bridging identity reflects a historical process 

attempting to resolve the internal tensions within each category. 

I want to shift our attention to what problems each of these categories pose as 

products of modernity, and how white gay conservatism helps to address these 

problems. The problem for homosexuality’s inclusion within modernity is the challenges 

it poses to the nation-state and capitalist systems of production. The construct of the 

nation-state is one shaped by horizontal connections between citizens, and within what 

Canaday discusses as the “straight state” this relationship is defined in the United States 

by shared heterosexuality (Anderson 1983; Canaday 2009). Heterosexuality becomes a 

characteristic of citizenship, and is given a privileged status within the nation-state as a 
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source of reproduction and labor control, as well as a fundamental mechanism for 

crafting and regulating familial structures (Ward 2020).  

 Situated opposite this useful tool of nation-state building, the specter of 

homosexuality was a risk to the nation-state; connected to deviance, non-citizenship, 

and the status of racial and gender “Other” (Johnson 2006; Russell 2008; Canaday 

2009). Homosexuality's connection to racial and gender deviance - Blackness and 

femininity in this case - make it a threat because it makes individuals non-citizens (again, 

white men of property). Gay conservatism is a strategy for regaining that status and 

sloughing off connections to these Others. It is for this reason that McCarthyism targets 

homosexuality as a danger to the nation-state and why organizations like the CIA have 

often monitored homosexual organizing spaces (Johnson 2006; ONE Folder 1978). In 

order to resolve the danger posed by homosexuality, gay conservatism - with its 

connection to the maintenance of hierarchy, status, and stratification - helps to resolve 

this status by situating the homosexual as a patriot in defense of hierarchy. As 

conservatism transformed to include capitalism as a core principle, the goal of gay 

conservatism is to make homosexuality indispensable to maintaning the status quo. 

 Homosexuality’s historical depiction as a danger to capitalism and its reproductive 

capacity also creates a problem for those who are trying to bridge the space between 

conservatism and homosexuality (Johnson 2006; Canaday 2009). The threat posed by 

homosexuality is that it identifies a non-productive population, a danger to the 

production of the nation-state’s workers and consumers and thus the economy writ 

large. Stephen Valocchi argues that homosexuality and gay identity movements have 
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been deeply shaped by capitalism, and that the historical shifts we see in this identity are 

representative of economic transformations. These transformations in identity are not 

uniform across the political spectrum of gay social movements. Gay conservatives have 

confronted the anti-capitalist associations of homosexuality by placing themselves as 

useful to capitalist expansion and consumption. 

 To include conservatives within modernity requires resolving its tension with 

capitalism and scientific-rational thinking. Conservatism, which has a long history of 

supporting economic stratification, has not always supported this stratification based on 

capitalist systems of production (Allit 2009; Robin 2018). That conservatism can be 

found defending both feudal and capitalist systems of production demonstrates the 

living nature of this tradition - as capitalist forms of economic activity become dominant 

we see an increasing shift in conservative thought towards the defense of capitalism and 

a naturalization of its mechanisms (Allit 2009; Robin 2018). This shift is facilitated by the 

translation of historically privileged populations into a functional capitalist class.  

 One of the central populations transformed by capitalism into a land and 

property-owning class are white men. Conservatism naturalizes this shift by attributing 

superior cultural, scientific, and personal attributes to this group (Stoler 2010; Nelson 

1999; Robin 2018). But following the bifurcation of this population by scientific-rational 

knowledge production into homosexual and heterosexual populations these same 

capitalist processes naturalized by conservatism are seen as benefiting a non-natural 

population. Suddenly conservatism is forced to stigmatize a group it has ardently 

defended - white men. That this means stigmatizing property-owners, businessmen, and 
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capitalists poses a problem for the inclusion of conservatism within modern society. Gay 

conservatism highlights this contradiction and argues that the material interests of 

conservatives, and the maintenance of social and economic stratification, are best served 

by adhering to the principles of capitalism when it maintains the power of a historical 

(thus naturalized) group of people.  

 Delving deeper into the contradictions between conservatism and scientific-

rational knowledge production, conservatism faces a social structure that is increasingly 

pluralistic. By this, I mean that traditionally powerful populations are increasingly being 

sub-divided by rational-scientific thinking. When, as David Dietrich argues, conservative 

movement frames rest upon the naturalization of privilege, how is power supposed to be 

identified, collected, gathered, maintained, and mobilized in the face of this increasing 

division (2014)? Snow and Benford define frames as “interpretive schemata that enable 

participants to locate, perceive, and label occurrences” (Snow et al. 1986). These frames 

work by “selectively punctuating and encoding objects, situations, events, experiences, 

and sequences of actions within one’s present or past environment” (Snow & Benford 

1992). Frame analysis, an analytical tool developed by Erving Goffman, identifies how 

social movements shape the collective experience of reality for participants and their 

onlookers (Goffman 1986; Sumerau and Grollman 2020). Within the United States, a 

milieu which situates white men at the top of the social and economic hierarchy, 

conservatives have to figure out what to do when this group is split by axes of 

differentiation like sexual identity.  
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 The historical answer to this is that homosexuality would preclude white 

homosexuals from what Nelson discusses as “the fraternity of white men” (1999). 

Upholding scientific-rational models of homosexuals as a biological population, 

conservatives have traditionally stigmatized these men as fundamentally more like the 

gendered and racialized Other than heterosexual white men. In doing so, conservatives 

could continue to uphold the logic of natural difference between populations. This 

response though continues to divide both the numbers and the social and political 

strength of white men as a whole, as each new form of difference sloughs off another 

layer of supporters. 

 Gay conservatism offers a different response to the problem of scientific-rational 

knowledge production and the maintenance of hierarchy. This strategy acknowledges - 

to different degrees - scientific-rational categories but relegates these differences to the 

private, rather than public sphere. Manifesting in a variety of ways, from undermining 

scientific-rational claims of biological differences (see Donovan for examples) to arguing 

these biological differences lie outside the purview of the public domain conservatives 

are wrestling for control of (see Veh for examples), we can see clear evidence that 

conservatism is wrestling with scientific-rational differentiation. All of these responses 

fall under multicultural white supremacy, a term used by Dylan Rodriguez to mark how 

white supremacy has transformed following the Civil Rights period in the United States 

(2021). This period, which he titles White Reconstruction, is marked by the increasing 

“capacious, flexible, and promiscuously inclusive” forms of domination. This reclamation 

avoids stigmatizing white men as a whole by drawing on their position as holders of 
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private property and their shared material interests with other white men - by unifying 

that which has been traditionally upset by scientific-rational taxonomies. 

Conclusion 

Homosexuality and conservatism emerge from the forces of modernity, of nation-

state formation, capital accumulation, and scientific-rational knowledge production. 

Their unique histories demonstrate different interpretations and deployments of these 

forces, but their shared roots in modernity demonstrate that they are not fundamentally 

oppositional. While many, like Canaday, Richardson, and others have demonstrated that 

homosexuality’s consolidation created a ranked set of populations organized by their 

usefulness to the nation-state this does not preclude the white gay man from 

participating in the conservative goal of naturalizing stratification; it simply requires 

shifting the line of inequality (2009; 2017). This shifting takes work by social movement 

organizations and actors who, responding to these historical constructions, have 

attempted to manage stigma and internal contradictions in each term by combining, 

remixing, and redeploying them to respond to the iterative crises facing modernity and 

their own loss of status as partially minoritized actors.   

In more complex ways, these histories demonstrate that the conditions for 

homonationalism were present in the United States for much longer than previously 

discussed by most scholars (for other examples exploring early forms of 

homonationalism see Serykh 2017 and Simpson 2017). Before the War on Terror, before 

9/11, before the centralization of gay conservative goal-setting in the 90s, before the 

proliferation of gay conservative groups across the nation, even before homosexual and 
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homophile organizations took to the national stage there have been discursive and 

organizational threads tying the interests of homosexuals to that of the conservative 

political project. Thus homonationalism, rather than a state of exception relegated to a 

particular period of time, appears to be fundamentally intertwined with the constitution 

of the gay political subject in the United States. This chapter has not yet explained how 

gay conservative social movements, their actors and leaders, and other conservative 

organizers have taken these terms and breathed life into them. Following the 

consolidation of these identities, what did it mean to be a gay conservative and how has 

this changed over the decades following their first identification? In the following 

chapters I explore how conservative gay organizations have wrestled with the meaning 

and politics of gay conservative life. 
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Chapter 2: The Big Tent Comes In Rainbow 

“...I just got an award, or an endorsement yesterday from [the LGBT community]. You saw 

that? They gave me the endorsement yesterday. I’ve done very well with that community and 

some of my biggest supporters are of that community, and I talk to them a lot about it. I think 

I’ve done really very well with that community, as you know, Peter Thiel and so many others, 

they’re — they’re with me all the way, and I just got a big endorsement from the Log Cabin 

group.” 

Donald Trump, interview with the Washington Blade, Aug. 20, 2019 

 

“When Donald Trump assumed the presidency, conservative religious leaders drew up “wish 

lists” of steps they hoped he’d take to oppose abortion and rein in the LGBTQ-rights 

movement. With a flurry of recent actions, Trump’s administration is now winning their praise 

for aggressively fulfilling many of their goals.” 

The Associated Press, Aug. 20, 2019 

 

Just over a year ahead of the presidential elections, and well in advance of the 

Republican National Convention at which they usually announce endorsements, the Log 

Cabin Republicans (LCR) declared their endorsement of Donald Trump for the 2020 

Republican presidential candidacy (LCR Press Release, Aug 16, 2020; Kabel and Homan, 

Aug 15, 2020). That same day Mat Staver, president of the legal advocacy organization 

Liberty Counsel, said Trump had fulfilled about 90% of the conservative goals they had 

compiled - a list whose two primary targets were the reproductive rights of women and 

the “reining in” of the LGBTQ-rights movement (Crary, Aug 20 2019). Over the following 

week, a number of prominent figures within the organization publicly cut ties with LCR 

over the endorsement, and the Log Cabin stance that Donald Trump had done “more for 

LGBT people” than any president before him. Casey Pick, one of the figures who has 

distanced herself from the organization since her time as programs director from 2010-

2013, describes the endorsement as one more sign that the LCR “increasingly fulfills the 
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stereotypes that used to be hurled at Log Cabin Republicans: overwhelmingly gay men 

who are indifferent to the experiences of women, transgender Americans, or LGBT 

people who lack the financial or social resources to protect them from the discrimination 

that they so often deny even exists” (Aviles 2019). 

More than simply a moment of public spectacle, the endorsement marks an 

overall break with previous organizational patterns. The Log Cabin Republicans have 

refused to endorse presidential candidates (including Donald Trump) in the past for a 

variety of reasons, and on contentious nominations they have always waited for the 

Republican National Convention (RNC) before stating their position. This also represents 

another historical break, in which Republican candidates who have a strong evangelical 

or right-wing Christian base are often critiqued and examined closely by LCR. The 

organization, which views itself as the “conscience” of the Republican Party, has often 

found itself at odds - if not all out ideological war - with Evangelicals and what LCR 

terms “the religious right.” Considering this history it is all the more shocking that they 

would endorse a candidate who, in the last election, won the Evangelical vote by 81% 

(Martínez and Smith 2016).   

Having discussed the intertwined construction of the category of homosexuality 

and conservatism this chapter examines how these categorical negotiations manifest on 

the ground, at the level of social movement organizations and their participants. As 

discussed earlier, these two historical categories experience unique issues arising from 

modernity but are not fundamentally oppositional to each other. If white gay men in 

these movements attempt to bridge the social and political spaces between 
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homosexuality and conservatism by participating in the naturalizing of stratification and 

situating themselves as helpmates to the nation-state project what does that look like at 

the organizational level? This chapter attempts to explain how the Log Cabin 

Republicans arrived at this socio-political moment, focusing heavily on the period of time 

from its inception in 1978 to the beginning of the 2010s.  

My data is drawn from two main sources. The first is the official Log Cabin 

Republican archive, housed in the University of Minnesota’s Jean-Nickolaus Tretter 

Collection in Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Studies. This data spans from just 

before the founding of the first Log Cabin Republican clubs to newsletters and meeting 

minutes for the organization in 2012. In addition to this material, I also draw directly 

from the Log Cabin website, established in 2001, including newsletters, updates, and 

announcements.15 By overlapping these sources I track how the Log Cabin Republicans 

utilize whiteness, masculinity, and victimhood to make themselves legible citizens of the 

nation-state. 

I evaluate my data in two ways: first, by coding thematic elements within the 

archival texts themselves; and then by situating it within the broader political context 

within which that text emerged. By interpolating historical texts with the broader 

political field, I evaluate Log Cabin Republican strategies and situate them alongside 

broader trends in gay politics. From this, I demonstrate that Log Cabin Republicans 

 
15 I obtained this data by scraping the data from the WayBackMachine archive, a site which stores images 
of websites over time and allows for archival web research. After batch-downloading the logcabin.org data 
I then coded the data using NVivo12.  
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played a role in broader racial and gender projects like white reconstruction by 

advocating a “big tent” form of multicultural white supremacy.  

The Log Cabin Republicans 

These emergent themes develop from 

particular historical roots, and are best understood 

by looking at the long duree of the organization’s 

history. Interestingly, there are no scholarly 

histories of the Log Cabin Republicans; much of the 

following section is pieced together from primary 

sources in order to establish how the organization 

came into existence and how it has changed over time.              Figure 3. LCR Logo 

This history will begin with the founding of the organization and end just after the 2012 

election, which is the limit of the physical Log Cabin archive located in the Tretter 

Collection at the University of Minnesota. 

The organization coalesced in two parts of California in 1977-78,  in Southern 

California with the formation of the Log Cabin Club of Los Angeles and in Northern 

California with the Concerned Republicans for Individual Rights in San Francisco. Both of 

these groups originally gathered in response to the Briggs Initiative, a push to ban 

homosexual people from teaching in California schools (Prop 6). The Briggs Initiative was 

organized primarily by those on the religious right, who had dubbed themselves the 

“Silent Majority” and had spokespeople like Anita Bryant, in order to combat what they 
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labeled as a “rising tide of deviance” in schools across the nation. (Fetner 2008) Hoping 

to make an example out of California, the Briggs Initiative sparked significant pushback 

from gay and lesbian Californians on both the left and the right. While many may know 

the story of San Francisco Board of Supervisors member Harvey Milk, who was 

assassinated in 1978, and his battle against the Briggs Initiative, it is less well known that 

this was the galvanizing force for the first Log Cabin Republican clubs.  

For the first decade of its life, the Log Cabin Republicans was not a single 

organization, but rather a set of loosely connected clubs scattered across California and 

in communication with like-minded political clubs in places like Chicago (Chicago Area 

Republican Gay Organization - CARGO) and Dallas (the Metroplex). Broadly, these clubs 

were meant to influence local and state level politics - specifically, to demonstrate the 

importance of gay votes to local Republican candidates and their political apparatuses. 

These local efforts, however, lacked the coordination and representation to play a role in 

national level politics or to set up a clear, consistent agenda representing the interests of 

gay and lesbian Republicans writ large.   

Early attempts to form a national body faced repeated barriers. The first attempt 

to form a national organization of gay and lesbian Republicans emerged from a 

Washington D.C. meeting on October 10th, 1987. Organized by CARGO – the Chicago 

Area Republican Gay Organization – it was attended by approximately forty people with 

seven organized clubs represented. With only one negative vote, the group agreed that 

the purpose of this new group was “to promote the concerns of gay men and women 
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within the Republican Party and to promote the concerns of the Republican Party among 

gay men and women.”16 

This meeting culminated in the creation of an Interim Board and the formal 

beginning of the United Republicans for Equity and Privacy in 1988.17 This board of gay 

men talked about agenda-setting and the self-organizing principles which were to guide 

UREP. That the group was to be a clearinghouse – meant to coordinate and assist 

smaller gay Republican organizations at the local level – was agreed upon by all 

members. Less agreed upon was if the group was defined first as a Republican 

organization or a gay organization. Bob Zowanda, a member of the board, stated strongly 

that UREP needed to be identified as a Republican organization. This was contested by 

other board members who wanted the organization to “maintain a balance [between gay 

and Republican identity] in order to be effective.”18 These members drew first and 

foremost on the Black and Hispanic caucuses of the Republican Party to demonstrate 

how groups could be “dual purposed” as both identity and political groups.  

Although the group largely imagined itself as a dual purposed group, during the 

meeting the board voted unanimously to include “Republican” in the new organization 

name, while 11 members voted to prohibit the words gay or lesbian in the title (with one 

member dissenting). Although the group imagined itself as dual purposed, and that 

building a base of gay and lesbian members were critical to its financial power and 

 
16 “CARGO Minutes,” Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
17 “CARGO Minutes,” Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
18 “CARGO Minutes,” Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
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longevity, it also wanted to manage stigma from within the Republican Party and to 

increase chances of coalition-building. 

This split over organizational identity was just one division within this meeting. 

When the board tried to discuss next steps, even members who previously agreed about 

the organizational identity couldn’t agree on whether or not the organizational structure 

should be focused primarily on grassroots organizing and coordinating with local groups 

across the nation or if its purpose was to represent these groups to the national 

Republican Party. One, Peter Thompson, felt the organization would have more financial 

impact if it focused on “trench work” at the local level. His detractors argued that having 

a Washington D.C. presence and focusing explicitly on national-level organizing was the 

goal for this kind of group. The question of organizational structure was eventually 

deferred till the next meeting of the board. 

 The second meeting four months later, hosted by the Metroplex Republicans in 

Dallas, had a lot of organizational work ahead of it. It began by crafting a definition for a 

local club, “Any group of ten (10) or more individuals who are registered Republican, all 

of whom reside in a county (state) not then having a club as a member of ______ may 

apply for membership to the Board of Directors of UREP…”19 These groups could then 

be approved into the national group, to be incorporated in the District of Columbia.  

The 1990s represented a time of growth and consolidation for the Log Cabin 

Republicans. Chapters expanded across the United States and the issues nearest and 

 
19 “UREP.” Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
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dearest to the Log Cabin agenda were mainstreamed into the overall field of gay and 

lesbian social movement organizing. In particular, inclusion in the military, marriage, AIDS 

research funding, and the passing of the Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA) 

were front and center in their organizing across this decade. What is perhaps most 

curious about this agenda was how much it reflecteda broader turn towards more 

conservative agenda setting within the gay rights movement as a whole. As groups like 

Queer Nation and ACT UP receded in prominence the movement increasingly oriented 

itself around nationalist and state-centric appeals, ones that fell firmly in line with the 

mission and orientation of LCR. How did this organization situate itself within these 

changing times? 

UREPs National Governing Board approved the dissolution of UREP and the 

reconstitution of the group as the Log Cabin Federation in 1990.20 The annual meeting 

also charted out a five point plan for Log Cabin Federation inclusion within the 

Republican Party. This newly formed Federation operated without a national office till 

1993, when the Federation was incorporated as a 501(c)(4) non-profit organization and 

shifted away from a federation model towards a more sharply constructed local/national 

structure. The new national body understood itself in relation to the Republican Party 

through a shared set of principles and values: 

 

“WE ARE REPUBLICAN BECAUSE…” 

 
20 “Log Cabin Federation,” Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT 
Studies 
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● We believe that the proper functions of government are limited to doing 

for the people those things which they cannot do for themselves. 

● We believe that government is most effective when it is closest to the 

people - for that keeps government small, responsible, and respectful of 

the individual’s right to privately pursue their own destiny. 

● We believe that the competitive free enterprise system and the 

encouragement of individual initiative is the key to personal and national 

prosperity and freedom. We cannot long enjoy political liberty, unless we 

likewise possess economic liberty. 

● We believe that personal incentive must not be interfered with, and that 

people must be allowed to exercise their motivations and express their 

abilities. 

● We believe in strong civil equality that protects justice and opportunity for 

all, regardless of sexual orientation, race, creed, age, sex or national origin. 

● We believe we must keep those principles of our heritage worth retaining, 

yet always be receptive to new ideas with an outlook broad enough to 

accommodate thoughtful change and varying points of view. 

● We believe that Americans value, and should preserve, their feeling of 

national strength and pride, and at the same time share with people 

everywhere a desire for peace and freedom and the extension of human 

rights throughout the world.  

 

This credo served LCR throughout the ‘90s, during which time they continued to expand 

and recruit new members. In 1999 the conversation turned to a few key areas: the 

presidential election, employment non-discrimination, AIDs research funding, and 

combatting a resurgent religious right. 

One clear case in which this agenda-setting was at odds with the Republican 

Party at large was around the election and re-election of George Bush. Although LCR 

met with George Bush prior to his presidential election campaign in 2000 and endorsed 

him following the Republican National Convention, he served as a flashpoint around 

which members debated their organizational and political principles. Bush promised in 
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2000 to be a “compassionate conservative,” and records in the LCR archive suggest that 

the organization was hopeful about his presidency because: “he kept the Clinton 

Administration Executive Order which prohibited discimination against gay and lesbian 

federal workers, appointed gay people throughout his administration, supported benefits 

to gay and lesbian partners of those killed in the 9/11 attacks, and had proposed a $15 

billion plan to tackle the global AIDs pandemic.”21 These same records note a souring of 

this initial hope, arguing that the legislative decision of Lawrence V. Texas, which 

overturned sodomy laws in the United States, fomented support on the “radical right” to 

pressure Bush to advocate for a Constitutional Amendment banning same-sex 

marriages.22  

This turn of events caused a furor among LCR members, exposing splits between 

local chapters and national leadership and between different actors in the organization. 

These debates concluded in the organization choosing to not endorse Bush in his 2004 

bid for re-election. Members like Philip Bradley recounted how this decision reshaped 

LCR priorities: “In a meeting/retreat in Columbus, OH in 2005 we agreed unanimously at 

the time that we had to be gay first and Republican second…”23. This was at odds with 

other Log Cabin Republicans who argued that their status as gay was, itself, contingent 

on their identity as Americans and Westerners.  

 
21 “LCR 1999-2001.” Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
22 Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
23 Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
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This push against the religious right was complicated by the events of 9/11. Log 

Cabin Republicans began identifying “national defense” as a key part of their platform 

and organizing, reinvigorating their attempts to overturn the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” 

policy in the U.S. military. This period marked their most overt turn toward 

homonationalism, perhaps most clearly identified because it located threats to the rights 

of “gay citizens” outside of the United States - in the specter of the Brown, Muslim 

homophobe (Puar 2007). As discussed in Chapter One, homonationalism represents an 

effort by state and social movement actors to leverage non-hetero sexual identities in 

the service of the national project. Randall Bernard, the San Francisco chapter president, 

said this following the attacks, “In fact, isn’t our war on terrorism really a fight for the 

values of Western and American culture and against those with a narrow-minded world-

view?” This explicit language is possible because of nationalist claims of victimhood (“we 

were attacked”) that make it possible to justify calls for retaliatory violence that would 

otherwise violate the ubiquity of dog whistle politics during the period (López 2014; 

Wetts and Willer 2019). It is worth noting though that these homonationalist claims 

have existed since the Log Cabin Republicans’ inception, but have traditionally been 

directed toward those perceived to be internal threats to the nation-state.  We can see 

this later in Bernard’s statement, “Gay Republicans have a duty to educate the anti-

American liberals in our community and religious fanatics at home and abroad. We must 

convince them, through words and deeds, of the superiority of OUR values.” This turn, 

from identifying outside threats to a focus on internal elements which threaten 
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“Western” values, roots the war on terror in time-honored anxieties about the decline of 

America and its settler-colonial culture. 
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Figure 4. Log Cabin Republicans of San Francisco Presidential Message Oct. 2001 

The LCR, reinvigorated and united around the framework of national defense ran 

aground elsewhere: growing tension with the rising religious right in America. There was 
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little resolution following the 2004 election of George Bush, and by 2008 there were a 

number of concerns facing the Log Cabin Republicans. Four chapters had closed down or 

become defunct in 2007, and “many chapters are struggling...many are not paying dues 

to the national office. Some have endured a series of leadership changes.”24 These 

internal issues were complemented by a wider perception that the Log Cabin 

Republicans were not meaningfully contributing to right-wing gay organizing. The 2008 

failure to elect John McCain to the office of United States President highlighted all of 

these organizing fault lines. 

 In response, LCR crafted a strategy for increasing their relevance by returning to 

grassroots organizing, transforming their image, and broadening their funding sources. 

This strategy helped the organization weather this period, but not without new 

competitors for right-wing gay representation. This crisis, as well as the broader trend 

towards right-wing direct organizing emerging out of the Tea Party Movement, 

produced another issue for the Log Cabin Republicans - the rise of GOProud. This 

organization, started by former employees of LCR, framed itself as an alternative gay 

Republican organization with a stronger adherence to explicit right-wing beliefs. 

GOProud imagined a more active role for the gay Republican in the so-called “culture 

wars.”  One reporter said of the organization that its target was “gay conservatives who 

aren’t interested in waiting around for the Log Cabin to get rebuilt” (Soller 2009).   

 
24 “Chapter & Membership Committee 2008,” Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter 
Collection in GLBT Studies. 
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 The Log Cabin Republicans responded to the emergence of this new organization 

by emphasizing their own work and their primacy as a long-established gay conservative 

group.25 Although many of the documents produced during this time do not reveal the 

personal perspectives of organization members, internal memos and emails suggest 

significant concern. For example, we see a message from David Trebring to the LCR 

board members, “Gentlemen…I would suggest we not expend too much effort on 

GoProud, and work on our own agenda/message/political outreach, and raise money for 

our PAC.”26 In contrast, others like Scott Ables suggested that GOProud could overtake 

the Log Cabin Republicans if the older group did not take action to rescue their public 

image and political relevance. This internal debate gave new drive and energy towards 

chapter and national organizing. 

 By serving as a foil to the Log Cabin Republicans, GOProud served an important 

role in pushing it further to the right. Even though they dissolved in 2014, they ushered 

in an LCR that was considerably less concerned with moderating “the far right” and more 

interested in finding their place among these actors. A review of the political statements 

from the Log Cabin Republicans from 2012 to 2014 reveals an increasingly radicalized 

organization, which saw its inclusion in Republican politics as mediated less by appeals to 

reason and moderation and more by its willingness to propose and support political and 

social violence. This has been marked by a series of public mass resignations from key 

 
25 “Media Briefing and Talking Points 2009.” Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter 
Collection in GLBT Studies. 
26 “LCR 2009.” Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
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figures who once represented token representation of women and trans in their 

organization (Krakow and Rosenberg 2019; Ogles 2019; Aviles 2019).  

Although this organization, chronologically, was the last to form of the three 

studied here, they are introduced first because of their reach and impact on politics well 

beyond the gay community. They are also highlighted first because, out of the three 

cases I explore, they had the most mainstream organizational set up and agenda-setting. 

As a result, LCR also appears to the general public and to mainstream conservatives at 

large to be the most moderate of the right-wing gay organizations presented in this 

dissertation. There are three main themes which emerge from the archival data I have 

examined, all three of which undergird the political language of the organization.   

Multicultural White Supremacy 

The first of these themes that emerges from the data is how the LCR represented 

a multicultural form of white supremacy. Elaborating on the work of Omi and Winant, 

Melamed, and Rodriguez, the historical transformation of this organization mirrors 

transformations in whiteness and masculinity since the Civil Rights era (2014; 2011; 

2020). Omi and Winant lay the foundation for understanding this phenomenon through 

their concept of the “racial project.” This term identifies “efforts to shape the ways in 

which human identities and social structures are racially signified, and the reciprocal 

ways that racial meaning becomes embedded in social structures” (37).  

Winant goes on to explore how racial projects emerge, are maintained, and 

transformed as groups engage with what it means to “be” white (2001). As I mention in 
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Chapter One, I deploy the term “white” to mean any individual deemed to share positive 

biological, inheritable traits and who are accorded right, status, and property based on 

those perceived biological differences. Winant argues that these projects, particularly 

following World War II and the Civil Rights Movement, have reflected an increasing 

anxiety over what it means to be included in the white category in the United States. 

This “new racial order” conflicts intensely with previously established forms of white 

dominance, thus representing a “profound shift in the global logic of race” according to 

Winant (Location 1899). He goes on to demonstrate how racial projects, like those 

linking whiteness to biological difference or those which center whiteness as a process 

of social distinction, wax or wane depending on their ability to respond to attempts to 

destabilize (or, as he terms deconstruct) whiteness. 

That Winant sees white racial projects from the lens of a political typology 

(neoconservative, liberal, and abolitionist) is telling. Here, he argues that neoconservative 

white racial projects tend to emphasize “colorblind” policies, which claim that any 

positive attempts to address racial inequality are racist. He says, “It opened up the 

political space that has by now become familiar in terms of the critique of ‘reverse 

racism,’ ‘race-thinking,’ and ‘racial preferences of any kind’” (Location 1972). These 

neoconservative white racial projects certainly can be found throughout the 

organizational evolution of the Log Cabin Republicans, although they differ from other 

versions of this project in that the group is originally founded on the logic of Republican 

caucuses created to represent and organize racial groups within the Republican Party. A 

key aspect of the difference between white gay men in the Log Cabin Republicans and 
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the Black and Hispanic caucuses they model themselves after is the private nature of 

their difference. Whereas gender and race serve as visible, public markers of non-

citizenship Log Cabin Republicans can situate their difference within the private sphere 

and thus maintain their claims on normative Republican politics. This difference is 

especially pronounced at the beginning of LCR organizing, when organizers wrestled 

with whether or not they were a gay or a Republican organization.27  

The further LCR invested in this colorblind racial project, the further they in turn 

moved from their initial political site of emergence. How can they articulate themselves 

as a minoritized, stigmatized group within the Republican Party without relying on the 

model of racial inclusion? In order to answer that question, we have to move away from 

an analysis of white racial projects to the field of white supremacy in which they operate. 

Jodi Melamed provides this larger framework, which complements and challenges 

Winant’s analysis of white racial projects by pushing us not only to see the period 

following the Civil Rights Era as one that breaks fundamentally with the racial order 

which came before it, but that this break itself is structured by a new and flexible 

apparatus of white supremacy (2011).  

Log Cabin Republicans typify this shift among marginalized white social 

movement organizations. Instead of relying on a solidified white status to lay claim to the 

nation-state they instead draws on two main strategies: the first being an appeal to a 

universal citizen whose characteristic white masculinity remain hidden and the second 

 
27 Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
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being the threats (internal and external) which the organization identifies in common 

with other right-wing groups (Eng 2010; Rondini 2018). This claimsmaking reflects 

Melamed’s argument that, rather than a shift from racial dictatorship to racial democracy 

(a frame established by Omi and Winant), the period following the Civil Rights Era was 

not simply a period of competing white racial projects fueled by white anxieties about 

what it meant to be white. Rather, these projects themselves were structured by other 

historical forces that required white supremacy to, as Melamed says, “represent and 

destroy” (2011). Thus, the success of white racial projects was defined by their ability to 

invisibilize whiteness and to identify and represent threats to that status in racial others.   

Rodriguez takes Melamed's intervention seriously, but pushes us to think of this 

new period as one of “White Reconstruction” (Rodriguez 2020). This term refers to “an 

alternative conceptualization and naming of the long-half century that is commonly 

referenced as the “post-civil rights” period” (2020: 4).  It also refers to a recurrent and 

adaptive set of ideological and material commitments that “shapes white social and 

ontological self- and world- making” (Rodriguez 2020: 3). It is, at its heart, a project of 

rearticulation - a reformulation of where and how whiteness should matter and its 

resources and advantages distributed. White Reconstruction following the Civil Rights 

Movement is a response to the loss of explicit control, power, and status which Omi and 

Winant describe as the period of American “racial dictatorship” (2014). It attempts to 

reformulate white identity through state support, institutional structure, and economic 

neoliberalism in order to establish whiteness as a ubiquitous norm against which all other 

racial groups are measured.  
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The Log Cabin Republicans emerge during this period of White Reconstruction, 

and participate in expanding a newer, broader structure of whiteness. This broadening, 

which Rodriguez describes as a “multicultural white supremacy,”“indexes how the logics, 

protocols, compulsory normativities, and gendered racial violence of hegemonic 

institutions…become increasingly capacious, flexible, and promiscuously inclusive as 

monopoly-based systems of racial dominance…are abolished and displaced in the name 

of (liberal, teleological, national-to-global) racial progress” (2020: 17).   

The Log Cabin Republicans are situated within and responsive to White 

Reconstruction. As Victor Ray argues, “organizations magnify the power and depth of 

racial projects and are a primary terrain of racial contestation” (30). These racial projects, 

he argues, are produced and disciplined through the interaction between schemas and 

resources28 (Sewell 1992); when organizations pair racial meanings with material 

outcomes - especially when these decisions produce positive results for the organization 

- they produce a cycle of reinforcement between schemas and resources. As Cheryl 

Harris points out, whiteness itself is a resource to be leveraged (1993). The Log Cabin 

Republicans do not draw explicitly on this resource; rather, they deemphasize the 

majority white demographics of the organization emphasizing a “race neutral” colorblind 

policy-setting agenda while simultaneously deemphasizing the necessary impact of such 

a position. Instead of focusing on the embodied and organizational whiteness of the Log 

 
28 Here schemas here refer to Giddens notion of "generalizable procedures applied in the 
enactment/reproduction of social life” (1984) and resources refer to 1) “objects, animate or inanimate, 
naturally occurring or manufactured, that can be used to enhance or maintain power” and 2) “physical 
strength, dexterity, knowledge, and emotional commitments that can be used to enhance or maintain 
power, including knowledge of the means of gaining, retaining, controlling, and propagating either human 
or nonhuman resources.” (Sewell 1992: 9-10) 
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Cabin Republicans, they draw upon whiteness in the abstract. Throughout their archival 

documents they appeal to a shared and common heritage. They also utilize this 

abstracted whiteness to frame their social movement claims as beneficial to a “universal 

man.” This universal man is constituted within racial schemas as both white and classless 

(but simultaneously implicitly propertied). This allows for the maintenance of white 

supremacy under White Reconstruction, as it dog whistles who such messaging is for 

and reframes explicitly universal claims within a white racial frame (Eng 2010: López 

2014). 

The cyclical process Ray describes within organizations can also be explored 

through a cultural lens. Jane Ward describes the establishment of cultural dimensions of 

whiteness within organizations (2008). While Ward investigates white normativity in 

non-profit settings where there is often an explicitly anti-racist orientation, the cultural 

insights she provides into organizational culture are helpful to investigating how 

whiteness emerges as a cultural norm in other settings. In particular, it helps to frame 

both the invisibilization of whiteness and its persistence - even organizations that are not 

explicitly anti-racist have found that since the end of the racial dictatorship period they 

benefit from not appearing exclusionary or supportive of solely dominant groups 

(2008b). This maps onto the claimsmaking of the Log Cabin Republicans, whose focus on 

the universal man allows them to simultaneously sidestep the label of racial and gender 

exclusivity while maintaining an agenda which only incidentally (if at all) benefits non-

dominant groups.  One clear example of this norm setting comes from twoLog Cabin 

Republican board members, who describe a “Country Club” or “Locker Room” mentality 
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within the organization as an impediment to the growth and success of the organization  

(Log Cabin Republicans Board Meeting Notes November 7-9, 1997). You can see this 

most explicitly in the meeting minutes of the Log Cabin Board of Directors in late 1997: 

Internal Weaknesses 

RK [Robert Kabel]: clubs need to stop acting like locker rooms; help clubs attract 

women  

MC [Monty Cornell]: locker room mentality; using too much inappropriate 

language  

Although the organization publicly argues that it is open and inclusionary, an important 

tool for destigmatizing its political positionality, it maintains a de facto structure which 

recruits and retains white gay men and actively represents their interests. 

Combining Ray and Ward’s analytical tools with the broader theoretical insights of 

our earlier theorists like Rodriguez, Melamed, and Omi and Winant, we can see how 

organizational structures and culture both constitute and amplify the project of White 

Reconstruction. Organizational moves away from explicit whiteness to white goal-

setting and white cultural practices represent abeyance strategies similar to the ones 

undertaken by groups like the Ku Klux Klan after the Civil Rights Era (2020). These 

strategies, as I discuss in Chapter One, are best defined by Verta Taylor as  “a holding 

process by which movements sustain themselves in non-receptive political environments 

and provide continuity from one stage of mobilization to another” (Taylor 1989: 761). 

Instead of thinking of this as representative of a reduction in white supremacy, these 

abeyance strategies are simply a different way of doing white supremacy - a hibernation 

and gestation period in which white racial projects attempt to transform outright racial 

terror into a benevolent, soft-gloved racism. Rather than a qualitatively different form of 
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right-wing organizing from “extreme” groups like the Klan, Log Cabin Republicans and 

conservatives more generally are located within a larger field of social darwinism, 

authoritarianism, and moral majority frameworks. This new, softer version uses a bigger 

and less restrictive set of criteria for inclusion in whiteness; this newer, broader version 

of white supremacy only conditionally includes new members as long as they help it 

become harder to trace, identify, and challenge. 

It is this gestational period within which the Log Cabin Republicans came into 

being and emerged as a full-fledged national organization. By participating in these 

abeyance strategies, they demonstrated their commitment to the project of white 

supremacy and hoped to (re)secure their place within the safe confines of whiteness, a 

place made dubious by the connections between queerness, blackness, and femininity. 

As these white racial projects matured into more overt forms of white supremacy, we 

can see that the Log Cabin Republicans practiced clearer and more explicit appeals to 

whiteness, nationalism, and bioessentialism.29 While an analysis of these transformations 

as broader phenomena over the past decade is outside the scope of this chapter and this 

dissertation, what we do know is that abeyance strategies are changes in organizational 

practice under the pressure of public scrutiny and stigma and not a fundamental change 

in the nature, beliefs, or practices of an organization. Specifically, I demonstrate how 

focusing on institutional and organizational changes across this time period allows us to 

track the emergence of a (white) nationalist discourse positioning white gay men as both 

 
29 Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
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a cultural and sexual minority and a fundamental part of a repositioned, repackaged 

white dominance.  

In order to understand the current political and social moment, and the 

relationship between racial and sexual politics both in and outside the bedroom, this 

project explores majority-white gay men’s organizations through the lens of White 

Reconstruction and the unique opportunity for white gay men to serve a purpose for the 

(re)building of a white America.  

Defense of Masculinity 

Achieving inclusion within this newly flexible, multicultural model of white 

supremacy was not simply about positioning the Log Cabin Republicans as an 

organization amenable and helpful to white interests. As Priya Kandaswamy describes, 

all racial projects are projects of gender and sexuality in that if the foundations of race as 

we know it emerge from the colonial establishment of modernity, “the making of race 

and the making of gender [are] thus inseparable rather than isolated processes” (2012: 

30). As we saw earlier when LCR board members were reflecting on how the “locker 

room” culture posed issues for their recruitment, this white misogynist culture 

reproduced both whiteness and masculinity as the norm. 

This misogynist culture rests alongside an often-overlooked aspect of the Log 

Cabin Republicans, that since their inception they have included women within their 

organization.30 Explaining how this women are included within the organization but 

 
30 Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
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placed firmly outside it by misogyny and patriarchy is relatively straightforward - 

although women have been present and their contributions are visible in the archival 

documents of the LCR, the organization’s agenda-setting and national leadership have 

remained firmly masculinist. Any issues affecting lesbian women are subsumed beneath 

the general needs of the “gay conservative” agenda. Joan Acker provides the theoretical 

tools to unpack this practice, as she points out how organizations which rely on 

disembodied “workers” center and support the experiences of men’s labor, gender, and 

sexuality  (Acker 1990). A clear example of how this disembodied agenda-setting 

produces an apparatus that is exclusionary to women, and femininity more broadly, is 

how their “Women’s Committee” functioned between 2008 and 2009. This “Women’s 

Committee,” did not include any women and of the Board of Director meetings for these 

years, only one 2008 meeting included an actual report with implementation and 

evaluation goals.31 This is also indicated by the Log Cabin Republican gender 

demographics, with men representing 71% of the organization in 2008 (Muse 2008).  

Digging deeper, searching archival sources for mentions of issues particular to 

women - especially topics like abortion - yield few results in the Log Cabin archive. The 

official stance of the organization is neutral on abortion, and they have walked a fine line 

in attempting to mobilize feminists around issues of “privacy and non-intrusion” while 

distancing themselves from issues of reproductive autonomy. This fine line has not been 

without controversy. In 1992 the Log Cabin Federation, a precursor of the national Log 

Cabin Republican group, was embroiled in an internal debate about whether or not the 

 
31 Log Cabin Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
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organization should take a stance on abortion (“Log Cabin Federation” Folder, Log Cabin 

Republicans Collection). Two central and contradictory views emerge from this debate; 

on the one hand, some argue that abortion is fundamentally an issue of invidividual 

liberteries and privacy, while others argued that connecting gay rights with abortion was 

a product of “PC” (politically correct) culture and actively dissociated the subject of 

abortion from other issues of privacy.  

On a grassroots, local level the Log Cabin Republicans have made room for anti-

abortion positions, but only when such interventions have been proposed by women in 

the organization. An example can be found in a 1989 Log Cabin Republican Orange 

County newsletter, in which two proposals regarding reproductive rights are put forward 

for review by the organization’s “Health Committee.” The first, by Celeste Grieg, is a 

“Right to Life” resolution which argues that human life begins at conception, calls for 

eliminating public funding for abortions and organizations that advocate abortions, 

argues for required parental consent for a minor’s abortion and father’s right to block 

abortions, and demands support for judges who respect traditional family values. The 

second proposal, titled “Restore Office of Family Planning Budget” by Harriett Stinson, 

argues that family planning and education decrease the abortion rate, that family 

planning and contraception should be provided to low-income women, and that such 

family planning is a fiscally sound decision as she cites the average cost of unplanned 

pregnancy as $3,321 in comparison to $62 for birth control. So called “women’s issues” 

are thus primarily framed as a question of capital rather than identity or social subject 

position. 
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These resolutions had to be debated by the Health Committee. After VP Richard 

Reinsch motioned to determine if quorum was present and the group failed to meet the 

necessary number of participants, the resolution was publicly debated and voted on, but 

all final decisions would be made by the Resolutions Committee. During this debate 

resolutions, including Grieg’s, were supported 2 to 1 and Stinson’s proposal was roundly 

defeated. In the Resolutions Committee all the resolutions from the Health Committee 

were tabled.  While neither of these proposals was acted on, an instructive outcome in 

its own right, the second proposal was completely struck down by coordinated 

intervention from a more conservative network within the organization. The first 

proposal, on the “Right to Life,” made it through initial review and was tabled by the 

Resolutions Committee. That Stinson’s proposal was defeated so squarely suggests that 

issues seen as overly focused on “special” interventions - even when consistent with a 

mainstream Republican platform at the time - were subsumed under a desire for a 

universalist front. 

In addition to abortion, we can also see the organization wrestling with the issue 

of breast cancer and its specific impact on the lesbian community. In 1991 LCR-

California (a statewide organization) referenced the dual “AIDS and breast cancer 

epidemics” and later a local Orange County chapter participated in Susan B. Komen 

breast cancer walks as a chance to support a cause that “has a real impact on the women 

of our community.”32 Although breast cancer appeared to be a less controversial area in 

 
32 “LCR-California 1991,” and “Concerned Republicans for Individual Rights 2001” in Log Cabin 
Republicans Collection, Jean Nickolaus Tretter Collection in GLBT Studies 
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which to support women, it remained an almost unmentioned issue at the national level 

until the 2009 organizing crisis. The Log Cabin Republicans crafted a ten-point plan to 

engage their membership, which referenced to the higher rate of breast cancer 

experienced by the lesbian community. This segment is cut, however, in the editorial 

process and never becomes part of the national-level agenda setting of the group. 

Women, included for their participation in local level organizing, were simultaneously 

subsumed into the “universal” goals of the Log Cabin Republicans and any issues which 

identified them as having particular needs or concerns were rejected as minoritarian or 

too difference-focused. 

As Muse argues in her dissertation on collective identity conflict in the Log Cabin 

Republicans, the masculinist orientation of the organization is both a result of internal 

and external dynamics which discourage women’s participation (2008). The 

organizational frames used by LCR are less effective at defending women from outside 

stigma, and because of their multiply marginalized status it takes a unique combination 

of organizational frames to handle the conflict between their statuses as lesbian women 

and Republicans (Muse 2008). As a reminder, frames are “interpretive schemata that 

enable participants to locate, perceive, and label occurrences'' (Snow et al. 1986), 

“selectively punctuating and encoding objects, situations, events, experiences, and 

sequences of actions within one’s present or past environment” (Snow & Benford 1992).  

Of note is that issues raised by lesbians are deemed politically unviable, largely because 

they cannot be framed as universal. Whereas the issues forefronted by the LCR 

reinforce the idea of a general lack of access to universal, fundamental rights (like those 
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of private property) the issues facing lesbian participants are seen as niche and too close 

to the conservative counternarrative of “special rights.” Rather than emphasize the 

“special” or “unique” status of men, they are instead framed as a universal referent. In 

doing so, men are not actively forefronted; instead they are made a ubiquitous norm 

from which to compare other experiences and expressions of gender. That lesbian 

identity cannot be invisibilized in the same way, and issues seen as only affecting women 

are seen as “divisive” drives Log Cabin Republicans to organize in masculinist ways that 

help them to conserve access to capital and institutional and political resources. 

This masculinist orientation also shapes the behavior and expression of men in the 

organization. As Radojcic notes: 

“Many members of…the Log Cabin Republicans emphasize that they do not 
identify with gay stereotypes, especially those that characterize gay men as 
effeminate, promiscuous, or highly sexually active. One respondent notes, “I don’t 
identify with all the stereotypes. I don’t look and act like [effeminate] gay people 
do on television.” He suggests that he is not like other stereotypical gay men, yet 
by relying on these stereotypes of gay men as effeminate, he also legitimizes the 
notion that gay men are somehow less masculine than straight men by accepting 
it to be true.” (2015: 130) 

The Log Cabin Republican archives are less clear in their rejection of femininity than 

Muse’s interviewees. Although less overt, the layout of their newsletters and their public 

presentation of self demonstrate certain class, race, and gender expectations. Of the 

more than 3,000 pages of documents analyzed the majority of the images were of men 

in suits and ties, with a significant majority in button downs or polos. In only a handful of 

instances were members depicted more casually and in none of the images was a 

member depicted in a way which would violate normative expectations of masculine 

gender. This uniformity across decades of documents, particularly recruiting and 
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organizational newsletters, indicates not necessarily the gender presentation of the 

individuals in question but how the organization wants to appear to their wider 

audience. The masculine normativity which pervades this organization perpetuates 

misogyny and femmephobia through both its agenda-setting and its relegation of women 

and femininity to subordinate, “local” positions of authority. 

The Big Tent 

 These two, intertwined projects - of multicultural white supremacy and defense of 

masculinity - are active efforts to find a place for LCR under the “big tent” of the GOP. 

The period following the Civil Rights Era is one in which the meaning and status of white 

masculinity is in flux, and this opening creates the discursive and material space for the 

white men of the Log Cabin Republicans to argue that they serve a purpose within the 

larger Republican projects of nationalism, whiteness, and masculinity. 

 To be even partially successful in this project, Log Cabin Republicans need not 

only to demonstrate positive use for the political party but also to navigate stigma. As 

others (see Radojcic 2015; Walsh-Haines 2007; and Mejdrich 2018) have noted, one of 

the central themes emerging from Log Cabin Republican organizing is stigma 

management. 

Sociologists studying stigma management have explored a number of techniques 

used to lessen, manage, or eliminate stigma (Goffman 1986; Tyler and Slater 2018; 

Hinshaw 2009). For example, Goffman describes how familiarity, uniqueness, 

information control, passing, and covering are all strategies deployed by stigmatized 
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groups to divert attention from attributes which deviate from the norm and come with 

negative consequences (1986). Stigma management strategies do not solely fall under 

the purview of individuals or populations; they also manifest themselves as strategies 

used by social movement organizations. Here, the strategies of multicultural white 

supremacy and masculinist political organizing increase the familiarity of LCR messages 

with their broader audience of white Republican men, while at the same time managing 

sources of information that might  increase the perceived deviancy of white gay men 

from the norms and standards of the population as a whole. These strategies also shape 

how white men in the Log Cabin Republicans engage in “white social and ontological 

self- and world- making” (Rodriguez 2020) through the shared use of destigmatizing 

frames. 

Scholars like Courtney Muse have examined how Log Cabin Republicans manage 

conflicting identities in their organizing, arguing effectively that gay men who participate 

in the organization have a plethora of tools at their disposal that allow them to resolve 

conflict and tension in their identity - tools that are denied or limited in the case of 

lesbian women who participate in the LCR (2008). Some of the primary emergent frames 

from Muse’s work are “equality,” “radical right-wing,” and “congruency” (for the full set of 

frames which emerged from her research, see Appendix A). Taking these frames within a 

structural and textual analysis of LCR documents, these frames speak to abeyance, 

passing, and shared out-group strategies that fall firmly under racial and gendered 

projects of inclusion within the overall project of the GOP. Here, as Sumerau and 

Grollman argue, we can see how the Log Cabin Republicans as an organization are 
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shaped by terms of “conditional acceptance” - they are responding to GOP demands for 

a minority rights movement which increases diversity without fundamentally changing 

the nature and structure of stratification within society (2020).  

While the nature and severity of this stigma has waxed and waned over time, it 

remains a critical component in shaping the framing and strategizing of the organization. 

This stigma, for LCR participants, is seen as coming from two main antagonists - the rest 

of the gay community, and heterosexual Republicans. One interviewee argues, “We need 

‘firepower’ to explain why we’re gay Republicans. We need to know how to argue when 

confronted by the extreme right in the republican party (and the left in the gay 

community)” (Washington Blade 1988). The metaphor of battle in this quote is an apt 

one for a political and social identity whose members view themselves as under attack 

because of their proximal relationship to normativity. 

Conclusion 

An examination of white reconstruction, naturalization of masculinity, and the 

crafting shared social and political victimhood narratives positions the Log Cabin 

Republicans as a bridge between the categories of conservatism and homosexuality in 

the American nation-state. These mechanisms demonstrate how these categories are 

bridged, the mechanisms by which this group of gay conservatives actually practice their 

merged identities as gay and conservative men. Instead of oppositional, the 

organizational messages in the Log Cabin Republicans situate these categories as 
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necessarily intertwined and whose success or failure as political and social categories are 

linked. 

These mechanisms are deeply rooted. Log Cabin practices which position the 

group as part of white reconstruction have involved not only racial but sexual and gender 

projects as well. Together, they constitute an attempt to frame the Log Cabin 

Republicans in ways that decrease stigma and leverage shared characteristics in order to 

accrue institutional resources and legitimacy. These strategies push to create a more 

inclusive form of stratification, that reinforces the naturalness of white supremacy and 

masculine domination while simultaneously gesturing to a selectively chosen set of 

“diverse” actors and organizations.  

The process of reconstruction and the anxieties over the transformation of (white) 

American life have created an opening in the field of political power in which victimhood 

narratives are crafted and prioritized by their ability to transform power while 

maintaining its essential characteristics. These narratives create a sense of organizational 

identity, which allows social movement organizations to persist over time. Victimhood 

framing does not just retarget systems of violence by identifying the proper objects of 

violence, but also helps the powerful to maintain their status by creating states of 

exception - where the powerful are “victims” (Leach, Iyer, & Pedersen 2007). As 

sociologists have found that “...advantaged group members may engage in competitive 

victimhood as a strategy to maintain their power and dominance and avoid giving up 

privilege (because if the advantaged group is the ‘real’ victim in society, there is no need 

to empower the disadvantaged minority)” (Kahalon et al 2019: 455). This means that 
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although narratives of victimhood may be relatively stable in their content, their 

deployment and use is fundamentally shaped by the relationship the group has to 

already-accrued privileges and social status. Thus, social movement scholarship must 

take into account not simply the historical nature of grievances and agenda-setting but 

how such claims are part of the transformation and maintenance of social stratification.  

 In the next chapter the project turns to a slightly different case. Rather than the 

explicitly conservative framing mechanisms which are documented in the Log Cabin case, 

it will examine how framing mechanisms which appear universal and which do not 

advocate for benefits for any particular group on the basis of culture or other markers of 

difference (e.g. race, gender, class) produce a right-wing, conservative understanding of 

the political and social world. Here I turn to the Libertarians for Gay Rights and its 

various iterations over the past five decades to explore the mechanisms they use to 

bridge homosexuality with the mainstream right-wing conservative libertarianism that 

can be found across the United States.  
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Chapter 3: Was Atlas Gay? Libertarians For Gay Rights 

“I believe the very heart and soul of conservatism is libertarianism…the basis of conservatism 
is a desire for less government interference or less centralized authority or more individual 

freedom and this is a pretty general description of what libertarianism is.” 
Ronald Reagan, Reason Interview, 1975 

 
“I think homosexuals are natural libertarians, if not anarchists. I mean, we have no 
stake in this sort of progressive statist establishment. I don’t want to subsidize your 

pregnancy. Sorry, ladies.” 
Milo Yiannopoulous, “Anarchopulco” Conference, undated 

  

The Libertarian Party in the United States is a conundrum - not only because of its 

status as a third party in an essentially two party system - but because it resists 

traditional political spectrum categorization (Lester 1994; Cole 1995). It is also a 

fascinating case study because of its rejection of positive, protection-based rights for 

gays and lesbians, something which has characterized the battleground between 

Democrats and Republicans over the past 50 years. Instead, gay libertarians have 

articulated a non-interventionist platform that focuses on how the reduction of state 

power is a net political good for gay citizens.  

Despite these differences, gay libertarians face a similar struggle to those within 

the Log Cabin Republicans - how to bridge their own brand of right-wing conservatism 

with their inclusion within homosexuality. While I will spend some time later in the 

chapter articulating how and why gay libertarianism is both right-wing and conservative, 

I want to draw out that this fundamental problematic exists for this group of political 

actors, and that in order to resolve these tension with modernity and its categories they 

have to strategically frame themselves as actors which bind these two categories 

together. 
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This chapter focuses on the Libertarians for Gay Rights and its organizational 

descendents: the Thomas Jefferson Libertarian Club, Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian 

Concerns, and the OutRight Libertarians.33 These groups differ in how they construct 

connections between the conservative, right-wing political field and their homosexuality. 

Their approach to widening the benefits of white supremacy and patriarchy reflect 

similarities to the earlier Log Cabin case - they are concerned with being included within 

their wider party politics and describe themselves as useful to consolidating political and 

social power. At the same time they differ in the strategies they use to accomplish or 

practice this positioning. They rely significantly more on colorblindness, structured 

ignorance, and the language of property to make sense of themselves and their political 

organizing efforts. 

Why American Libertarianism Is Right-Wing 

Before exploring the general history of the Libertarian Party in the United States, 

there are some key distinctions that need to be unpacked. This project locates the 

Libertarian Party on the right, although the organization itself does not identify as a 

right-wing institution. As the political philosopher Phillip Cole discusses, libertarianism as 

a philosophical tradition has elements of both left and right-wing thought (1995). To 

distinguish between “liberal” libertarianism and “conservative” libertarianism, he crafts a 

litmus test focused on the question of moral equality. He argues the “liberal” version of 

 
33 It should be noted that libertarianism (small l) is distinct from Libertarianism (big L), as the first refers to a 
more general political and economic set of principles while the second refers here to the American political 
party which coalesced around these principles and which can frequently be at odds with those who 
consider themselves libertarian.  
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Libertarianism “regards all people as moral equals, and regards success or failure in the 

market as undeserved in any moral sense” in comparison to “conservative” 

Libertarianism, “which regards success and failure in the market as deserved in a moral 

sense” (Cole 1995). This sits alongside the work of political theorists like Corey Robin, 

who have argued that one of the hallmarks of conservative and right-wing politics is the 

belief that economic and political systems of stratification are natural and good (2018).  

The distinction proposed by Cole rests on the libertarian political tenet that 

individual action, uninhibited by restrictions of power or government, will produce the 

most freedom. I argue there is a deeper conservative tradition within United States 

libertarianism, and that American political life has always operated on the premise that 

economic activity and status is a sign of moral worth (Weber 2011; Bowler 2013). This 

worth may be drawn from an established connection between prosperity and godliness, 

or it may be linked between economic productivity and other values of high moral 

esteem (Smith 1776; Weber 2011).  

The conservative threads through American libertarianism emerge from the 

American colonial project, rugged individualism, and private property. Murray Rothbard, 

a prominent libertarian thinker and writer, establishes the “unique” set of conditions 

which allowed for libertarianism to take root in colonial America - “What defeated these 

despotic and feudal thrusts into the new territory was, at bottom, rather simple: the 

vastness of the fertile and uninhabited land that lay waiting to be settled” (1970). As 

discussed earlier in Chapter 1, settler-colonialism is a system which Patrick Wolfe 

describes as markedly different from other systems of colonial extraction - one that not 
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only sought to exploit land, labor, and resources but also to destroy and replace 

Indigenous peoples (1999). Rothbard reminds us that American settler-colonialism is 

founded on the idea of terra nullius, that the land is empty and waiting to be taken. This 

locates the creation of the American libertarian political self within the frontier, the 

“untamed” and “unused” expanses facilitating a sense of individual autonomy and 

independence. Ayn Rand reinforces this idea in her remarks to the 1974 graduating class 

of West Point underscore this fundamental connection: 

“If you are born in a magnificent country which you don’t know what to do with, you 

believe that it is a property right; it is not. And, since the Indians did not have any 

property rights—they didn’t have the concept of property; they didn’t even have a 

settled society, they were predominantly nomadic tribes; they were a primitive tribal 

culture, if you want to call it that—if so, they didn’t have any rights to the land, and 

there was no reason for anyone to grant them rights which they had not conceived and 

were not using.” 

 

“Any white person who brings the elements of civilization had the right to take over 

this continent, and it is great that some people did, and discovered here what they 

couldn’t do anywhere else in the world and what the Indians, if there are any racist 

Indians today, do not believe to this day: respect for individual rights.” 

 

This is further encapsulated in Rothbard’s critique of Rev. Roger Williams, an early 

example for Rothbard of libertarian impulses in American life. “Williams had pioneered in 

scrupulously purchasing all the land from the Indians voluntarily—a method of land 

acquisition in sharp contrast to the brutal methods of extermination beloved by the 

Puritans of Massachusetts Bay. But the problem was that the Indians had erroneous 

theories of property. As collective tribes they laid claim to vast reaches of land on which 

they had only hunted. Not having transformed the land itself, they were not entitled to 

all of the land that they sold” (Rothbard 1970). This position, an extension of the 
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“Manifest Destiny” claimed by the settler-colonial states, embeds colonial 

understandings of property and, more bluntly, the human, within libertarian thinking. 

Intertwined with the racial project of colonialism and “manifest destiny,” American 

libertarians like Rothbard also ground their historical memory of America explicitly in 

terms of John Locke’s conception of private property (1689). After self-ownership, 

property rights are held as sacred and inviolable by libertarians. Rothbard puts it thus, 

“Secondly, libertarians believe that every individual has the right to claim the ownership 

of whatever goods he has created or found in a natural, unused state: this establishes an 

absolute property right, not only in his own person but also in the things that he finds or 

creates” (Rothbard 1971). Locke’s concept of private property was drawn heavily upon 

as a justification for American colonial expansion, and is also intimately linked to the 

expansion of the Third Reich into Poland (Kakel 2015, Whitman 2018). Tracing the 

language of property through right-wing political formations in both North America and 

Europe helps us to see a line of continuity between ostensibly “freedom”-oriented 

language and conservative claims of moral worth and the “human.” 

While the first principle of libertarianism is self-ownership - something shared in 

common with anarchist and other political traditions -  its second emphasis, on property 

rights, Rothbard marks out as uniquely “right-wing.” He says, “The emphasis on the rights 

of private property of course locates this libertarian creed as emphatically "right-wing," 

as does the right of free contract, implying absolute adherence to freedom of enterprise 

and the free-market economy” (Rothbard 1971). The main difference between what he 

terms right-libertarianism and other political formulations is that “the leftist tends to 
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regard the State as an evil enforcer of private-property rights, the right-libertarian, on 

the contrary, regards it as the prime aggressor on such rights” (Rothbard 1971).  

In their adherence to capitalism, property-rights, and rugged individualism, 

libertarians display a commitment to right-wing politics. While different groups of 

libertarians place more or less emphasis on certain aspects of this creed, the political 

organization which is the focus of this chapter has operated firmly within a “right-

libertarian” tradition. Because of this, even without self-identification as a right-wing 

organization, the Libertarian party - and its LGBT caucuses and satellite groups - fit 

within the parameters for an examination of gay right-wing politics.  

Methodology 

Having made the case for why the American formation of libertarianism is right-

wing, I want to turn to where I draw my historical and archival sources and how I go 

about evaluating these various images and texts. I draw my primary sources from the 

Gerber Hart Archive in Chicago, the GLBT Historical Society Archive in San Francisco, 

and from digital archives scraped from the websites of gay libertarian organizations. I 

draw less from the Gerber Hart Archive, as it was the first place I encountered gay 

libertarian pamphlets in my archival search but which had few additional documents on 

the subject, while I draw much more heavily on the Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian 

Concerns Collection in the GLBT Historical Archive and from contemporary archival 

sources found online. 

https://oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/tf8j49n9nz/?query=libertarians+for+gay+and+lesbian
https://oac.cdlib.org/findaid/ark:/13030/tf8j49n9nz/?query=libertarians+for+gay+and+lesbian
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My online archival sources for the Outright Libertarians were drawn from a Ruby 

coding program, which accessed the WayBackMachine - a resource which captures 

historical website data over time - and stored these historical pages to evaluate changes 

in their messaging and platform over time. I specifically scraped “outrightusa.org,” 

“outrightlibertarians.blogspot.com,” and “outrightusa.com” for raw primary data spanning 

from 1998 to 2022. 

Using qualitative textual analysis I placed these primary sources within the 

broader historical and social context within which they were produced. In doing so, I 

coded for emergent patterns in attitudes, references to authoritative concepts, and 

meaning-making frames like sexuality, gender, race, and nationalism within these 

materials. What emerged from this initial coding then was examined further to create 

sub-codes relating to trends within each iteration of these gay libertarian organizations. 

In tandem with these codes, I analyzed these materials for social movement 

frames. Drawing on Goffman’s concept of framing devices, I examined how gay 

libertarian organizations identified pertinent problems facing their constituencies, as well 

as the recommendations they made for solving these problems (1972). Social movement 

scholars discuss the process of identifying these important issues as developing a 

diagnostic frame, while proposed solutions and plans of action fall under the prognostic 

frame (Snow & Benford 1988; 2000). These two kinds of frames are essential to framing 

successful collective action (Buechler 2000; Cress & Snow 2000; Snow & Benford 1988; 

Wilson 1973). 
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There are limitations to this data collection that necessarily influence this chapter. 

While some records include correspondence and personal evaluations of organization 

events, much of the data I draw from is public-facing and made to recruit and retain 

members. Rather than speak to the internal dynamics shaping these social movement 

organizations, I am limited to speaking to the discursive strategies employed to speak to 

both the Libertarian Party and the broader public.  

The History of the American Libertarian Party  

I focus here on the historical formation of the American Libertarian party to 

contextualize gay organizing within its ranks. Murray Rothbard and other historical 

scholars of libertarianism trace the history of American libertarianism to the settling of 

North America by European forces who brought particular “Western” practices of 

governance to bear on their colonial surroundings (Boaz 1997; Rothbard ???). But what 

about Libertarianism (big L) and its specific organizational history? Prior to the 

establishment of the Libertarian Party in 1971 (“About,” LP.org), it’s possible to 

seelibertarian thought fomenting in various other political organizations. Broadly there 

are three major groups developing the roots of this version of libertarianism in the first 

half of the twentieth-century: the Austrian Economists, those like Ludwig von Mises and 

Friedrich Hayek; a key set of libertarian authors, in particular Rose Wilder Lane, Isabel 

Paterson, and Ayn Rand; and the American Economists like Milton Friedman and Murray 

Rothbard (Doherty 2007). Alongside these groups were various business investors, 

capitalists, intellectuals, and individuals disgruntled and dismayed by the shift in 

governance facilitated by the New Deal (Doherty 2007; Boaz 1997a). These groups were 
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connected by a web of correspondence and initial organizations spearheaded by singular 

individuals who often found themselves at odds with other libertarians, as well as the 

general public (Buckley Jr & Bozell 1993; Boaz 1997b; Machan 1982).   

Post-World War II there was an effort by certain actors in right-wing politics, like 

Frank Meyer, to bring together “traditionalist” and “libertarian” groups under a broader 

umbrella of anti-Communism and small government. This attempt to recraft the field of 

right-wing politics, aptly called “Fusionism,” is described by some as ultimately a failed 

project (Pasour 2006: 338-339). We can see one pronounced example of this failure 

with the expulsion of the “libertarian uprising” which occurred in the Young Americans 

for Freedom (YAF) in 1969. As one Libertarian Party member argues in 1973, the 

Libertarian Party’s formation “really began in 1969, when libertarians started breaking 

away from the Young Americans for Freedom” (Pilati 1973). This groundswell of 

libertarian organizing was put down within the organization, but represented a new 

collective who, alongside others in the newly coalescing libertrian political field, called 

themselves “the new right” (Lichtman 2008: 287). In fact, although attempts at fusion 

between “traditionalist” and “libertarian” groups failed it also shaped the coming 

libertarian movement by privileging right-libertarianism focused on philosophies like 

market capitalism and anarcho-capitalism (Rothbard 2010; Doherty 2007). 

Not only did this represent a shift in who called, and was called, a libertarian, but 

it also represented a distinct shift from earlier efforts to organize American libertarians. 

Rather than organizing initiated by wealthy investors, like the National Industrial 

Conference Board (NICB), or charismatic figures, like Ayn Rand, this late 60s version was 
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oriented around grassroots and youth movements (Doherty 2007). This avoided the 

frequent breakdowns between individuals and groups who followed different strands of 

libertarian thought and laid the groundwork for a more unified libertarian front and the 

establishment of standard principles around which these “new right” libertarians could 

articulate criticism of, and alternatives to, both Democratic and Republican platforms 

(Robinson 2017; Lichtman 2008).  

Amidst concerns over the Nixon administration, the Vietnam War and 

conscription, and the end of the gold standard (Doherty 2007; Lichtman 2008), the 

Libertarian Party was officially created in December of 1971 with the selection and 

implementation of a temporary Steering Committee of 

the Libertarian Party, who worked to create the first 

National Convention in 1972 and select and field 

presidential and vice presidential candidates 

(“Libertarian Party” Library of Congress). The first 

Presidential and Vice Presidential ticket nominated by 

this new party was composed of         Figure 5. Hosper 

Presidential  Poster 

University of Southern California (USC) philosophy 

professor John Hospers and media producer Tonie 

Nathan (Doherty 2007: 392). This ticket is of particular 

interest because John Hospers is often cited as openly gay by the Libertarian Party, and 

“thus was the first such candidate to win an electoral vote” (LPedia.org “John Hospers”; 
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Walker 2016; LPNevada.org 2015). This claim is disputed, and no clear archival evidence 

exists that suggests Hospers ever publicly identified as gay. Nevertheless, this narrative 

has served an important role in describing the inclusiveness and social liberalism of the 

Libertarian Party and in guarding against claims that the Party has been prominently 

shaped by right-wing ideological concerns. It also demonstrates the conflicting place 

such social identifiers play within Libertarian Party politics. 

 Alongside drafting bylaws, fielding candidates, and building educational and 

material resources the newly created Libertarian Party had to wrestle with the breadth 

of actors, and ideologies, represented in those interested in the party. This is perhaps 

best exemplified by the change in their “Statement of Principles.” Originally, the 

statement of principles tentatively adopted by organizers stated that “government has 

only one legitimate function, the protection of individual rights” (Hospers Statement of 

Principles 1972). This was rewritten in 1974 following the Dallas Accords, which 

attempted to craft a statement of principles that would include those like anarcho-

capitalists who did not believe there was any legitimate function to the government.  It 

consisted of “formal and informal agreements made at the 1974 Libertarian National 

Convention…The accord was a compromise between members of the party's larger 

minarchist and smaller anarchist factions who were desirous to reach some kind of 

accommodation in order to avoid a split in the new party” (“Dallas Accords,” LPedia.org). 

This part of Libertarian political history is important for two reasons: one, because it 

established “changing the role of any existing state from a positive duty to a negative 

one and officially adopting a position of agnosticism on the ultimate existence of the 
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state“ and two, because it sought to compromise between those who wanted a limited 

government and those who wanted to get rid of the state altogether. Despite this 

attempt at “big tent” political support, Libertarians within the party have noted that since 

the party’s inception and the founding of the Accords the number of anarchist members 

has steadily been replaced by conservative participants (Antman 2008).  

 Since the Dallas Accords, the Libertarian Party has grown considerably, fielding 

third party candidates in national and local elections (Boaz 1997a). While they have had 

very little influence on national elections, apart from the single electoral vote cast for the 

Libertarian ticket in 1972 by Roger MacBride, they have seen significant gains in their 

influence on various local elections (Doherty 2007: 393). Their impact on national 

elections, while small, has also grown increasingly over the last decade. Gary Johnson’s 

campaigns in 2012 became the party’s first national candidate to break a million votes, 

and in 2016 he “went on to achieve a Libertarian high-water mark: four and a half million 

votes…” (Craig 2021).  

Throughout the course of the Libertarian Party’s life, the group has taken a 

relatively positive stance regarding homosexuality. This stance has led to a vocal 

presence of gay, lesbian (and later trans) participants in the party. What makes the 

Libertarian Party’s stance unique from other political party platforms in the United States 

is that it neither demands nor condemns differences in sexual orientation. In its 2018 

platform, you can see this at work: 

“Sexual orientation, preference, gender, or gender identity should have no impact 

on the government’s treatment of individuals, such as in current marriage, child 

custody, adoption, immigration, or military service laws.” 
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This plank of their platform demonstrates how their official position has been to treat 

various social identities as non-factors in political and economic regulation beyond the 

necessity of protecting individual rights like privacy.  

 It should be noted that this longstanding history of inclusion is outward facing, by 

which I mean the Libertarian Party has explicitly supported the rights of individuals to act 

sexually as they want consensually with any adult. This public stance does not mean it 

has not experienced internal struggle over these issues. As Outright records show, just in 

the past 20 years there have been moves made by conservatives within the Party to field 

politicians like Bob Barr, who helped to write the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) (H.R. 

3396 1996; Miller 2008). Similarly there was push back from within the Libertarian Party 

when it took a stance against Proposition 8 in 2008 (Voter Information Guide 2008; 

Shipley 2008; Power 2008). In 2015 there was serious concern within the Libertarian 

Party that it had no more to address in the subject of gay liberation now that marriage 

equality had been achieved (Shackford 2015; Shipley 2015). Just recently in 2021 

Outright Libertarians called for the expulsion of Jeremy Kauffman, a member of The Free 

State’s board of directors and member of the Libertarian Party of New Hampshire, who 

had recently said “if 1,000 transpeople were murdered every year but there were no 

taxes, we’d live in a substantially more moral world” (Outright USA Board 2021).  In a 

different encounter, Kauffman responded to commentary given by an underage Outright 

member by saying, “100% guaranteed this guy would suck my cock if given the 

opportunity” (Board of Directors 2021). This is more than an attack on an Outright 
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member by someone within the party, but signifies an increasing right-wing turn in the 

Party that seems to be leaving Outright behind. 

 Kauffman is connected to the Mises Caucus, which has emerged as a major 

conservative influence in the Libertarian Party. Their statement of purpose says,  

“Our purpose is to promote economic literacy within the Libertarian Party as 

taught by the Austrian school of economics, to stress the importance of sound 

economics as critical to the Libertarian Party message, and to advocate applying 

the science of human action—praxeology—in Libertarian Party efforts to counter 

the statism of both Democrats and Republicans.” 

While this statement suggests that they simply want to emphasize economic literacy, as 

taught by the Austrian school of economics, their actual platforming and actions are 

calling for a transformation away from “low self esteem” messaging towards explicit, 

inflammatory messaging that draws on the conservative roots of Libertarianism in the 

United States in order to increase the perceived relevance of the party and to appeal to 

an increasingly polarized national audience. This turn is hinted at in Planks 6 and 7 of 

their platform:  

Plank 6 – Lifestyle Choices: We take no stance on the personal, cultural, or social 

preferences of individuals or groups. One’s lifestyle is merely an extension of their 

property rights. Thus, no individual or group can rightfully claim jurisdiction over 

the lifestyle of another. We assert only that any and all lifestyle choices must not 

violate the property rights of others. 

Plank 7 – Identity Politics: We categorically reject all forms of identity politics as 

nothing more than weaponized tribal collectivism that is antithetical to 

individualism. 
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It appears that this caucus is operating from a playbook established in 2018 by Hans-

Hermann Hoppe and the Ludwig von Mises Institute in the chapter, “Libertarianism and 

the Alt-Right: In Search of a Libertarian Strategy for Social Change” (2018). In this text 

Hoppe argues that while alt-right individuals are operating from a sense of “psychology 

and sociology” but without a sense of theory, mainstream Libertarianism is all theory 

without the practical knowledge of human behavior (2018: 79). This “practical” 

knowledge is what he wants Libertarians to act on by “crushing “the ‘Anti-fascist’ mob,” 

“abolishing all ‘affirmative action’ and ‘non-discrimination’ laws and regulations,” 

stopping “mass immigration” and getting “rid of all welfare parasites and bums” (Hoppe 

2018: 90-98). These are just a few of the 10 interventions he justifies using the idea that 

immigrants, “criminals,” “bums,” and others are “bad neighbors.” In doing so, he makes 

the explicit argument that lack of economic success is a sign of deficient moral worth. 

With the Mises Caucus having won a coup within the American Libertarian Party in June 

of 2022 it may signal a fundamental shift in the relationship between groups like 

Outright and the Party.  

Libertarians for Gay Rights and Its Descendents 

Many libertarians trace a longstanding inclusion of gay and lesbian people through 

the writings of Classical Liberal philosophers like Jeremy Bentham, who spoke explicitly 

of homosexuality and criminalization, as well as extrapolating the positions of others like 

John Stuart Mill to include sexual behavior under the umbrella of sovereign individual 

activities (Raico 1975: 6). This inclusion-by-principle, historian Ralph Raico argues, sets 

the Libertarian Party apart from all others in the United States as one that does not need 
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recovering from homophobia but has always been oriented towards the universal 

freedoms of all. In some ways, this holds up under historical scrutiny - within the overall 

history of the Libertarian Party in the United States, there has always been a gay and 

lesbian presence. That said, Libertarians have had their work cut out for them in 

recruiting and specifically tailoring their messaging to gay and lesbian Americans. 

One struggle for Libertarians attempting to draw in these members was the major 

difference in how they understood political selfhood and progress. The idea of freedom 

from the state, rather than protections provided by the state, often ran counter to the 

organizing principles of the day. As one Libertarian flier notes:  

“...since much of gay civil rights activism has been focused on legislative 
protection of gays, the “movement” has often been at odds with the Libertarian 
insistence that protective legislation only invites the government into our 
bedrooms. The paradox presented by the gay movement should make for an 
interesting and eye-opening look at what the Libertarian Party at least two of its 
candidates represent.” -Libertarian Party Flier, 1982  

“...the ‘LGBT rights movement’ has abandoned the equal rights issues of marriage, 
adoption, military service, and spousal immigration, in favor of special rights like 
employment regulation and additional hate crime penalties.”  
Mike Shipley, Chair of Outright Libertarians, March 29, 2007 

While these contradictions posed a problem for those gay Libertarians who straddled 

both of these political communities, we can see the unique framing which attempted to 

bridge these divides. We can see some of these differences in a statement crafted by gay 

liberationist and Libertarian Mike James for the 1974 Tucille campaign and reprinted in 

Ralph Raico’s foundational 1976 work “Gay Rights: A Libertarian Approach.” The 

statement is summarized by a few brief points:  
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● Repeal of all laws regarding consensual sexual acts between adults (with 
the age of consent reasonably defined). This would include abolition of 
laws prohibiting prostitution and solicitation, whether gay or straight.  

● Repeal of legislation prohibiting unions between members of the same sex, 
and the extension to such unions of all legal rights and privileges presently 
enjoyed by partners in heterosexual marriages.  

● An end to the use of loitering statutes and entrapment procedures as a 
means of harassing gays and prostitutes.  

● An end to the collection by government agencies of data on the sexual 
preferences of individuals.  

● Elimination of regulations specifying homosexuality as a justication for 
denying or revoking state licenses (for doctors, lawyers, teachers, 
hairdressers, etc.).  

● Repeal of laws prohibiting cross‐dressing.  
● Recognition of the right of a homosexual parent to be considered for 

custody of his or her natural child, and of the child to choose the 
homosexual parent as guardian.  

● Elimination of laws specifying homosexuality as grounds for denying the 
right of adoption.  

● Equality of treatment of gay people in regard to government service, 
including particularly membership in the armed forces.  

● Release of all individuals presently detained or imprisoned for any 
victimless crime.  

This list of commitments is, as Raico notes, absent a number of strategies which are 

characterized as “leftist.” Their position allows for hiring discrimination, denial of access 

to public accommodations, refusal of healthcare, and housing. Because they value the 

rights of private individuals above all else, they are unwilling to impose any restrictions 

on acts of bigotry or prejudice. This was met by criticism from other gay liberationists. 

We can see Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns responding to these critiques by 

arguing for a different historical understanding of the gay liberation movement itself. 

“The gay liberation movement was founded on the principle of the individual’s 
right to own and control his/her property, i.e. their bodies, free from government 
intervention and regardless of the anti-gay attitudes of the majority collective. 
Failing to allow their opponents these same basic property rights (the right to do 
with their jobs, houses, or businesses as they see fit), gay leftists not only 
hypocritically contradict that foundation of gay liberation, but weaken that 
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foundation to the point of collapse. When government no longer serves solely to 
protect the rights of the individual, but as a tool to enforce the views of one 
collective over another, then totalitarianism is just around the corner.” -Letter 
from Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns, 1982 (tentative date) 

This rewriting shifts the emphasis of the gay liberation movement from claims like 

collective, redistributive justice towards property rights and individualism. Instead of 

grounding gay liberation in a collective sense of peoplehood or social identity - as 

articulated by folks like Harry Hay, founder of the Mattachine Society - this position 

emphasizes a different set of historical and social mechanisms focused away from 

systematic oppression and towards what Libertarians consider a more fundamental 

conflict, between free individuals and the State.  

 So who exactly were the actors attempting to shift 

this political framework of justice and freedom to emphasize 

these points on personal property, limited government, and 

laissez faire markets? Rather than a single consistent set of 

actors, we see a series of emergent organizations over time. 

The first of these is the “Libertarians for Gay Rights” caucus 

formed after the 1974 Libertarian National Convention; 

explicitly in order to recruit and retain gay participants 

within the larger political party. Out of this caucus, Ralph         Figure 6. Original LGR Pamphlet 

Raico wrote his 1976 pamphlet on the libertarian approach to gay rights. 

 In addition to this work within the Party, there were social movement 

organizations outside its official boundaries working to establish ties between gays and 
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lesbians and Libertarians more generally. The first of these was the Thomas Jefferson 

Libertarian Club, founded in 1980 by Ron Umbaugh, a San Diego resident and gay 

libertarian who sought to connect with others who shared his views on limited 

government. While little archival information is available about this group, there is 

historical evidence of its existence and operations in the Southern California area (LA 

Times 1981; Update 1982; Metro 1983). As such, it’s important to recognize its role as 

the first American libertarian organization founded specifically for gay and lesbian 

participants. 

 Considered a successor to this group, an international organization emerged in 

1981 called “Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns.”34 This group was founded in 

the home of Daniel Nolan in Colorado Springs following the national Libertarian 

Convention in Denver Colorado.35 In contrast to Libertarians for Gay Rights, this 

organization had a more clear focus on providing a platform and voice to lesbian and gay 

members (rather than simply advocating on their behalf). It simultaneously had a 

significantly further reach and influence than the nascent Thomas Jefferson Libertarian 

Club. With this unique position, LGLC was able to position the Libertarian movement 

within the context of AIDS and other major social movement events of the day. 

 After its initial founding Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns (LGLC) was 

coordinated by Bob Waldrop out of Salt Lake City from 1981-1983.36 George Meyer 

 
34 “Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns,” GLBT Historical Archive, San Francisco, CA. 
35 “Correspondence,” in “Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns,” GLBT Historical Archive, San 
Francisco. 
36 “Correspondence,” in “Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns,” GLBT Historical Archive, San 
Francisco. 
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stated in a communication that he helped to revive the organization in August of 1983, a 

revival that appears to have coincided with the organization’s move from Salt Lake to 

Washington D.C. and the installation of Meyer as their National Coordinator. It operated 

out of D.C. for a year before finally settling in San Francisco in 1985. By the mid-80s the 

organization had approximately 400 subscribers to its monthly LGLC Newsletter and 

chapters in New York City, Washington D.C., Los Angeles, and San Francisco.37 The first 

convention, held by LGLC was in San Francisco in 1985, was attended by 60 gay and 

lesbian libertarians from across the United States and Canada.38 This growth period 

came to an end by 1986 when only two chapters, NYC and SF, remained active. Their 

second, and last, convention was held in San Francisco May of 1987. This time only 

twenty nine attendees participated, and by the end of that year it appears they ended all 

attempts at organizing.39  

 The last and perhaps longest lived social movement organization to emerge within 

the libertarian context is that of the Outright Libertarians. This group, founded in 1998 

by Allan Wallace, Doyle Jones, Mark Cole, Helen Eaves, Jeff Collins, Helmut Forren, 

Corbett Griffith, and Lloyd Russell in Atlanta, GA (Power 2006). Allan Wallace recalls 

that the seeds of this organization were planted back in June of 1993, “LP activist Ron 

Crickenberger started the first outreach to the Georgia gay community by having an 

Advocates OPH booth at the Atlanta Gay Pride Festibal on behalf of the Libertarian 

 
37 “Correspondence,” in “Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns,” GLBT Historical Archive, San 
Francisco. 
38 “Correspondence,” in “Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns,” GLBT Historical Archive, San 
Francisco. 
39 “Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns,” GLBT Historical Archive, San Francisco. 
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Party of Georgia” (“Brief Timeline,” 2008). The outreach continued for two more years 

before he asked Allan Wallace to continue outreach efforts to the local gay community.  

Figure 7. Original Outright Members (not included, Helen Eaves) 

Wallace took on this directive and at Atlanta Pride in 1998 he asked for a number of 

volunteers to start a new organization loosely based on the Log Cabin Republican 

concept, but for Libertarians” (“Brief Timeline,” 2008). This group originally fielded the 

name “Stonewall Libertarians,” but said they learned of another group that already had 

that name. The organization thus started as an group focused on outreach, to bring 

together GSM (gender and sexual minority) community members and the Libertarian 

Party. Their mission statement says:  

“As Outright Libertarians we serve as a two-way bridge between the Libertarian 

Party and those with differing sexual orientations or gender identities. Through 
activism and outreach we find freethinking individuals in the gender and sexual 
minority (GSM) community and introduce them to the Libertarian Party. By being 
active within the Libertarian Party, we work to keep the party platform inclusive 
of equal rights for GSM people. We also work with the Libertarian Party to 
protect individual freedom and demand equal rights and responsibilities for all 
persons.” 
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They have kept to this general mission statement for the past 24 years. Starting from 

their base of operations in Atlanta, they spread their influence and organizational 

network to 27 chapters by 2014 (Shipley 2014).40  

 Perhaps even more important than the general organizational and historical 

details of the group is it’s response to the specific issues which impact gay libertarians. 

By 2003 Outright had articulated nine areas which affected gender and sexual minority 

(GSM)41 individuals:  

● Sodomy Laws 
● Marriage 
● Domestic Partner Benefits 
● Adoption 
● Affirmative Action 
● Taxes and AIDS funding 
● Violent Crimes/Hate Crimes 
● Gays in the Military 
● The Boy Scouts and Freedom of Association 

Some of these issues, like the repeal of sodomy laws, marriage, and gays in the military 

were in line with mainstream efforts for equality. For example, Outright took a very clear 

stance on the repeal of Proposition 8, which passed in California in 2008 (Power 2008). 

Not only did they articulate how this would be detrimental to GSM community 

members, but they also actively worked to educate those within the Libertarian Party 

who remained on the fence (Power 2008; Outright 2008). There were some Libertarians 

who argued that support for the proposition would facilitate “getting the government 

out of marriage” (Power 2008). Rob Power, an Outright member, argues that achieving 

 
40 To find a list of all the chapters listed by Outright in 2014 please see Appendix B. 
41 Outright uses the term “GSM” to include those who participate in non-normative sexual practices like 
BDSM. 
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such a goal by sacrificing equal treatment of gays and lesbians would be a fundamental 

“blind spot” (2008). 

 This agreement certainly does not continue through other issues in their platform. 

Issues like state-funded AIDS research, violent crimes/hate crimes, the Boy Scouts, and 

affirmative action were in direct opposition to the frameworks being used by non-

Libertarian gay organizers. Let’s turn to these areas of disagreement and explore how 

Outright, and gay libertarians more broadly, articulate their position. 

 The first, and perhaps longest point of disagreement has been the Libertarian 

Party and Outright’s stance against government funding of AIDS research and services 

(Outright USA 2003). A significant portion of the AIDS related social movement activism 

of the 1980s and early 90s was focused on getting the attention of the government in 

order to demand research funding and access to services and lifesaving treatments 

(Schulman 2021; Gould 2009). That AIDS affected those who were socially and 

economically marginalized meant that most Americans saw funding of AIDS research as 

“supporting homosexuality” or, broadly, immorality (Schulman 2021). Gay libertarians 

avoid the explicit deployment of morality in their social movement framing by 

emphasizing the right to personal choice; meaning that AIDS research and funding 

should be a product of free market association.  

 Defending this position from other gay organizers requires developing a non-

State centered network of funding. Instead they rely on personal generosity and charity 
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to provide the necessary funding to develop this kind of work. You can see this in a 

issues statement they issued: 

The government takes what we pay in taxes, skims off at least 70%, then doles out a 
little of the remainder to the people and causes that concern us. If the government 
would just cut the cost of its wasteful and needless bureaucracy and let us keep the 
money it would save, there is little doubt that AIDS services and research would be 
fully funded from the voluntary gifts of the GLBT community and "gay friendly" 
people. (Outright “Issues” 2002) 
 

In this example, Outright makes the argument that capitalism, aided by voluntary 

participation and giving, produces the best results for research outcomes. Key to this 

argument is that, unlike companies, government funding schemes take significant 

portions of those funds and use them to reproduce the State’s position of power. Instead 

this position argues that the regulatory mechanisms of capitalism would be better suited 

to managing not just the research process but all forms of economic activity. Throughout 

the Outright archive there is no mention of instances in which this expectation of 

capitalistic regulation has failed to yield moral or social benefits. For example, Martin 

Shkreli, a hedge fund manager who became famous in 2015-2016 for purchasing the 

rights to a major HIV medication and then hiking up the price of that medication by 

5,000%, is not considered an example of the lack of regulatory mechanisms within this 

system (Shkreli 2022). Daraprim, the medication he bought rights to, once cost $13.50 a 

pill. Following his purchase Shkreli hiked up the cost to $750 a pill (Pollack 2015). Let’s 

compare this to another Outright statement on why the Libertarian Party and Outright is 

against government funding for AIDS research and services. Here, Outright argues, “We 

have also proven that we will give to causes that we believe in, in spite of our heavy tax 

burden” (Outright “Issues,” 2002). Outright participated for the first time in the AIDS 
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Walk San Francisco in 2008, raising just slightly more than $1,000 (August 8, 2008, 

Power). By 2015 that means the money they raised would pay for approximately a pill 

and a half for one individual. 

 I draw out this distinction not to simply highlight a contradiction in the messaging 

of Outright and the Libertarian Party more generally, but to also underline how their 

messaging is shaped both by the presence of some examples and the absence of others. 

They have also remained silent on moves by Texas legislators to make PrEP (Pre-

exposure prophylaxis to significantly reduce one’s likelihood of becoming HIV+) optional 

for insurance companies. This reframing of healthcare as something which lies outside 

government regulation or participation is directly at odds with other gay social 

movement organizations, including the Log Cabin Republicans. 

Another point of difference is the stance Outright has taken on hate crime 

legislation since it’s beginning. The Libertarian Party states that this legislation is 

“legalized discrimination against the victims of some violent crimes in favor of others” 

(May 3, 2007, Miller; Sept. 18, 2007, Power). Whereas groups like the Log Cabin 

Republicans have called for expanded hate crimes legislation under the auspices of 

protecting gays and lesbians, Outright argues that this kind of legal framework only 

expands the reach of the State without performing its basic function, addressing violence 

against marginalized people. The group says, “The LP’s approach is often hard hitting, 

direct to the central issue. Outright’s approach is more understanding, we are more 

willing to explain the failings of government solutions and to show how some things that 

look good for us on the surface may actually work against us” (FAQ, 2003). Rather than 
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encourage State intervention, Outright argues for private gun ownership and free 

association organizations like the Pink Pistols as a response to interpersonal violence. 

Perhaps the clearest evidence of this their amplification of a Pink Pistols interview 

following the 2009 pass of the Hate Crime bill, “That law was designed to make gays and 

lesbians feel good. It won’t protect them. If they want protection, they’ll have to sign up 

with a group formed for precisely that purpose. I’m talking about my favorite gay rights 

group in the entire country, the Pink Pistols.” (2009 just-like-government)  

The last major platform difference I will highlight is that gay libertarians have been 

staunchly against the implementation of legislation like the “Employment Non-

Discrimination Act” (ENDA). One tweet from them said, “ENDA is a big fat steaming pile 

of wage slavery. Merging state and corporate power is NOT working” (Outright, Nov. 14, 

2013). This merging is not bad because it will inhibit corporate power, but because for 

gay libertarians they believe it will unnecessarily increase the power of the state over 

those corporations. Within their framework capitalism is equality. One writer says, “Isn't 

it ironic how Democratic party socialists, who claim to be pro-gay politicians, manage to 

produce little to nothing…while "evil, greedy businesses" which are so often maligned by 

the Democrats have been driving forward equal treatment of gays on and off the job?” 

(Oct. 6, 2006, Miller). For these gay libertarians the idea of state protection is advocating 

for “special rights” under the law - a common right-wing talking point - and that 

instances of discrimination should be left to market forces driving migration and labor. 

They believe that providing benefits and protections for GSM individuals is a natural 

outgrowth of capitalist expansion and competition. Ben Miller says, “while big-
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government sorts in the old parties express shock and amazement that free market 

enterprise is light years ahead of big, centrally-planned government programs run by 

politicians, we Libertarians just grin, nod, and wink…As always, free markets equal free 

people” (Miller 2006).  It should be noted that Outright differs from this stance only 

when businesses receive taxpayer funding, in which case they demand equal treatment 

under the law because those businesses have been supported by government taxation. 

These breakaway issues place gay libertarians outside the usual diagnostic and 

prognostic frames used by other mainstream gay social movement organizations (Snow 

& Benford 1988; 2000) while putting them in close proximity to the Libertarian Party’s 

statement of principles. That proximity has not always been assured though. In 2008 the 

Libertarian Party recruited Bob Barr, an author of the Defense of Marriage Act, to their 

organization. This caused a significant amount of controversy in Outreach, that resolved 

itself in the continuing endorsement of Dr. George Phillies and the welcoming of Barr 

into the Party with the hopes that he continues to grow into - and past - the Libertarian 

mainstream (Outright Press Release 2008). 

These conflicts within the Party are certainly not a thing of the past and reflect an 

increasing concern with how to translate libertarian principles into concerted, national 

action. Some gay libertarians, like billionaire Peter Thiel, have moved into funding explicit 

right-wing politicians (Mac and Lerer 2022). Others, like the self-described “cultural 

libertarian” Milo Yiannopoulos attached themselves to the rise of Alt-Right actors over 

the past decade. Beyond these singular individuals, groups like Outright have appeared 

to resist increasing radicalization to the right. This may be explained by the difference 
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between them and other groups studied in this dissertation; Libertarians for Gay Rights 

and its descendants have operated in general alignment with its larger party and so have 

been able to focus more of their energy pushing outward on the larger gay public. That 

said, their position advocating for a third party, and with a framework which articulates 

negative rights - the absence of government oppression - rather than ensuring access to 

basic necessities seems to be at odds with the general social movement narrative 

fostered within American gay spaces.  

 It remains to be seen how Outright, and gay libertarians more generally, will fare 

in the recent shifts happening within the Libertarian Party. In a statement issued by the 

Outright USA board members following the 2022 Libertarian Party National Convention 

they state that “former and current board members of Outright USA were physically 

assaulted and verbally harassed, LNC staff physically and sexually assaulted (verified), 

and former POTUS candidates besmirch[ed] GSM liberty activists to huge captive 

audiences…thus we have lost a political home.” Their statement echoes others like party 

member Aaron Ross Powell, who tweeted:  

 

The Outright Board seems to agree with Powell’s assessment, as they have said the 

party “[has] taken an unfortunate turn towards malicious cultural conservatism, vitriolic 

traditionalism, and other political (and physical) harassment of many members of our 
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community…” (June 2, 2022, Outright USA Board). Included in this statement was an 

official announcement that Outright Libertarians terminated their relationship with the 

Libertarian Party and changed their name, temporarily, to Outright USA till a new name 

can be voted on by their membership. This is a major development, and one which 

breaks fully with all earlier history of GSM organizing in and around the Libertarian Party. 

Despite its historical significance, this right-wing radicalization is not emerging out of 

nowhere. Explaining and deconstructing this event requires moving into a deeper 

analysis of the framing devices within the Party at large and the gay libertarian 

organizations in particular. 

Everyone’s An Exception 

 As explored elsewhere, the era following the Civil Rights movement is one 

defined by an increasingly capacious and expansive set of logics which defend and 

enshrine whiteness (Rodriguez 2020). This category shapes who is and is not “white,” a 

term I use to signify any individual deemed to share positive biological, inheritable traits 

and who are accorded right, status, and property based on those perceived biological 

differences. That the Libertarian Party and it’s internal and external gay organizations 

emerge during this period of White Reconstruction, and the ubiquity with which 

institutionalized whiteness shapes our everyday lives, requires explanation and 

investigation (Bonilla-Silva YEAR). How might whiteness shape the manner in which 

these organizations recruit and retain members? In an American National Election 

Studies (ANES) survey in 2000 and 2004, 89% and 81% of libertarians identified as 

white. In 2013 an American Values Survey found that 94% of those who identified as 
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libertarian in their survey also described themselves as non-hispanic whites. Surveys 

conducted internally by Reason42 suggest a less significant split, particularly among 

millennials (Reason-Rupe Poll Database 2015).  

Data on the racial makeup of groups like Libertarians for Gay Rights and it’s later 

iterations is even more difficult to come across. Discussion of LGR meetings does not 

contain any demographic data. Similarly Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns does 

not identify its racial makeup in any official way. Image and textual analysis of the 

correspondence, convention, and chapter documents suggests almost a complete 

absence of non-white participants.43 In the data I’ve gathered on the Outright 

Libertarians a visual analysis of event photographs and officer introductions suggests 

that among the 50 images only 4 contained individuals who would be read as part of a 

racial minority.  

While these numbers are difficult to come by because libertarians in general 

deemphasize these social markers of difference, it’s clear that historically the larger 

libertarian movement - and the Libertarian Party - have been rooted in white social 

movement organizing. Libertarians have often framed the issue of race in a colorblind 

manner; to name or invoke race is to be racist yourself. Bonilla-Silva identifies this 

particular racial project following the Civil Rights era, and in particular a response which 

reasserts whiteness by creating conditions under which whiteness is normalized and 

institutionalized but difficult to change because naming or discussing race becomes a 

 
42 This is a major Libertarian publication, supported by the Reason Foundation. 
43 “Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns,” GLBT Historical Society, San Francisco, CA. 
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stigmatized practice. This can be found broadly within libertarian traditions, for example 

when Ayn Rand was asked why there were only a few Black members in her audience 

she said, “I’m not a racist; I don’t try to appeal to certain ethnic groups. I’m interested 

only in human beings and their minds” (Rand 2005).  Outright and other gay libertarian 

organizations do not frame it quite so strongly, but they do significant work to frame 

their claimsmaking in universalist terms, that the political format they are championing 

results in the best outcomes for all people regardless of racial status.  

 Some of the earliest examples of race thinking by Outright occurs following the 

murder of Trayvon Martin by George Zimmerman in 2012. While race is not referred to 

explicitly in their discussion of the event, they retweet descriptions of Martin as a gay 

basher and violent attacker. This particular incident is interesting to read through a racial 

lens, as it highlights a case in which an armed vigilante who claimed he was “protecting 

himself and his neighborhood” is pitted against a young Black man. In this case it is 

pitting libertarian values of self-defense and direct action against those of egalitarianism 

and the right of all people to defend themselves. By removing state actors like the police 

it is hard for libertarian frames of violence to make sense of the deadly interaction 

between these two actors. This incoherence reflects what McGoey terms, the logic of 

“strategic ignorance,” in which ignorance can “serve as a productive asset, helping 

individuals and institutions to command resources, deny liability…and to assert expertise 

in the face of unpredictable outcomes” (553).  
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Figure 8. Outright Tweet About Trayvon Martin 

That gay libertarians express this strategic ignorance in their messaging helps us 

understand how what Mueller describes as “racial non-knowing” functions to reinstate 

whiteness through ignorance and inactivity. By ignoring that race - its institutions, logics, 

and materials - impact life well beyond their manifestation in the state Outright not only 

becomes unable to address or locate race but this inability to reflect on how race shapes 

their own posting practices they benefit from “racial non-knowing.”  

It’s worth addressing that they move away from using this neoliberal, colorblind 

framework after 2014. They begin to post about events like Juneteenth, Black Pride 

Day, and Black History Month44 on their Twitter account. A throughline between their 

organizational presentation pre-2014 and post-2014 is the reliance on universalized 

interventions rather than ones which take into account the unique history and struggle 

of the racial group they identify. Unpacking this a bit further, although it appears that 

they are responding to increased pressure to identify structures of anti-blackness their 

response is the same as the other interventions, like endorsing personal gun ownership, 

they propose in response to homophobic or trans antogonistic attacks. It is particularly 

 
44 Their Twitter account only seems to issue positive statements naming race when it has to do with Black 
events, holidays, or issues. 
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suggestive that they are responding to current events because of a distinct lack in 

messaging towards any other U.S. racial group. 

What this achieves is transforming race from a structural and historical force into 

simply a difference in physical expression. This makes addressing structures like white 

supremacy, that operate both within and outside of state violence, incredibly difficult for 

these actors to apprehend and address. As scholars like Du Bois, Harris, Moreton-

Robinson, and Lipsitz establish, the project of whiteness far exceeds identifying 

differences in physical expression (1920; 1993; 2015; 2006). Capitalism’s basis in 

colonial extraction and anti-black violence demonstrates that whiteness is also 

fundamentally intertwined with property rights - that property ownership is an essential 

aspect of whiteness itself (Harris 1993). Outright, by framing the issue of race as a 

difference in color or expression, cannot address the relationship between whiteness 

and property without undermining their foundation for individual freedom, property 

rights. It is because of this that any attempt to articulate a redistribution of land, wealth, 

or resources is seen as a marginalized group attempting to secure “special rights.”  

A central mechanism by which gay libertarians solve this contradiction is through 

narrative exceptionalism - a reliance on meritocracy, colorblindness, and the “non-racial” 

nature of capitalism. Put another way, they argue that under unrestrained market 

capitalism and absent government intervention every individual, regardless of race will 

have an equal chance to become wealthy. The implication of what I think of as the 

“RuPaul Exception” is the moral claim that if our class system has an equal racial 

distribution, a natural product of free association, it is no longer racially violent. This idea 
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that one can invest in oneself and “pull yourself up by the bootstraps” pairs with other 

examples of tokenism to emphasize individual progress while occluding the ongoing 

oppression of groups or categories of individuals. Out of this narrative practice, any form 

of racial difference which persists absent the State is acceptable. The metrics of success 

for the gay libertarian is freedom of association, meaning that wealth disparities or  

access inequality does not factor into questions of political efficacy. Within these metrics 

the advancement and accrual of capital and                     Figure 9. Outright Media Ft. ‘Rachel 

Tension” 

resources by a select few demonstrates the 

success in eliminating racial economic and social 

stratification.  

Not only do we see gay libertarians 

engaged in colorblind racial projects, but we see 

these projects being paired with neo-colonial 

efforts to deregulate transnational capital. The 

earlier exploration of the roots of American 

libertarianism describes how necessary “Western 

Civilization” and colonialism is to the libertarian 

political project. While attempts to found “new” 

libertarian countries like the Republic of Minerva (Strauss 1984), Liberland 

(Liberland,org/en 2022), and Operation Atlantis (Simpson 2016) are not explicitly linked 

to gay libertarians, new projects which follow this same set of principles - like gay 
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libertarian Peter Thiel’s “Seasteading Institute” - represent an increasing participation by 

gay libertarians in neo-colonial placemaking.  

Although Libertarians for Gay Rights and it’s descendents have not moved as far 

to the right over recent years as groups like the Log Cabin Republicans their fundamental 

logics reflect a conservative concern with “forced” redistribution of material and social 

resources. The methods of stigma management they have developed, particularly 

through their deployment of universal rights discourse, demonstrate how they avoid 

stigma by positioning themselves within white masculine normativity. As mentioned in 

Chapter One, Goffman describes stigma as an attribute that is deeply discrediting within 

a relational structure of meaning (1963: 12) The consequences of this narrative 

foundation is the maintenance of white supremacy under the guise of race-blind 

interventions into systemic and historical institutions of whiteness.  

Crafting Gender 

 Gender, and masculinity in particular, shows up in interesting ways in the gay 

libertarian case. The Libertarian Party has, at least over the last few decades, skewed a 

two to one presence of men to women (2000, 2004, 2013, 2015). The early gay 

libertarian social movement organizations were dominated by men, including through the 

first decade or so of Outright Libertarians existence. Over the past ten year period 

though, there has been an increasing presence of women and non-binary individuals 

participating in their Executive Committee. Despite this presence the explicit policy 

statements and agenda setting by the organization has only changed a little bit, reflecting 
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that while the organization has made significant changes in how they put together their 

messaging the core principles continue to be shaped by the original founders of 

Outright. Tracking the impact of masculinity on these organizations requires us to look 

more closely at the issues that these organizations determine are worth organizational 

energy and labor. 

Unlike our earlier discussion of how the Log Cabin Republicans handled the issue 

of abortion, all of the gay libertarian social movement organizations in this study have 

taken a strong stand supporting individual reproductive rights. Despite this clear cut 

platform difference, quotes like those featured in the chapter epigraph circulate in the 

organizational space of gay libertarians. While these libertarians do not believe in 

blocking an individual’s reproductive choices directly, they are more than willing to allow 

those choices to be limited by economic circumstances. All of Outright’s messaging 

focuses on the idea that anyone should be able to make choices about their body and 

health; but the practical, material aspects of reproductive choice are usually elided. 

Universal references to “bodily autonomy” erase the particular historical and material 

barriers that women, and others with uteruses, face in gaining access to this autonomy. 

This reflects Acker’s theoretical and empirical assessment that such universal categories 

replicate, even while obscuring, the power and status of cisgender men (1999). The 

recent repeal of Roe v. Wade by the Supreme Court has prompted Outright, for 

example, to promote DIY guides to manufacturing abortion drugs but without any 

suggestion of equal access or distribution (Outright 2022). This framing allows gay 

libertarians, like those in Outright, to express support for reproductive rights without 
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challenging the moral or ethical questions that spring up when individuals have 

differential access to privacy and property.  

In addition to examining areas in which a concern with gender and sex might 

materialize, like abortion, we can also see how gender is discussed as it relates to 

feminism. A quote from Ayn Rand illuminates the roots of this position from within the 

broader libertarian movement: 

“I am profoundly antifeminist, because it’s a phony movement….It wants to have 

its cake and eat it too. It wants “independence” for women - government-funded 

independence, supported by taxes. Extorted from whom? From men whose 

equals they claim to be. But men did not get established in this country with the 

help of government.” - Ayn Rand, Ayn Rand Answers: The Best of Her Q&A (2005) 

While gay libertarians often draw on the work of libertarian women, the social 

consequences of their positions reinforce the idea of the universal economic man.  

How, if at all, does this larger sentiment manifest in organizations like Libertarians 

for Gay Rights, LGLC, and Outright? An analysis of their Twitter presence shows only a 

few references to feminism prior to 2014, with most posts referring to memorializing 

feminists like Tammy Bruce, Joan Kennedy Taylor, and Betty Dodson (Nov. 13, 2012, 

Outright; Dec. 12, 2012, Outright 2012; Dec. 19, 2013, Outright). Only two other posts 

exist discussing feminism prior to 2014: the first about how “transsexuals successfully 

censor feminist writers who criticize them” and the second an interview with lesbian 

libertarian Camille Paglia on the dangers of gay “political correctness” (Dec. 13, 2013, 

May). The next time we see feminism discussed by Outright is nearly six years later, 

when it attempts to address the claims of TERFs (trans-exclusionary radical feminists) 
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who are trying to describe trans women as sexual predators. This demonstrates a radical 

shift in language around gender - from a messaging that is cis-normative and which 

locates gender and sex within the realm of biological determinism to a defense of non-

normative genders. This shift is also marked by their 2015 move away from “LGBT” to 

“GSM” language in their organization’s messaging. Their last mention of feminism was in 

2021 where they reposted a tweet by the libertarian Cato Institute with a quote by their 

Vice President, “A libertarian must necessarily be a feminist, in the sense of being an 

advocate of equality under the law for all men and women” (March 9, 2021).  

The presentation of gender throughout the archival materials focuses on gender 

as a form of self-expression. Gay libertarians disproportionately describe gender through 

the lens of expression and identity. For example, one tweet from Outright said, “Big 

brother has no right to inspect your body or socially engineer your 

expression/presentation” (2021). Digging more deeply into this tweet, the suggestion is 

that one’s social expression or presentation is not a product of social engineering of one 

kind or another but rather an expression of some deeper individual truth. This gender 

narrative ignores two key factors which sociological theory has shown to be important to 

the enactment of gender: one, that gender is a form of labor and one which requires 

access to particular materials and two, that gender is an interactive and communal 

process of meaning-making (West and Zimmerman 1987; Connell 2010; Jules Joanne 

Gleeson and Elle O'Rourke 2021; Butler 1993; Butler 1990; Acker 1990; Fausto-Sterling 

2020). Doing so allows gay libertarians to avoid discussing the unequal accrual of 

material and social advantages by cisgender men through non-State institutions while 

https://www.plutobooks.com/author/jules-joanne-gleeson
https://www.plutobooks.com/author/jules-joanne-gleeson
https://www.plutobooks.com/author/elle-orourke
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continuing to present themselves as inclusive of multiple genders. This crafts a 

masculinity which is both invisible and unaddressable from within the organization; 

relegating women and feminine participants to articulate gender-specific needs through 

the lens of the universal man.  

Victims of The State  

Finally, alongside an analysis of masculinity and whiteness within these 

organizations it is important to explore how grievances - and in particular, victimhood - 

play a role in shaping the way gay libertarians think about themselves and the political 

and social world they navigate. As other paradigms of contention argue that conflict in 

society comes from class, race, or gender, the American libertarian framework centers 

the main conflict as one between free citizens and the State. Across gay libertarian 

archives we can see that all other forms of discrimination are seen as lesser, derivative 

practices emerging from the consolidation of State power and interference.   

Whereas Log Cabin Republicans frame themselves as victims of the religious right 

within the Republican Party and larger “Republican-phobia” in the gay community, 

Outright and gay libertarian organizations more broadly understand their status as 

stigmatized by “big government” and the “duopoly” representing the Democratic and 

Republican establishments. This position reflects their right-wing roots in anti-

Communist and anti-welfare organizing. They are also unabashed in recognizing minor 

levels of stigma within the Libertarian Party, for example like their experience with the 

Party welcoming Barr. This stigma though has usually been offset by the fact such 
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instances tend to be the exception rather than the rule. To a lesser extent they also 

describe themselves as stigmatized by the general perception of Libertarianism within 

gay spaces, although this stigma is usually framed less as a form of victimization than 

reflecting a political inertia. They do not get labeled negatively in the same way by others 

within the gay community, but often find that others do not really know what it means 

to be Libertarian. 

In some ways this position is unique among the groups I study, because gay 

libertarians avoid what is considered divisionary “identity politics” by emphasizing that 

everyone is subject to State violence. This allows for the recognition of different 

historical and material experiences of stigma, while identifying the producer of these 

problems not as a product of individual or social processes but governmental ones.  

“Our community needs to wake up and figure out that we are a biologically 
determined permanent minority of less than 1/10 of the population. Given that 
fact, we can't rely on big government, whether autocratic or democratic, to 
protect us.” (Power 2007)  

The frame deployed here is interesting in a number of ways. The first is the use of 

bioessentialism to naturalize the presence of gender and sexual minorities within the 

nation-state. This is at odds with later framing, but is effective at establishing a sense of 

universal urgency and foreclosing discussion of the cultural or social specificity of gender 

and sexual production. The second fascinating component of this quote is that it 

demonstrates not only how gay libertarians think of stigma and victimhood, but also 

demonstrates a key aspect of conservative though, a fundamental distrust of democracy. 

In situating GSM individuals as a permanent minority, the writer suggests that 

democracy itself is a threat to the lives of minoritized individuals. Thus the only safe 
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government is one which is whittled down to what most Libertarians believe is its most 

basic function, protecting individual property rights. 

 The implications of this victimhood framework tell us something crucial about the 

way gay libertarians understand the nature of human activity. For gay libertarians 

violence should be avoided unless it protects the rights of private individuals. It is natural 

for humans to impinge on each other's freedoms, but for Outright these conflicts 

constitute the only reason for government intervention. Inequality is not considered 

violence, as it is produced by market forces and therefore considered amoral by gay 

libertarian frames. 

 

Figure 10. Outright Tweet Identifying The State As Violent 

The culmination of the grievance structure for gay libertarian organizations is a universal 

man at once both unstoppably strong and constantly under threat and victimized by the 

State. This universal man can express themselves in many ways, through race, gender, 

culture, and yet remains distilled to a rational, propertied actor who acts in their own 

self-interest. Gay libertarians argue that resolving victimization requires market freedom 

and the advancement of capitalism. 

Conclusion 
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 Gay libertarian organizations expose the continued efforts by their participants to 

frame continued forms of dominance in otherwise color-blind language. Relegating 

winners and losers of economic activity to the random outcomes of the invisible hand of 

the market avoids the critique of other kinds of conservatism; that they are naturalizing 

dominance and stratification. Libertarians for Gay Rights and its descendents are 

emblematic of these mechanisms because they recognize that stratification and 

dominance occur in everyday social interactions but locate the central contention as one 

between the State and free individuals. Any attempt to form a sense of positive rights, 

implementing any form of structural or distributive change, is seen as “buying in” to State 

power and domination.  

 Under these conditions which center choice as the ultimate good, without resting 

the concept upon any historical or institutional grounds means that asking how private 

property is acquired and maintained is left outside the gay libertarian diagnostic and 

prognostic frames. It allows for non-State forms of social domination free reign to enact 

stratification based on group “common sense” and provides respite from this 

transactional social life by arguing that private property allows people space to be 

themselves. For those who do not, or cannot, access private property the very ability to 

be counted as “human” becomes tenuous.   

 The implications of these arguments are far reaching. Gay libertarians are not only 

located within the United States. LGLC has records of correspondence with the 

Libertarian Alliance in the United Kingdom and Libertarian International, an organization 

based in Virginia with board members from locations as far-flung as Brazil, South Africa, 
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Australia, and Belgium. Later communications show communications between Outright 

Libertarians and “Gays and Lesbians for Individual Liberty” (GLIL) They are also not fully 

encapsulated by gay libertarian organizations; which is clear when we look at the overlap 

between groups like the Pink Pistols and Outright.  

 Returning to the initial questions guiding this project, what does learning about 

gay libertarians allow us to explain about how people navigate the twin categories of 

conservatism and homosexuality? One key contribution of studying these social 

movement organizations is to reveal how “classical liberalism” or libertarianism contains 

reactionary, conservative threads which bind it to other right-wing social movements. It 

also provides a framework for understanding how the language of individualism can be 

used to naturalize stratification and social inequality. Even further, this analysis provides 

insight into how gay libertarians remix the elements of modernity - de-emphasizing the 

authority of the nation-state and it’s mechanisms of control while highlighting and 

relying on the authority drawn from capitalist processes.  

 While the chapter provides important insights into the way Libertarians for Gay 

Rights and its descendents understand themselves within a broader political field and 

how they connect gender and sexual deviance with their political identities it does not 

tell us about the motivational frames which determine participation in these social 

movement organizations. It also cannot explain what gay men in right-wing movements 

do when they use other, more clearly conservative forms of authority, to drive their 

participation. As we turn to an analysis of gay Neo-Nazis we’ll explore what it looks like 
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when whiteness, masculinity, and privacy become insitutionalized through a pro-State 

framework.  
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Chapter 4: For White (Gay) Men Only: The National Socialist League 

For (White) Gay Men Only: The National Socialist League 

“...freedom for all responsible citizens cannot be achieved without a unity of purpose, self-

discipline, and individual dignity - qualities to be realized only in a self-aware White society; 

and that, to attain his share of freedom, the sexual nonconformist must shed the image of 

freak, firebrand, and street faggot for that of the responsible fellow citizen.”  

-Russell Veh, Founder of the National Socialist League 

“If Homosexuals can be Capitalists, if we can be Communists...then why can’t we be National 

Socialists?” -National Socialist League brochure, undated  

In 2004 a Mormon woman named Sheri Dew was invited to lead the invocation at 

the start of the Republican Party national convention (Wenger 2004). Dew, renowned 

for comparing “gays” and their supporters with Nazis, is just one of many conservatives 

who conflate homosexuality and fascism. While this position may seem normative for 

the Republican Party, it is deeply rooted in the American response to fascism and the 

post–World War II obsession with explaining its rise along psychoanalytic lines (Redlich 

1998; Machtan 2001; Paxton 2004; Hewitt 1996). 

Depicting fascism as a cultural and psychic disease 

was part of broader attempts to distance American 

political life from the “extreme'' political field of 

war-ravaged Europe. Medicalizing fascism allowed 

many Americans to feel secure in their place as 

winners of the Second World War and to firmly 

establish a postwar image of (white) American 

heterosexuality, masculinity, and virility                           Figure 11. L.A. Times Article, 1938 
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(Canaday 2011; Bérubé 1990). This interpretation was also bolstered by initial accounts 

of the war, which focused on the negative, “perverse” homosexuality of Ernst Röhm, 

head of the Nazi Sturmabteilung (SA), as well as reports of greater levels of sexual and 

gender diversity among Germans leading up to the emergence of the Nazi Party in the 

1930s (Beachy 2014; Jensen 2002; Wackerfuss 2015; Lively and Abrams 1995; Igra 

1945). Conflating homosexuality with decadence and political and cultural decay, already 

a common theme emerging from early twentieth-century American sexological work, 

was reinforced by the war and persisted for decades afterward in legal and social policy 

(Terry 1999; Johnson 2006; Bronski 2011; Mogul, Ritchie, and Whitlock 2012). Even 

today, right-wing social actors deploy terms like homofascist or gay Nazi against those 

who are pursuing governmental channels to promote protections for LGBT people (e.g., 

Peck 2016; Wong 2014).  

Before exploring what an actual gay Nazi organization looks like, it is important to 

situate the organization in relation to the others studied in this project. Each of the 

organizations explored so far appeals to some aspect of the “mainstream” right wing 

movement. In this chapter, I analyze how the National Socialist League (NSL), the first 

neo-Nazi organization founded by and for white gay men, appealed to whiteness and 

masculinity in ways that connect it ideologically and organizationally to other right-wing 

gay movements. The NSL perhaps represents gay fascism at its most organized (so far), 

and emerges just as ‘gay’ coalesced as a political subject, identity, and actor on the 

United States political stage (from 1974 until its last gasps in 1989/90). It is yet another 

organization representing a set of strategic responses to where homosexual men can 
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find a home in right-wing, conservative political movements. In tracking this trajectory 

historically, I argue that a sense of victimhood, a homonationalist orientation, and an 

adherence to the selective use of the public and private sphere promote the idea of 

white gay men as exceptionally deserving subjects of the nation-state. 

Defining Fascism 

Just as the public has wrestled with the nature of fascism, scholars have also 

debated how to conceptualize and identify fascism in comparison to other political 

frameworks. Does fascism consist of the messaging and explicit political framing 

deployed by these movements? Do we privilege what fascists say, or what they do? 

Some, like Roger Griffin (1991), emphasize fascism as an ideological and political 

project—characterized first and foremost by its symbolic and meaning-making structures. 

Others, like Ernst Fraenkel (1941) and Jane Caplan (1988), tend to focus primarily on the 

bureaucratic and organizational aspects unique to fascism. Here, fascism refers to a 

specific political project that idealizes violence, embraces crony capitalism, and 

naturalizes social and economic stratification. But what about resisting the conflation of 

sexuality with fascism? 

Historians who have resisted this conflation have largely focused on the 

consequences of fascism for non-normative sexualities. Richard Plant’s (1986) 

foundational book, The Pink Triangle, is representative of this kind of work, describing 

how the Nazis targeted, imprisoned, and killed sexual and gender minorities during the 

war. His work marked a shift in the study of fascism and its relationship to 
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homosexuality in particular. Scholars have since described the heterosexism built into 

fascist party politics and the later neo-Nazi movement (Setterington 2013; Benadusi 

2012; Sedgwick 1994). This framing has also emerged in popular discourse, with the pink 

triangle (which denoted concentration camp prisoners who were homosexual) becoming 

a symbol of the struggle against state-sponsored homo-antagonism and the ongoing 

fight for queer liberation (Jensen 2002). 

For those in sexuality studies, the response to psychoanalytic and sexological 

claims that “deviance” is the root of homosexuality—and thus that homosexuality is also 

at the heart of fascism—has led to a different line of inquiry. Their focus has largely been 

on the influence capitalism has had on the category “gay identity” (Valocchi 2017; 

D’Emilio 1983). Within this framework, capitalism—through increased urbanization, 

increased anonymity due to highly mobile populations, and the creation of scientific 

“populations”—crafted gay identity. As such, both gay identity and fascism are produced 

by the mechanisms (and contradictions) within capitalism, and so while they are created 

by similar historical forces they are not directly related to each other. 

Both the historiographies of fascism and sexuality speak to different aspects of 

fascism’s relationship to non-normative sexual practices, but neither does justice to the 

complexity of gay politics during the Second World War or after. American gay men’s 

relationship to fascism is tense and contested, undergirded by questions of citizenship 

and nationalism, the private and the public, whiteness, and masculinity. Parsing this 

relationship requires the scholarly tools created by those who put queerness and 

capitalism into conversation with other forces like race, colonialism, and gender (Capó 
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2017; Hanhardt 2013; Hobson 2016). This article situates itself among this third group—

as an extension of Jasbir Puar’s (2007) analysis of homonationalism, originally a 

framework crafted to identify techniques of conditional acceptance for non-normative 

gender and sexual identities to advance state-endorsed racial, colonial, and imperial 

projects. Puar’s work locates these techniques among a mainstream, state-oriented set 

of social movements in the period following the start of the “war on terror.” Here we 

find evidence of homonationalism decades before, amidst an explicitly right-wing, fascist 

organization. Both sexuality and fascism studies can benefit from an analysis of the 

mechanisms that maintain right-wing political projects within the LGBT “community.” 

Any attempt to grasp fascism “at its root,” in the tradition of Angela Davis (1989), 

requires us to look beyond the surface of fascist policies to the ways that fascism as a 

category expands and contracts, a moving boundary that, like the categories of 

whiteness and masculinity, is shaped by contention. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Omi and 

Winant argue that “racial projects” are “simultaneously an interpretation, representation, 

or explanation of racial dynamics, and an effort to reorganize and redistribute resources 

along particular racial lines.” These racial projects accord meaning, status, resources, and 

moral worth to those atop the racial hierarchy, and those who occupy this position fall 

into the category of white (2014). I ask how fascism shapes the transformation of 

categories like whiteness, masculinity, and citizenship over time. Pushing to understand 

fascism in this way creates an analytic framework flexible enough to track this political 

project as it recuperates, adapts, and reinvents itself. 
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I apply this framework to the study of the National Socialist League (NSL), a Far 

Right gay organization, from roughly 1974 to the late 1980s, and focus on how the NSL 

negotiated a place for gay men in fascist movement building. This group, a self-described 

“homophile organization for the Gay American Nazi,” worked to bring early gay identity 

under the umbrella of fascism.45 By exploring the relationship between sexuality and 

politics in the United States’s first gay neo-Nazi organization, it is possible to ask broader 

questions about intracommunal violence and how the politics of social position and 

fascism are deeply intertwined. 

Answering these questions requires, first, positioning the group within a broader 

field of Los Angeles homophile organizations that compete with the NSL for the time, 

resources, and attention of local, national, and international recruits. Second, I turn to 

the NSL’s internal documents and recruitment materials to show how the NSL navigated 

stigma and the complex waters of gay politics and American fascism in the 1970s and 

1980s. I argue that they utilize three major tactics: (1) the deployment of 

homonationalist frames, (2) the imposition of boundaries between private and public 

spheres, and (3) the avowal of their shared white masculinity with other neo-Nazis. 

Finally, I will address the ways in which the flexibility of fascism, and the widening of its 

“tent,” both pose problems in our current political moment and have precipitated the rise 

of a new wave of white gay fascists. 

The Fabric of Gay Organizing in Los Angeles 

 
45 N.S. Kampfruf, 1974, box 1, folder 7. 
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Beginning in the postwar years and extending throughout the life of the NSL, Los 

Angeles harbored a burgeoning gay community and represented a powerhouse of social 

and political organizing across the ideological spectrum (Faderman and Timmons 2006; 

Hurewitz 2008; White 2009). The city has deep roots in homophile political life, reaching 

back to the late 1940s and the Mattachine Society, one of the first major American 

homophile organizations in existence. The term homophile here is discrete from 

homosexual—a term commonly used as a medical and diagnostic term by doctors of the 

time—as it focused more on the relationship between partners. This term would later be 

replaced by gay, which would become a more common term by the late 1960s. As a self-

defined homophile organization that advanced the belief that “we are an oppressed 

cultural minority,” “the Mattachine Society endeavored first and foremost to ‘change the 

hearts of men, both homosexual and heterosexual.’” In more concrete terms, the society 

set out to “1) unify homosexuals ‘isolated from their own kind,’ 2) educate both 

homosexuals and the general heterosexual populace, and 3) provide leadership to the 

whole mass of social deviants” (White 2009: 17–18). This agenda served as the central 

frame of the organization’s recruitment, one that dominated the identity construction of 

participants in the earlier Los Angeles homophile movement. What is often thought of as 

the gay liberation movement emerged from this orientation, and specifically from the 

neighborhoods of Silver Lake and Echo Park (for more on the leftist organizing in this 

area, see Hurewitz’s Bohemian Los Angeles, 2008). 

Despite the Mattachine Society’s recognition as the first organized homophile 

organization, it was not simply a group of leftists. Dale Jennings, one of the original 
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members of the society and a long-time Republican, disagreed with early articulations of 

gay people as a unified group. According to C. Todd White (2009: 19) in Pre-Gay L.A., 

“Dale Jennings in particular resisted the notion that homosexuals comprised a people. 

How could they possibly hope to unify ‘a people’ around what they did in bed? The idea 

to him was laughable.” Jennings was an important figure, not just in the Mattachine 

Society but also in broader Los Angeles gay politics from the 1940s leading up to the 

formation of the NSL. He was the center of a very public court case in 1952, in which he 

argued he was entrapped by a police officer on the vice squad. In response to Jennings’s 

case and with the guidance of his lawyer, George Shibley, the Mattachine Society 

formed the Citizens’ Committee to Outlaw Entrapment (CCOE). In addition to describing 

homosexuals as a social minority facing oppression by the state, the CCOE also created 

what White describes as a “libertarian-based code of ethics.” This ethical code was 

pointedly nationalist, with frequent mentions of America and citizenship, arguing that 

the rights of a social minority are guaranteed by their place within the American body 

politic. These appeals were grounded not just in legal precedent but also in a deep 

cultural connection between whiteness, masculinity, and citizenship (Chapman 2004; 

Barros 2006; Habermas 1991). A fundamentally conservative orientation, this 

framework relied on nationalism and its attendant “right to privacy.” But it also worked; 

just ten days after the trial began on June 23 the judge dismissed the charges and 

Jennings was set free (White 2009: 26). This frame was also important to laying the 

groundwork on which the NSL organized, as it normalized the idea that political rights 

were contingent on self-control, restraint, and respectability. 
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While there were varying political perspectives within the Mattachine Society, 

there was a trend toward more conservative stances as the organization developed, 

especially as red-baiting became more prevalent in the 1950s and disavowals of 

communism more necessary (Hay 1996; White 2009: 41–61). During this period, the 

Mattachine Society occupied a central place in gay L.A. political movements, although its 

importance declined with its splintering and the emergence of other competing political 

groups after 1952. This makes sense, considering the growing McCarthy-era “Red Scare” 

and the national push to drive out political dissidents, particularly leftists. The original 

vision of inclusion and education espoused by the society influenced the splinter 

organizations that followed, like ONE INC. (a magazine focused on the homophile 

community founded in 1952), the Institute for the Study of Human Resources (founded 

in 1964), and the Homosexual Resource Center (founded in 1968). These three 

organizations inherited the Mattachine Society’s principles—and often drew their 

political philosophy directly from the central organizers of the society—but approached 

the goals of homosexual uplift in different ways (White 2009). 

By the 1970s more groups branched out not only to represent different 

demographics within the gay community but also to meet different political needs. 

Christopher Street West (CSW), the Gay Liberation Front (GLF), gay communist and 

socialist organizations—and yes, the National Socialist League—were all drawing on the 

same upswell of political action emerging post-1960s (Hurewitz 2008). These 

organizations were niche and in competition for resources and political power. Out of 

this contestation the National Socialist League emerged to challenge the liberal 
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assumptions of early gay rights organizing, just as “gay” coalesced as a subject, identity, 

and actor on the political stage of the United States. 

The National Socialist League 

In 1974 Jim Cherry founded the National Socialist League in Southern California 

for the explicit purpose of bringing gay men into the American neo-Nazi movement.46 

Until its demise in 1989/1990, the NSL perhaps represented gay fascism at its most 

organized.47 What can be determined about the NSL is limited, both because of its desire 

for anonymity—members were frequently described as “harassed” or “persecuted” and 

encouraged to use fake names in their classified ads—and because much of the 

remaining archival material, located in the ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archive, is 

focused on recruitment and organizational matters. This material was offered to the 

ONE National Gay and Lesbian Archive by someone peripherally associated with the 

NSL through two friends whom he met in 1974. The archive, then, is also shaped by his 

choices in what to save and what to discard. What emerges from those choices is sixteen 

years of semi-quarterly newsletters, internal memos from 1977 to 1978, and 

correspondence between the NSL and Christopher Street West. These are all that 

remain of the organization, and so assessing its strength and breadth is incredibly 

difficult. Documents often go unsigned, names are often redacted or initialed, and 

 
46 N.S. Kampfruf, 1974, box 1, folder 7. 
47 N.S. Mobilizer, 1974, box 1, folder 8. 
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pseudonyms are common practice. Because of the nature of the materials, it is also 

important to keep in mind that the collection is highly curated. 

On the other hand, even a highly curated collection can yield insight into gay 

fascist organizing. One example of this is their newsletter’s “Impact” section, in which 

media outlets reporting on the NSL are highlighted to show the broader impact the 

organization is having and thus why it is important to sign up and become a member (see 

fig. 1). Much of the material is focused on recruitment and aimed to draw in and solidify 

the NSL’s relationship with its membership. The collection thus reveals less about the 

personal values and intentions of particular members than about how the organization 

created and maintained its public face. Given this, the data is particularly appropriate to 

use in assessing the ways the organization recruited its membership. 

The NSL began in Los Angeles before spreading to other areas around California 

and across the United States. According to internal documents written by someone with 

the initials J.S., “the primary appeal of the NSL is to recruit gays to the forefront of the 

White Racist Struggle.”48 The organization operated under a strict hierarchy, and a man 

named Russell Veh headed that hierarchy for most of its existence. Veh, born in 

Tennessee and raised in Ohio, describes himself to a reporter as a high school graduate 

who had been involved in left-wing groups as a teenager (including as a pamphleteer for 

 
48 N.S. Kampfruf, 1974, box 1, folder 7. 
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Students for a Democratic Society). Veh seemed “deliberately vague” on how a left-wing 

teenager transformed into what the reporter describes as an “embryonic totalitarian.”49 

Veh illuminated a bit more on the period of time between his left-wing organizing 

and his emergence as the head of the NSL in an interview with the Gay Times.50 He had 

run an organization of his own in Ohio called the American White Nationalist Party 

(AWNP) when he was imprisoned for nonpayment of mail-order books. After prison, and 

with the collapse of the AWNP, he came across an ad in the Advocate for the NSL that 

said “Nazi Anyone?” with a post office box number. With no organizational ties left in 

Ohio, he decided to travel to California and get involved with the NSL.51 A charismatic 

young man, he quickly established himself as a leader in the group and became the 

central figure publicly representing the organization as well as its de facto political 

leader. Veh directed and operated the organization, playing a central role throughout the 

NSL’s lifespan until the organization’s final newsletter in 1990. 

Under Veh’s guidance, the National Socialist League established clear guidelines 

for membership and recruitment. To qualify for NSL membership one had to be a white 

male (“free” of Jewish blood) and at least twenty-one years old.52 This was changed to 

eighteen after the age of consent was lowered, and then changed again in 1981 to any 

white person who had no Jewish ancestry. Although its mission was the recruitment of 

gay men to neo-Nazism, the NSL prided itself on being open to straight men as well. Still, 

 
49 Los Angeles Factfinder, April 15, 1976, box 1, folder 2. 
50 Gay Times article, box 1, folder 2. 
51 Los Angeles Factfinder, April 15, 1976, box 1, folder 2. 
52 Subscription Form, box 1, folder 4. 
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archival documents, and the classified sections, suggest that gay men were the primary 

audience for their newsletters. Despite claims of “open admission,” the NSL only 

targeted white men, underscoring the gendered nature of this form of fascist organizing. 

Although one reporter noted that there were women at an NSL “mixer,” he described 

them as neither wanted nor encouraged by organizers.53 This appears to be the general 

stance taken by the organization, which does not mention women in their newsletters 

unless it is to portray them as potential victims of racialized sexual violence or part of a 

universal white population. 

The organization also required members to pay dues, which in turn provided 

funds to print the newsletter, their main mechanism for recruitment. Considering the 

niche nature of the organization, the newsletter had a fairly wide circulation. As of 1978 

the NSL claimed it “had members or ‘correspondents’ in 29 states and five foreign 

countries.” Although this number seems to be greatly inflated based on the scant 

historical documents pertaining to the organization’s internal operation, there is 

evidence that the newsletter was circulated in San Francisco, Chicago, and New York. 

The Gay Crusader, a San Francisco newsletter, claimed the NSL had recruited nearly four 

hundred individuals in San Francisco in its first year of operation.54 However, actual 

membership numbers have been incredibly difficult to verify because organizational rolls 

are absent from the archive and tight list security is a common feature of right-wing 

 
53 Los Angeles Factfinder, April 15, 1976, box 1, folder 2. 
54 Gay Crusader, box 1, folder 2. 
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organizations. Given these limits, I prioritize reports from local news sources and event 

descriptions in describing the reach and impact of the NSL. 

The organization’s central chapter in Los Angeles was well organized and put on 

multiple events and actions during the 1970s, including social mixers, political actions, 

flyering, as well as film-watching events. The NSL also produced the N.S. Kampfruf, later 

known as the N.S. Mobilizer, one of the group’s largest projects. This newsletter is one of 

the primary remaining documents of the organization and one of the most tangible 

sources of NSL history. Other events, like their attempts to participate in the 1978 L.A. 

Pride festivities, are documented through handwritten letters and in the community 

newspapers of the time. 

To understand the political and social stances the NSL championed, we must look 

at the twelve-point central NSL credo (see fig. 2). While the organization embraced a 

relatively flexible set of personal positions, this credo outlined the necessary doctrinal 

beliefs of the NSL. Some aspects of this credo mirror language consistent with fascist 

organizing within America broadly. For example, the formulation of specific racial 

scapegoats, the framing of white people as racial victims, and its attempts to both resist 

and utilize science are all traditional in terms of Euro-American formulations of fascism. 

These basic tenets establish a discursive political connection to other neo-Nazi 

organizations. They do not merely distinguish the NSL from other fascist organizations in 

the United States; these tenets also place the group within a broader fabric of neo-Nazi 

life and political thought. 
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Figure 12. NSL Twelve Point Credo 
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Right-Wing Homonationalism 

The NSL faced a significant problem in recruitment: how to reconcile 

homosexuality with a political milieu well-known for its explicit homo-antagonism. 

Incorporating men who identified as homophiles, homosexuals, or, in the organization’s 

terms, “sexual nonconformist[s]” into the overall structure of fascist thought took 

discursive and political work. The NSL needed to link itself with past fascist movements, 

while connecting with a current broad fascist base, and that project required more than a 

similar nomenclature. The concept of homonationalism does this work; it connects 

nationalist projects to non-normative sexual practices and in doing so argues that the 

nation-state benefits politically from using and incorporating nonheterosexual projects 

(Puar 2007). Creating and entrenching a homonationalist orientation toward fascist 

movements at large proved to be one mechanism for managing that stigma. As we’ve 

discussed previously, stigma is an attribute that is deeply discrediting within a relational 

structure of meaning (Goffman 1963: 12) By framing gay fascists as useful to both the 

white “race” and to the state writ large, the organization situated itself as an appendage 

of the larger ethno-state struggle—as a national homosexuality. 

Post-1945, fascism in the United States required a flexible political apparatus, and 

the NSL established itself among its peers by capitalizing on this need. We can see this in 

the abeyance strategies of white supremacist organizations like the Ku Klux Klan and 

other white supremacist organizations, as well as the writings of George Lincoln 

Rockwell, the founder of the American Nazi Party (Simi and Futrell 2020; Rockwell 

2013). This coalition building and stigma management was especially important for the 
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group’s proliferation, considering the initial barriers it faced. It had been demonized by 

other homophile and Far Right organizations since its inception. Demonstrating its 

ideological commitment to both white supremacy and fascism, the NSL created an 

internal document, ostensibly to prepare recruits for questions about their participation 

in a neo-Nazi organization. The document, “Gay Nazism in the United States: The Untold 

Story,” outlined a new kind of historical revisionism and a response to the disavowal of 

organizations like the National Socialist White People’s Party.55 In it they argue that 

portraying Nazi Germany as an anti-homosexual regime is patently false. Rather than 

think about this document in terms of veracity, it is perhaps more constructive to think 

about what social meanings it allowed for: the collective mythos that NSL members 

acted on. 

In this document they argue that anti-homosexual stigma is based on competing 

interpretations of older fascist forms and texts as well as religious precepts. These 

competing ideas about fascism produced a situation in which the NSL was offered little 

financial or organizational support. It is important to note that this stigma was not 

uniform, and that a variety of organizations supported the NSL on the grounds that it 

was doing important work for white supremacy. This is in line with Abby Ferber’s (1998: 

46–47) general description that white supremacist organizations “share common 

ideologies and goals and an overriding commitment to maintaining white supremacy. 

There are ongoing debates among the groups, but also sustained efforts to forge shared 

 
55 “Gay Nazism in the United States: The Untold Story,” Correspondence and Manuscripts 1943–2011, 
box 1, folder 3. Hereafter, “Gay Nazism.” 
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objectives.” Their commitment to homonationalism served as the means through which 

gay fascists spoke to a shared set of ideological commitments with other American 

fascists. 

The authors of the NSL document centrally argued that mainstream or academic 

history incorrectly focuses on the written rules of the Reich. Instead, NSL organizers 

argued, the best way to gauge the political culture of the Nazi regime was to look at 

Adolf Hitler’s own practices. Rather than deal with the large-scale bureaucratic principles 

of the Third Reich and the laws it enforced, the NSL argued that National Socialism “[is], 

to a large extent, Adolf Hitler.”56 By focusing on the charismatic figure of Hitler, the 

general practices of the Reich could be absolved by way of Hitler’s interpersonal 

relationships with homosexual men. One quotation renders this historical retelling 

particularly visible: 

The Fuehrer never condemned homosexuality in Mein Kampf. Other 

circumstantial evidence is that two gays, Ernest Rohm and Rudolf Hess, were his 

closest associates. Not only were they both practicing homosexuals, but also they 

were two of the few whom Hitler ever addressed in the familiar “du.” Hitler would 

run to Hess, an “old auntie” figure known in homosexual circles as “Fraulein 

Anna,” to excitedly show presents and sketches.57 

In this case NSL leadership translated and anachronized Hitler’s relationships. The term 

gay did not exist at the time Hitler was in power and certainly was not in use in Germany. 

This term was chosen by their authors to do particular kinds of political and discursive 

work. They identify and connect the gay fascists of the 1970s to the fascists of the white 

 
56 “Gay Nazism.” 
57 “Gay Nazism.” 
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supremacist Nazi past, thereby identifying a historical lineage and legitimizing the NSL 

within the realm of fascist organizing.58 

This revisionist history firmly locates the role of white gay men within National 

Socialism both as culture bearers and as part of the necessary military machinery of the 

white nation-state. Once NSL organizers made room within National Socialism to claim a 

stake in citizenship and the nation, arguing for the participation of gay men in the nation-

state became an easy discursive project. This is visually and textually enforced 

throughout the NSL newsletter N.S. 

Mobilizer (see fig. 3). In almost every issue 

there is some reference to American 

imagery, such as the flag, Lady Liberty, or 

“God and Country”.59 These images are 

often defaced in some way, suggesting a 

contentious relationship between what the 

National Socialist League idealizes as the 

perfect formation of the nation-state and 

how they imagine it manifests under the 

“negative” influence of racial others. One 

contested image is of the Statue of Liberty, which                 Figure 13. NSL Newsletter Cover, 

Vol. 5 1978 

 
58 “Gay Nazism.” 
59 N.S. Mobilizer, issues 1974–1983, box 1, folder 8. 
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appears twice as a cartoon caricature of a Black woman, and once as a more traditional 

image of a white woman, but crying and covered in graffiti with phrases like “Viva la 

raza,” or “Long live the people,” and “Muérte por anglos” or “Death to whites”.60 These 

messages, embodying the white nationalist fear of “white genocide,” suggest to white 

viewers a sense of urgent, animalistic struggle. Any animosity the NSL holds toward the 

nation-state is not because of the faultiness of the nationalist frame but because it must 

be “reclaimed” and white gay men’s rightful claims to citizenship and personhood 

acknowledged. 

The explicit goal of the NSL was to promote a nationalist orientation toward the 

United States, while simultaneously imagining white gay men’s inclusion within a nation 

“free” of non-white and feminine influences, perceived as the root cause of the “sexual 

nonconformist’s” oppression. The NSL’s homonationalism rests on the idea of a strong 

state that simultaneously preserves the privacy of certain individual members. Here the 

NSL differentiates between public and private life. The problem of fascist distinctions 

between public and private life is not clear when understood through the lens of 

sexuality. Yet this boundary is key to maintaining the NSL’s homonationalism and 

manifests along the lines of both race and gender. 

Private and Public Spheres 

One key aspect of fascism is typically that its participants encourage unfettered 

governmental access to the personal lives of citizens. But American individualism means 

 
60 N.S. Mobilizer, issues 1974–1983, box 1, folder 8. 
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that American fascism, and the National Socialist League, must negotiate that relation 

differently (e.g., Rockwell 2013; Pierce 1978). Scholars like James Whitman (2017), 

Carroll Kakel (2013), and Stefan Kühl (2002) have explored the nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century context of American fascism, and argued that white supremacy has 

always been a foundational aspect of the American formulation of fascism. This white 

supremacist fascism requires a strong boundary between public and private spheres. 

Growing out of the first iteration of the Ku Klux Klan, this American fascism arose first 

and foremost as a paramilitary effort to police Black and Brown bodies in defense of the 

nation. A French reporter, Charles Vibbert (1930: 332), said, “‘The Ku Klux Klan are the 

fascists of America’ as they were founded specifically to combat Black enfranchisement.” 

The famous Black American poet Langston Hughes (1995) describes those killed at the 

hands of US expansion, slavery, and segregation as those lost due to “our native 

fascisms.” While these connections are anecdotal ones drawn by contemporaries of the 

second Klan, such comparisons demand that we look at how American fascism uses a 

particular understanding of private and public life to legitimize itself. 

To define this boundary, we need to understand who is permitted to move back 

and forth uninhibitedly between the two spheres of life, and how racial categorization 

plays a role group access to public or private spaces. Historically, whiteness and 

masculinity were prerequisites to full participation in public life as early as the founding 

of the United States (Fox n.d.; Ngai 2005; Nakano Glenn 2004). This history is important 

because the study of fascism often focuses on a global geopolitics that presupposes 

geographically distanced relationships. For example, Hannah Arendt (1951) discussed 
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fascism as a “continental imperialism,” a reproduction of imperial logic on the European 

continent. But the geospatial difference between the metropole and the periphery, the 

colonizer and the colonized, obscures the relationship of fascism to Orientalism and anti-

Blackness. The rise of the first Ku Klux Klan occurred not in reaction to some far-off 

other but to the threat of the colonial other in and at home. Wherever I reference the 

other, I am drawing on Edward Said’s understanding of the Other as that which is defined 

in opposition to the rational, masculine, scientific, European, West. Management of that 

other and the potential for “contamination”—including an obsession with miscegenation 

and the “plot by Jews” to contaminate the white race with “race mixing”—drove both the 

creation of the first Klan and the varied efforts by the state to legislate citizenship and 

sex. Thus American concerns about the public and private spheres are deeply related to 

the projects of whiteness, masculinity, and the nation-state. 

The NSL is mired in these historical demands. As a result of this negotiation, they 

needed to establish a clear boundary between the public and private sphere. Their logic 

followed: what one did in the privacy of one’s own home was an indifferent criterion—

one could become a patriot through commitment to the broader community, race, and 

nation. The NSL prioritized this division to align itself with an individualizing, 

conservative frame, arguing that sexual nonconformity did not disrupt traditional 

divisions between the public and private spheres. The NSL instead explicitly relied on 

that division to both claim rights under the state and orient the violence of the state 

toward the “proper” other: “11. That petty laws against victimless crime—outdated and 

ineffectual—serve to further divide White society; and that such laws must come to an 
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end swiftly and permanently, freeing the police for their proper role in the urban war 

that rages all around us and bringing Whites together in a common front.”61 Here, NSL 

leadership reinscribed the public/private divide, arguing that no matter the ethical or 

moral concerns of citizens regarding sexuality, homosexuality fell within the private 

sphere and thus outside the purview of the state (unlike the racial other). The pursuit of 

a positive relationship with the state was directly predicated on the idea that the right 

and proper use of state violence, in the form of both police and military institutions, 

should be the control or elimination of racial Others, and that policing homosexuality 

diverted resources away from their role in establishing and protecting a white society 

united across lines of sexual preference. 

In any consideration of the private and public spheres as understood by 

manifestations of American fascism, we must situate who has the power to demarcate 

these two spheres. For the NSL whiteness was a necessary prerequisite for what they 

considered “responsible” citizenship. They actively sought to break any association 

between sexual practice and citizenship. Fascism offers the chance for every man to rule 

his house and his private life as long as he is willing to subjugate himself to the will of the 

state and, for American fascists, to the goals of what they consider “the white race.” 

“Sexual nonconformists” are fine, as long as they are willing to subordinate themselves to 

the goals of the organization. Because they are “masters” of their own house, they can 

 
61 N.S. Mobilizer, issues 1974–1983, box 1, folder 8. 
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simultaneously participate in fascism while claiming to protect individual “freedom” 

within the private sphere of the bedroom. 

Also, homosexual fascists serve a purpose. They are important to the struggle 

because of not just what they contribute as individuals but also what they can contribute 

to the overall cause, the racial “struggle for White survival.” This danger narrative around 

white erasure operates as a signpost for white supremacists. By leveraging shared 

feelings of danger and threat, white supremacists motivate their participants through a 

sense of crisis (Rondini 2018). While this sentiment is common among white nationalists, 

it is usually leveraged to promote heterosexuality, often directly tying white survival to 

biological reproduction of children, thereby supporting the social reproduction of the 

state. Interestingly, this frame is subverted by the NSL, who argued that they serve a 

functional purpose for the future state and white populations because of their ability as 

white men to be a vanguard group and cultural touchstone for white people generally. 

Thus we see both an extension of and intervention with Corey Robin’s (2017) 

concept of the “private life of power.” By positing that reactionary social movements 

come from people who occupy a place of social privilege, Robin helps explain why white 

men would be interested in turning the attention of the state on subordinate groups (in 

this case along racial lines). But how can we explain the relationship of white gay men to 

these reactionary movements, as they simultaneously benefit from racial and gender 

privileges while being subordinate to the heterosexism of the state and society at large? 

White Masculinity 
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Deeply concerned with doing masculinity properly, the NSL drew on hyper-

masculine white figures to situate itself against the image of the effeminate, racialized 

“street faggot” (see fig. 4). This focus on masculinity is 

rooted primarily in their belief that “sexual 

nonconformists” were included within the white body 

politic—the society of responsible citizens—by rejecting 

other forms of nonconformity associated with gender, 

specifically femininity. This emerges perhaps most 

prominently in the idea of masculinity and responsibility. 

The NSL newsletters and the group’s credo explicitly 

identify dignified              masculinity as aspirational and 

celebrate                                Figure 14. Illustration of Odin 

Enlightenment ideals of masculinity. On the surface, such claims seem contradictory to 

the traditional understanding of fascism (Laqueur 1978). While, traditionally, fascism 

eschews Enlightenment ideals of rationality in favor of more “instinctual” forms of 

politics, the NSL pairs the two alongside each other. With the rise of the cultural turn in 

public thought and the emergence of critical narratives of history, white men—

specifically white men—reclaimed the Enlightenment and scientific discourse as signs of 

their contribution to global life. This defensive posture is clearly demonstrated in the 

NSL’s stated beliefs: “5. That, far from needing to beg “forgiveness” of the non-White 

world, our race deserves the world’s gratitude—as light-giver of civilization, founder of 

the concept of representative government, father of science, explorer of the planets, and 
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Earth’s master architect, painter, sculptor, poet, and musician; and that Liberal historians, 

try as they will, cannot hide this truth” (emphasis mine).62 Important to this framing is the 

image of the patriarch, the father, who exhibits mastery and power over all forms of 

productive and reproductive activity. This patriarch archetype exists to defend NSL 

participants from labeling by outsiders as “soft,” “feminine,” or simply women. We can 

see this in Veh’s stance on why white gay men were better for the eugenic and 

reproductive projects of white supremacy:  

“We need homosexuals today to keep the population down. In fact, we could use 
maybe twice as many more. Because we’re not reproducing mongrels, or little half-
breed kids, or racial rejects....”  - Russell Veh, Entertainment West, 1974  

This statement resonants with broader understandings of women in neo-Nazi 

organizations. Ridgeway encapsulates this in a quote from a National Alliance newsletter: 

"A woman's battlefield is the maternity ward...[and her] greatest `diploma' is to give birth to 

the `superman' or `superwoman.'" National Alliance (ADL 1998: 6) Within this context, 

Ridgeway argues that the futurity white women represent comes with anxieties about 

controlling white women’s sexuality. According to more general research on white 

supremacist organizations by Ridgeway (1990:19), “White women are implored to serve 

their race by reproducing future generations of white men and women. Interracial 

sexuality is defined as the ‘ultimate abomination,’ and the greatest threat to white 

people. Images of white women stolen away by black men are the ever present symbol 

of this threat.” 

 
62 N.S. Mobilizer, issues 1974–1983, box 1, folder 8. 
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  This fear stems in part from white women’s sex acts themselves, but the central 

problem for white supremacists and fascists within America appears to be the failure to 

keep private sex acts from spilling into the public sphere. This anxiety is deeply rooted in 

American colonial history (Nakano-Glenn 2002; Ngai 2004). Ann Stoler, in breaking down 

the role of white women in the American colonial project, argues that the fear of race-

mixing on “the frontier” – a the borders of empires and nation-states – led to practices 

which emphasized the role of women in “domesticating” men and producing white 

children for the nation (2002). Because of heterosexuality across the lines of race can 

produce “mixed-race” children, heterosexuality also poses a threat to the goals of white 

supremacist organizations. 

  This threat does not just motivate white women in these organizations to act to 

preserve their partial inclusion within “the master race.” It also operates as one of Blee’s 

“danger narratives” - motivating white supremacist terror from white men. In what 

sociologist Lisa Wade characterizes as a lethal display of White male “benevolent 

sexism,” Dylan Roof told his victims: “I have to do it. You rape our women, and you’re 

taking our country. And you have to go.” This danger narrative motivated a heterosexual 

white man to take the lives of eight churchgoers at a Bible study, and it operates in 

conjunction with fears of what movement participants call “white genocide.”  

  Homosexual men like those in the NSL use danger narratives like those regarding 

the sexuality of white women not necessarily as barriers to entry into white supremacy 

but as an opportunity to advance their social necessity and value to the movement. Not 

only does the occasional interracial act between men “stay private,” they offer the 
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opportunity to bond white men together in both political and sexual solidarity.  Recent 

research by Jane Ward has explored the racial politics of casual sexual encounters 

between white men and partners of various races in the 2000s. Ward describes the 

difference between white men seeking partners who are white – and the presumption of 

sharing in traditional, hegemonic acts of white masculinity – and white men seeking 

partners who are not white – in which equality is replaced by a language of dominance 

(Ward 2008). The practices which help to maintain a sense of “‘authentic’ 

heterosexuality” among men who have sex with men create political and organizational 

ramifications when we track how shared sexual practices focused on reinforcing 

“authentic heterosexuality” can also be found among gay white supremacists. 

The relationship built between white men, gay and straight, on the far right relies 

on their mutual rejection of femininity. Tracking this negotiation within the NSL draws 

out how masculinity and whiteness are connected to the politics of fascism. By creating 

a distinct separation between the public and private spheres, these early gay fascists 

establish themselves as worthy citizens and reject the stigma that comes with femininity. 

In doing so, they position themselves as useful participants in the white nationalist 

movement.  

However, not every white gay man is included in the privileges of private, 

patriarchal performance. In addition to the lines that the organization drew to protect 

the “white race,” NSL leadership also actively disavowed white gay men who participated 

in femininity. Like other gay organizations at the time, the NSL decried the “street 

faggot” as one form of unacceptable marginalized masculinity (Connell and 
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Messerschmidt 2005). This fear of the faggot was part of a broader concern among men 

during this period, on the left and the right (Kissack 1995). I argue that the accusation of 

“street faggotry” is similar to the dynamic established by high school men studied by 

sociologist C. J. Pascoe (2011), as a method of disciplining a failure not of sexual practice 

but of gender production. This imagined performance of the feminine street faggot 

features prominently in the NSL imaginary. For example, the last line of their twelve-

point credo reads: “12. . . . the sexual non-conformist must shed the image of freak, Third 

World militant, and street faggot for that of responsible citizen” (emphasis mine).63 

Pascoe’s work helps us unpack the ways in which these labels are a set of “failed 

masculinities,” something which a white man can shed simply by performing one’s 

gender and moral worth appropriately. The term street faggot is deployed by NSL 

members to erect boundaries around proper masculine performance. Pascoe describes 

the “fag” label as what Judith Butler (1993) calls “an abject” position, a position outside 

masculinity that actually constitutes normative and hegemonic forms by delineating the 

boundaries of appropriate masculine behavior. Thus the boys in their study established 

masculinity in part through “the daily interactional work of repudiating the threatening 

specter of the fag” (Pascoe 2011: 81). We can see this same repudiation happening at 

the organizational level for the NSL. In a February 1975 issue of the magazine Gay Scene 

NYC, Veh made clear that the disdain for “street faggots” was linked to feminized gender 

performances when he wrote derisively of “Swishes, transsexuals, drag queens, street 

 
63 N.S. Mobilizer, issues 1974–1983, box 1, folder 8. 
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hippies, long hairs, gay pride parades, pickets, and demonstration rallies.”64 Arguing that 

this gave the “legitimate” gay community a bad name, Veh specifically targeted 

femininity and its implicit connections to anti-statism, freakishness, and the racial other. 

In one newsletter he laments the advocacy work of a Christian minister who “bless[es] 

the leading public role of low-comedy drag queens and glitterfreak mulattoes, who have 

stolen the ‘image’ of the American sexual non-conformist.”65 

Thus Veh links the notion of the “street faggot” to non-white, “impure” racial 

performance. Similarly, the “Third World militant” combined fears of the racial other with 

concern over the stability and reproduction of US settler-colonial hegemony. As 

Kathleen Belew (2018) notes of right-wing organizing in the 1970s, national concerns 

about preventing communism in the United States were directly tied to opposing 

anticolonial revolutions abroad. The NSL combines these fears of the external “Third 

World” with a recognition of the threat of internal anticolonialism to the power and 

status of the United States. 

If the “street faggot” embodies an out-of-control, overly public performance of 

difference oriented against the nation-state, the responsible “sexual nonconformist” 

represents an individual driven by duty and reason to protect and purge the state of 

those dangerous racial “others.” Thus the NSL participates in what Belew terms 

“paramilitary masculinity”—the merging of masculinity with militancy (2018). This 

distinction is helpful in bridging sexuality and fascism studies, identifying the kinds of 

 
64 Gay Scene NYC, box 1, folder 2. 
65 N.S. Mobilizer, issues 1974–1983, box 1, folder 8. 
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difference which can be incorporated versus those that are unassimilable to the nation-

state. Not only does the NSL exclude women from it’s ranks, it’s enforcement of 

masculinity is highly regulated and produces a white masculinity which is actively inimical 

to women and to femininity more broadly.  

Coalition Building for White Masculine Supremacy 

Fascism blurs the divide between the private sphere and public life; its party 

politics requires individuals to subdue their will to the will of the party. During a time 

when there was a growing sense of anti-statism among white power groups, it would 

seem increasingly difficult for fascist organizations to find a place within the fabric of 

white power politics (107). The NSL attempted to resolve this tension through 

demarcating which aspects of identity are public and which are private. This allowed 

them to build coalitions with people in groups as varied as the Minutemen and the Klan. 

Of particular interest in this case is how race and sexuality are contested, and how 

effective claims on whiteness and masculinity allowed NSL members to argue for their 

inclusion in fascism, enabling coalition building with other white supremacist 

organizations that otherwise were unsupportive of LGBT movements. 

The N.S. Mobilizer documents a number of these rhetorical arguments. The 1974 

World Union of National Socialists in Arlington, Virginia, had heavily critiqued Russell 

Veh and the National Socialist League for their support of homosexuality. In response, 

Veh published a letter written by a Reverend Becker, from Greenville, North Carolina, 

addressed to the World Union of National Socialists. “Personally,” he wrote, “I have no 
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knowledge of Cmdr. Russell Veh’s private life. A man should not be judged for what he 

does in bed, or for his sexual preferences in any case, but rather on his merit and value 

to the Movement.”66 By invoking the distinctions between private and public life, Becker 

argues that there is no reason white supremacist groups cannot work together, even if 

they are ideologically distinct. Again, these groups expressed a sense of mutual respect 

and a shared sense of purpose with the NSL on the basis of white masculinity and 

service to the state while remaining antagonistic to homosexuals as a collective. 

Even organizations as profoundly distinct as the Minutemen and the KKK were 

willing to set aside their concerns over sexual orientation as long as it served 

organizational goals. Robert de Pugh, founder of the Minutemen, announced in a 1977 

edition of the Advocate that his time in prison changed his thinking: “He now sees no 

reason why homosexual men cannot ‘join the ranks of embattled White patriots.” Pugh’s 

statement accompanied an announcement that a federation of Far Right groups in Ohio 

refused to make sexual preference a condition of membership or an issue of their 

collective creed.67 For both Pugh and the federation, the issue of sexuality became 

subsumed by the public struggle against perceived racial threat. Likewise, members of 

the Ku Klux Klan demonstrated a similar commitment. In one issue called “Inside 

Shelton’s Klan: Gays in Hoods and Robes,” the NSL interviewed one of its members who 

 
66 Correspondence and Manuscripts 1943–2011, box 1, folder 3; Related Organizations 
1970–1974, box 1, folder 11; N.S. Mobilizer, issues 1974–1983, box 1, folder 8. 
Reverend Becker to World Union of National Socialists.   
67 Correspondence and Manuscripts 1943–2011, box 1, folder 3; Related Organizations 
1970–1974, box 1, folder 11; N.S. Mobilizer, issues 1974–1983, box 1, folder 8. Robert 
De Pugh to the Advocate. 
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was also affiliated with the United Klans of America.68 In it they argued that a number of 

gay men were part of the organization, and that the groups could work together in the 

future if the moral imperatives of the Klan could be subsumed to the overall goals of the 

white supremacist project. The imperative to forge shared objectives between groups as 

ideologically distinct as the Minutemen, KKK, and NSL led to surprising coalitional 

decisions among these groups. 

Each of these examples highlights the groups’ shared desire that the public 

participate in the cause of white supremacy. That goal took precedence over features 

that might otherwise have divided fascist organizations (like their participants’ 

sexualities), effectively broadening the tent of white supremacist and fascist organizing 

within the United States on the basis of a negotiated line between public and private 

spheres. 

The frames, “interpretive schemata that enable participants to locate, perceive, 

and label occurrences [which]…selectively punctuating and encoding objects, situations, 

events, experiences, and sequences of actions within one’s present or past environment” 

((Snow et al. 1986; Snow & Benford 1992). and organizing strategies used by the NSL 

are important to an analysis of the Far Right, providing the backdrop against which 

fascist coalition building happens today. The strategies used by people like Matthew 

Heimbach, a contemporary white nationalist and organizer of the 2017 “Unite the Right” 

rally in Charlottesville, have built a kind of “rainbow coalition” within the white 

 
68 NS Mobilizer, issues 1974–1983, box 1, folder 8. 
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constituents of the Far Right. While many have argued that the differences between 

organizations are enough to keep white supremacist and fascist organizations fractured, 

we can see that such coalitions were built and maintained using the public/private divide 

as a central and binding mechanism. The public/private divide may in turn enable 

(limited) mobility within fascism for white gay men going forward, while simultaneously 

enabling the surveillance, repression, and erasure of other LGBT people. 

Conclusion 

From its inception in 1974 to its complete dissolution by the late 1980s, the 

National Socialist League pushed back against the idea that to be gay meant that one 

was liberal or leftist. Its meetings were well attended enough for gay Nazis to show up 

en masse to contentious events like LA Pride, and to circulate a large number of 

newsletters nationally, forming coalitions with a variety of other white supremacist 

organizations. If reports are to be believed, the NSL was well-enough funded and 

organized enough to strike terror in the hearts of minoritized people up and down the 

California coast and elsewhere in the United States. However, despite their organizing 

they did eventually shut down. According to one NSL leader: “Two primary problems 

characterize the NSL. One is chronic financial difficulties. Second problem is that much 

of the group’s history has been a continual battle for access to the media.”69 Ongoing 

financial difficulties eventually limited the circulation efforts of the NSL, and the 

organization became defunct—not with a bang, but with a whimper. After being run out 

of Echo Park in Los Angeles on May Day of 1980, followed by an incident on May 12 in 

 
69 “Gay Nazism.” 
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which red paint, and supposedly an unexploded pipe bomb, were thrown at their 

Hollywood location, Russell Veh and his compatriots moved to a different, undisclosed 

location north of the city.70 Although the organization continued to receive media 

attention up through the 1990s (contrary to their claims of coordinated censorship), they 

were denied access to media outlets on their own terms. Because of this, the media 

shaped the public platform of the NSL, making them look foolish and extremist rather 

than politically viable. 

We can make sense of the NSL’s longevity, and the potential for such groups to 

rise again, by wrestling with how fascist discourse speaks to the discontent and 

alienation of white gay men. The NSL helped normalize white gay men on the Far Right 

by shifting the frame of fascism to include these men within the broader project of 

fascist revival. Thus a practical understanding of the NSL furthers the analysis of 

homonationalism within the US context and provides a deeper understanding of 

fascism’s relationship with nonheteronormative sexual communities. In more grounded, 

practical terms it also highlights the particular segments within the American gay 

community who might be susceptible to this kind of organizing. Rather than seeing gay 

Nazis as unusual, or “lone wolves,” we must reckon with an organization that actively 

promoted and disseminated Nazi ideology as perfectly complementary to the identity of 

white gay men. 

 
70 N.S. Mobilizer, Spring 1980, box 1, folder 8, NS Mobilizer, issues 1974–1 
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This case also offers a window into the relationship between homosexuality and 

the Far Right transnationally. Their newsletters contained communications with a 

number of Far Right European groups—from the Dutch party Nederlandse Volks-Unie, 

the Italian newsletter Mondo Romano fascismo, the French journal Nouvelle école, to the 

Portuguese propaganda group Edições Último Reduto. That the NSL had positive 

correspondence with these groups demonstrates that the pro-gay and pro-fascist 

materials in their newsletter found support among groups across Europe. 

The NSL represented more than a gay fascist organization. Its efforts to create a 

collective mythos that could widen the definition of fascism to incorporate elements of 

American ideology and to include gay men in nationalist projects demonstrate the 

flexibility of fascist discourse. Conservative politics are too often thought of as rigid and 

slow to change. This empirical example highlights fascism’s ability to adapt to changing 

social conditions and the emergence of new population categories. The NSL also 

highlights the ways in which whiteness can be understood as a master status, and that, 

under the perception of threat, the differences between white actors (such as sexual 

identity) become significantly less influential to white supremacist organizing. Perhaps 

most importantly, the organization created the possibility of an American form of 

“multicultural” fascism that in turn set the tone for white gay men’s participation in 

fascist and Far Right social movements in the ensuing decades. 

Each of the previous chapters have discussed the social and historical tensions 

that white gay men have faced in their efforts to find a home within the right-wing 

political field. They have also drawn out the framing practices which each organization 
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have used to recruit and retain participants and make sense of themselves amidst stigma 

from both non-right-wing gays and from right-wing political groups. In the following 

conclusion I’ll be drawing out the connections between and across all three organizations 

and discussing, in part, how knowing these historical and organizational strategies 

informs the resurgent right-wing and the place that white gay men continue to carve out 

in that political milieu. 
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Conclusion: Mapping the Wild Woods 

“In the decades ahead many gays will be coming out in a new way. They will be scaling the 

walls of the political stockade where they once needed shelter and exploring the wild woods. 

The wildest of these is likely to be what we used to call the Right but which might better be 

called populism and which will often have an authoritarian streak.”  

Matthew Parris, The Times, May 11, 2002 

“I know the right doesn’t like victimhood, and we should by no means wallow in it like the left 

does. I don’t want to see any of you setting up a safe space for white people. Unless you’re 

doing it to troll, in which case, by all means, go ahead.”  

Lucien Wintrich, “It’s Okay to Be White,” November 29, 2017 

Throughout my analysis of these three political organizations and their archival 

traces my goal has been to outline the circuits of organizing and recruitment which have 

shaped gay men’s participation in right-wing movements - to walk the wild woods and 

show that they may not, in fact, be as wild as we might believe. These meanings, 

historically contingent and shaped by social projects like whiteness, construct a frame 

within which these men are recruited and participate in various forms of social action. 

Like a logging forest, planted in neat rows, there are patterns which emerge from 

intensive study of these organizations which provide a window into the broader 

processes of racialization, sexuality, masculinity, and radicalization.  

Contrary to traditional understandings of gay political affiliation as emerging from 

a fundamentally progressive social position, one which privileges coalition-building 

around shared stigma or stratification, the politics of white gay conservatives rest 

instead upon a complex set of vying projects which orient them towards the protection 

of the nation-state, whiteness, and traditional forms of masculinity. There are three 

central framing devices which operate to influence these political decisions; one, that 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2017/11/read-lucian-wintrichs-okay-white-speech-left-didnt-want-hear/
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victimhood (both real and imagined) plays an important role in shaping the agenda-

setting of right-wing gay organizations. The second, which I call anti-femininity, is an 

intense boundary-setting around femininity and its “proper” role in politics. This 

boundary-setting entails not simply relegating femininity to the margins but an active 

policing and strategizing of femininity in order to ensure these organizations are 

positioned as closely as possible to the hegemonic masculinity enshrined in right-wing 

politics. The last is a fundamental organizing principle which white gay men share with 

others on the political right, that all politics are an arena for social darwinism. 

Throughout this study all three of these frames have emerged over and over 

again, through various mechanisms and around various political issues. These frames 

structure right-wing gay organizing while also serving to connect the interests of gay 

right-wing participants with the overall material and social interests of the right-wing 

broadly. While the forms these frames take draw deeply on the cultural and social mores 

of the gay community, they operate as connective tissue pulling often resistant or 

contradictory interests and groups together. Thus they serve a dual purpose in 

organizing the principles of these groups while also signaling parallel commitments to 

traditional forms of stratification. 

 By unearthing the history of gay right-wing organizations, my analysis advances a 

more complex understanding of sexual identity and political identification. In particular, I 

demonstrate the necessity for reframing the connection between sexuality and politics 

as a project. Similar to Omi and Winant’s racial project framework, the concept of sexual 

projects pushes back against both the understanding of our sexuality as something 
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pertinent only to the private sphere and against the neoliberal concept of sexuality as an 

ever multiplying set of individualized decisions. Instead it sees sexuality as a set of 

inherently political decisions - ones which occur within and alongside the political 

decision making of whiteness, private property, and masculinity. 

 Empirically, I have developed a set of comparative historical analyses of gay right-

wing organizations - and am one of the first to draw out the historically right-wing 

elements within gay social movement organizing in the United States. This intervention 

is important not simply for its unique ability to describe and outline gay life in these 

political circles, it also pushes back on the historiographic and archival tendency to erase 

these movements from the collective memory of the LGBT community. This analysis also 

lays the groundwork for understanding the prominent right-wing gay men who over the 

past decade have become part of the public conversation about free speech, racial 

violence, and the future of American social and political life. 

 These theoretical and empirical contributions do have some limitations. As 

mentioned before, a dearth of consolidated records on right-wing gay organizations has 

made it difficult to achieve the same level of saturation for each organization. While the 

Log Cabin Republicans have established an archive with the Tretter Collection at the 

University of Minnesota with more than a dozen boxes pertaining to their history, much 

less was available for the National Socialist League or the Libertarians for Gay Rights.  

 Another limitation to this project is due to the nature of the data I’ve analyzed. 

Although where possible I try to speak to the meaning-making process at work for the 
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men in these organizations the documents I draw from are mainly internal documents or 

recruitment and member newsletters. Thus I have often been restricted to talking about 

the organizational structure rather than actual members. Future research would benefit 

from including interview data to more rigorously engage with how participants 

understand their role in these kinds of organizations.  

 Despite these limitations, tracking the framing processes of these organizations is 

critical to our understanding of the ebb and flow of right-wing politics in the United 

States. With a country that is increasingly polarized along partisan lines, lines made ever 

sharper by vigilante white supremacist violence and intensified social death, being able 

to understand how the frames explored in this project authorize violence is as critical as 

a map through a deadly maze. 

Equally important to the practical task of navigation, this study also suggests that 

the labels we use to identify “extreme” right-wing actors and those situated more firmly 

within mainstream politics overemphasize the differences between these groups. Rather, 

as Dylan Rodriguez points out in White Reconstruction these groups represent an 

ongoing struggle to rearticulate masculine white supremacy within the conditions 

imposed by the end of Jim Crow segregation (2020). Seeing these groups, from the 

National Socialist League to the Log Cabin Republicans, as different branches - as part of 

a multicultural white supremacy - allows political scholars to see the living, breathing, 

active ways that race, gender, and sexuality can be found throughout our political 

structure.  
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Appendix C 

1-Apr-14 
In spring 2013, we began transitioning from regional Yahoo lists to state Facebook groups. If you don’t see 

your state listed, we just need to hear from you!! We don’t create them until we have a local “seed person”, but 

some of the early chapters have already grown to nearly 40 members. It only takes one person to get the ball 

rolling, so email us to get started today. We hope to have all 50 states by the end of 2014. 

 

Outright Arizona 

 

Outright Arkansas 

Outright California 

Outright Connecticut 

Outright DC 

Outright Delaware 

Outright Florida 

Outright Georgia 

Outright Idaho 

Outright Illinois 

Outright Indiana 

Outright Kentucky 

Outright Louisiana 

Outright Maryland 

Outright New Mexico 

Outright New York 

Outright Ohio 

Outright Tennessee 

Outright Texas 

Outright Utah 

Outright Virginia 

Outright West Virginia 

We also have a stateless chapter: 

Outright Anarchy 

And a few chapters using a page instead of, or in addition to a group: 

 Outright Arkansas 

 

 Outright Florida 

 Ohio Outright Libertarians 

 Valley Outright Libertarians 

Please also join our National Discussion Group, and see our current bylaws for details regarding the formation 

of a new chapter of Outright Libertarians in your area. 

 




